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1. Opening of the Conference
2. Election of the President
3. Adoption of the agenda
4. Adoption of the revised Rules of Procedure of the International Conference on Education
5. Election of the Vice-Presidents and Rapporteur of the Conference
6. Organization of the work of the Conference (ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/2)
7. Focus on the theme of the Conference: “Quality education for all young people: Challenges, trends and priorities” (ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/3 and ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/4) (Plenary sessions, debates, workshops)
8. Presentation of the results of the work of the Conference by the General Rapporteur
9. Adoption of the conclusions and proposals for action of the 47th session of ICE (ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/6)
10. Closure of the Conference
PART I

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE

A. Opening ceremony

1. The 47th session of the International Conference on Education (ICE), convened by the Director-General of UNESCO in accordance with 32 C/Resolution 3, adopted by the General Conference at its 32nd session, was held at the International Conference Centre, Geneva, from 8 to 11 September 2004 on the theme “Quality education for all young people: Challenges, trends and priorities”.

2. More than 1,000 participants, including approximately 100 ministers and deputy ministers of education from 137 Member States of UNESCO, took part in the debates, alongside the representatives of 14 intergovernmental organizations and 21 non-governmental organizations and foundations; some 15 girls and boys from Brazil, Rwanda, Senegal and Uganda were also associated with the Conference. The list of participants is given in Annex XXI.

3. The participants were greeted at the entrance to the conference room by a group of young Brazilians giving a capoeira performance. The opening ceremony of the Conference began and ended with a magnificent musical performance by H.E. Mr Miguel Angel Estrella, world-renowned pianist and Permanent Delegate of Argentina to UNESCO, who played two pieces, the first by Isaac Albeniz and the second by Johannes Brahms.

4. Following a short video presentation of messages from young people around the world on the theme of the quality of education, the session was officially opened by H.E. Mr Fabian Osuji, Minister of Education and Head of the Delegation of Nigeria, the country which had assumed the presidency of the 46th session. Mr Osuji’s opening remarks are reproduced in Annex I.

5. The President gave the floor to Mr Koichiro Matsuura, Director-General of UNESCO. The Director-General’s address appears in Annex II.

6. The President then called upon Mr Charles Beer, State Counsellor, Chairperson of the Department of Public Education of the Republic and Canton of Geneva and Head of the Swiss Delegation, to address the Conference. Mr Beer’s address is reproduced in Annex III.

7. The President then gave the floor to Mr Pedro Nsingui Barros, President of the Council of the International Bureau of Education, who presented the Council’s recommendations concerning the composition of the Bureau of the Conference. The Conference accepted those recommendations.

8. Upon the proposal of Electoral Group IV (Asia-Pacific), the Conference elected by acclamation H.E. Mr Arjun Singh, Minister of Human Resources Development of India, as President of the 47th ICE session. Mr Singh’s opening address is contained in Annex IV.

9. The President introduced the provisional agenda (ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/1), which was adopted. It appears at the beginning of this report.

10. The President of the IBE Council presented the Council’s proposals, approved by the Director-General of UNESCO, for the revision of the Rules of Procedure of the ICE with a view to harmonizing them with developments since 1970, the date of their last revision. The Conference approved the revised Rules of Procedure (ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/Inf 2).
11. The Conference then established its Bureau and elected by acclamation the following ten Vice-Presidents:

H.E. Ms Mady Delvaux-Stehres (Luxembourg);
H.E. Mr Aristóbulo Istúriz Almeida (Venezuela);
H.E. Ms Rosalie Kama-Niamayoua (Republic of the Congo);
H.E. Mr Lucka Lorber (Slovenia);
Mr Rob McIntosh (New Zealand);
H.E. Mr Juris Radzevics (Latvia);
H.E. Mr Haja Nirina Razoﬁnjatovo (Madagascar);
H.E. Dr Ali Sa’ad (Syrian Arab Republic);
H.E. Dr Reyes S. Tamez Guerra (Mexico);
H.E. Mr Andrew Thomson (Canada).

Mr Abdallah Bubtana (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya), proposed by Electoral Group Vb (Arab States), was then elected Rapporteur of the Conference by acclamation.

12. The Conference also endorsed the IBE Council’s proposal that Mr Pedro Nsingui Barros, President of the Council, should preside over the drafting group. The Conference agreed that the drafting group should be composed, first, of members of the Council’s working group set up to assist IBE in making preparations for ICE and, secondly, of six members (one per electoral group) elected by the Conference. The drafting group therefore brought together the representatives of the following Member States: Electoral Group I – Norway and Portugal; Electoral Group II – Bosnia and Herzegovina and Slovakia; Electoral Group III – Argentina and Mexico; Electoral Group IV – Japan and Myanmar; Electoral Group Va – Senegal and Zimbabwe; Electoral Group Vb – Jordan and Lebanon. The Conference also adopted the Council’s proposal to open the work of the drafting group to a maximum of two observers per electoral group.

13. At the invitation of the President, Ms Cecilia Braslavsky, Director of IBE, commented on document ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/2 “Proposed organization of the work of the Conference”, which was adopted.

B. Organization of work – Methodology

14. In view of the very positive experience of the 46th session and at the request of the Executive Board and of the General Conference (32nd session) of UNESCO, the organization of the 47th session was designed to foster a genuine dialogue among the participants. Consequently, the proceedings took place as follows:

- an introductory debate;
- two series of two parallel workshops, followed by a plenary summing-up meeting;
- a concluding debate;
- a closing meeting.

15. As regards methodology, the two debates and four parallel workshops were held in the form of panel discussions, with the keynote speakers representing various education partners (ministers, senior civil servants, researchers, experts and representatives of intergovernmental or non-governmental organizations) and the various regions of the world. The list of speakers during the
two debates is provided in Annex XVII and that of speakers during the workshops in Annex XVIII. The workshop reports are reproduced in Annex XVI.

16. As during the previous session, the 47th session of the ICE was marked by the substantial use of audiovisual devices and information and communication technologies: an introductory video document at the opening and closing meetings; video documents on good practices to introduce each of the workshops; summaries of the proceedings accessible daily on the Internet, and so forth.

17. The preparatory activities contributing to the success of the session included: the 125 messages received from ministers, published in printed form, exhibited during the ICE and available on the website; the more than 1,000 messages from young people on the themes of the conference, collected through the UNESCO Associated Schools Network and presented in an exhibition; national reports on the development of education, submitted by 124 Member States. The preparatory work and the working documents were enhanced by two consultations, the first in March during the meeting of the inter-agency consultative group on the prevention of HIV/AIDS and the second, in June 2004, in the framework of the Interagency Consultative Group on Secondary Education Reform and Youth Affairs. A special issue of Prospects, UNESCO’s quarterly review of comparative education, was published on the theme “Policy dialogue and education” and distributed in English, French and Spanish; a special issue of Innovation was published and a poster produced in April 2004 to publicize the Conference.

18. The organization of the Conference was made possible by many partnerships in the form of intellectual and/or financial contributions from governments, ministries of education, the UNESCO National Commissions, research and training centres in a number of countries (Argentina, Czech Republic, Finland, Japan, Kuwait, Mexico, Norway, Spain, Switzerland, United Arab Emirates), the Organization of Ibero-American States for Education, Science and Culture, UNICEF, Education International.

19. The organization and smooth running of the Conference, in particular the plenary meetings, workshops and side-meetings, was also made possible through the active commitment and support of various UNESCO units (Education Sector, UNESCO institutes, central services, regional offices and other Secretariat services), which cooperated closely in organizing the 47th ICE session. The members of the Secretariat are listed in Annex XXI.

C. Celebration of International Literacy Day

20. The opening ceremony of the Conference, on 8 September, provided UNESCO with the opportunity to celebrate International Literacy Day officially. The ceremony, chaired by Mr Koïchiro Matsuura, Director-General, and introduced by Ms Aicha Bah Diallo, Assistant Director-General for Education, a.i., was the occasion for the ICE participants to be reminded once again of the importance of literacy and of its progress worldwide, through video documents and the testimony of trainers and pupils. An exhibition on the theme “Literacy: a source of freedom” was also on display during the entire ICE session. Mr Matsuura’s address at the ceremony is reproduced in Annex VI.

21. During the celebration of International Literacy Day, the Director-General formally awarded the 2004 literacy prizes. The International Reading Association Literacy Award, created in 1979, was awarded, with a prize of $15,000, to the Mauritian non-governmental organization L’Edikasyon pu travayer. The two King Sejong Literacy Prizes, created in 1989 by the Government of the Republic of Korea, were awarded, each with a prize of $15,000, to Alfabetização Solidária (AlfaSol, Brazil) and the Group responsible for literacy in the province of Qinghai (China).
D. Closing ceremony

22. Before the video document that had opened the 47th ICE session, the participants saw a “hip-hop” dance performance presented by two young members of the Flip Flap Rock Club, French champions in that field.

23. H.E. Ms Rosalie Kama-Niamayoua, Minister of Education of the Republic of the Congo and Vice-President of the 47th ICE session, then officially opened the last meeting by giving the floor to the young Africans and Brazilians present during the Conference, who addressed a message to it which is reproduced in Annex VII.

24. The President then gave the floor to Mr Abdallah Bubtana (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) for the presentation of his oral report, which is contained in Part IIA of this report. The Conference adopted the general report by acclamation.

25. The President then asked Mr Pedro Nsingui Barros, President of the IBE Council and Chairperson of the drafting group, to present the draft “Message from the 47th session of the UNESCO International Conference on Education and proposed priorities for action to improve the quality of education of all young people”. The President of the Council informed the Conference of the suggestion of the Bureau of the 47th ICE session, meeting jointly with the Steering Committee of the IBE Council, that some minor amendments be made to the draft text distributed. The Conference accepted those amendments and the final document of the 47th ICE session (ED/BIE/CONFINTED/47/6) was adopted by acclamation. That document is reproduced in Part II B of this report. At the request of the Group of Arab States, the President of the IBE Council read out an information note concerning the interpretation of one of the paragraphs of the document adopted. The President then gave the floor to the Head of the Israeli Delegation.

26. After a brief suspension of the work in order to welcome Her Highness the Princess Mozah Bint Nasser Al-Misnad, First Lady of Qatar, UNESCO Special Envoy for Basic and Higher Education, H.E. Mr Arjun Singh, President of the 47th ICE session, officially opened the closing ceremony of the Conference.

27. Ms Cecilia Braslavsky, Director of IBE, addressed the Conference, expressing her thanks to all those who had contributed to the success of the session. The address is reproduced in Annex VIII.

28. The President gave the floor to Mr Charles Beer, State Counsellor, Chairperson of the Department of Public Education of the Republic and Canton of Geneva and Head of the Swiss Delegation. Mr Beer’s address is reproduced in Annex IX.

29. The President invited Mr Koïchiro Matsuura, Director-General of UNESCO, to give his closing address. It is reproduced in Annex X.

30. Her Highness the Princess Mozah Bint Nasser Al-Misnad then addressed the Conference. Her address is reproduced in Annex XI.

---

1 The Arab Group informed the International Conference on Education that it interpreted the term “violence” contained in paragraph 2(3) of the Message as including any and all form(s) of occupation and terrorism. The Arab Group also invited the Conference and the participants to refer to paragraph 6 of “Conclusions and proposals for action arising from the 46th session of the ICE”.

2 While not wishing to call into doubt the adoption of the document, the representative of Israel expressed his surprise at the calling into question, after the adoption of a text, of a hard-won consensus within the drafting group, and he firmly disapproved of giving the issue a political slant, which he regarded as out of place at that type of conference.
31. The President gave a brief address before a final “hip-hop” performance and the announcement of the official closing of the 47th ICE session. Mr Singh’s statement is reproduced in Annex XII.

E. Award of the Comenius Medal

32. On the evening of Friday 10 September, the Comenius Medal was awarded by H.E. Ms Petra Buzková, Minister of Education, Youth and Sport of the Czech Republic, and Ms Françoise Rivière, Assistant Director-General in the Office of the Director-General, to seven educators and two projects selected by the jury chaired by Mr Pedro Nsingui Barros, President of the IBE Council, whose choices had been endorsed by the Director-General of UNESCO. The statements by Mr Nsingui Barros, Ms Rivière and H.E. Ms Buzková are reproduced in Annexes XIII, XIV and XV. The Comenius Medal is awarded for outstanding achievements in the fields of research and educational innovation and for the particularly noteworthy involvement of educators who have contributed significantly to the development and renewal of education. The 2004 prizewinners are:

Ms Mary Hatwood Futrell (United States of America);
Mr Jean Elie Larrieux (Haiti);
Ms Meilè Lukšienė (Lithuania);
Mr Munther Wasef Masri (Jordan);
Ms Munawar S. Mirza (Pakistan);
Mr Amédée Joseph Alexis Odunlami (Benin);
The “Cellule Tutorat” of the Free University of Brussels (Belgium);
The Southern and Eastern African Consortium for Monitoring Educational Quality (SACMEQ)

F. Side-meetings

33. In addition to the work of the Conference itself, the following meetings were held:

(a) Sunday 5, Monday 6 and Tuesday 7 September: international research seminar on “Secondary education at the global level: assessment and outlook”, held at the Château de Bogis-Bossey and organized by the IBE, the University of Geneva (FPSE) and the Educational Research Department (SRED) of the Canton of Geneva;

(b) Tuesday 7 September: international high-level seminar on HIV/AIDS preventive education (Varembé Conference Centre);

(c) Tuesday evening 7 September: cultural evening at the Varembé Conference Centre, attended by young people from Africa, Brazil and Geneva, their escorts and teachers, and participants in the Bogis-Bossey seminar;

(d) Wednesday 8 September: consultation of the ministers of the Group of Arab States (Vb);

(e) Thursday, 9 September: meeting of the IBE with the ministers of the Arab Bureau of Education for the Gulf States (ABEGS);

(f) Thursday 9 September: consultation of CONFEMEN ministers;

(g) Friday 10 September: ministerial consultation on the expansion of good practices in the education of girls;
(h) Friday 10 September: meeting of the working group for Euro-Arab dialogue;

(i) Saturday 11 September: information meeting on the United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005-2014);

(j) lastly, as is customary, the IBE Council held the two parts of its 52nd session immediately before the opening and immediately following the end of the work of the Conference.

34. The Conference also enabled the Director-General of UNESCO, the Assistant Director-General in the Office of the Director-General, the Assistant Director-General for Education, a.i., and the Director of the IBE to hold many bilateral talks and informal discussions with ministers, delegates and representatives of intergovernmental organizations and NGOs.

35. In addition, the participants in ICE had the opportunity to visit several exhibits held during the Conference. One of them was a display, organized by the UNESCO Associated Schools Project, of “Young people’s messages” relating to the ICE themes. “Imagine”, an exhibit of photographs by children and young people as part of a project sponsored by the German Agency for Technical Cooperation (GTZ) and made available free of charge to the IBE by that organization, was very successful, as was the exhibit made available by the Comenius Museum in Prague and devoted to the great Czech educator. The Messages of the Ministers were also on display. Lastly, many publications were displayed and distributed by UNESCO, IBE, the other institutes and several of their partners. The principal documents directly related to the ICE are listed in Annex XIX.
PART II

DOCUMENTS ISSUED BY THE CONFERENCE

A. GENERAL REPORT OF THE FORTY-SEVENTH SESSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION (ICE), submitted by Mr Abdallah Bubtana (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya)

Your Excellency President of the Conference,
Your Excellency Director-General of Unesco,
Your Excellency President of the IBE Council,
Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,

Allow me to present to you the Oral report of the 47th session of the International Conference on Education. This report will be included in the final report to be sent to you later.

My predecessors used to mention at the outset of their reports the difficulties, agonies and stress, which they encountered in preparing the oral reports of the previous conferences. For me all these have been eased by the honour you bestowed on me to be the Rapporteur-General of this 47th session of ICE. I therefore found the task to be satisfying and challenging.

The difficulty does not stem from the physical effort but from the mental and intellectual effort to be able to make an honest and clear summary of such rich and highly diversified views, discussions and debates.

The theme selected for this highly distinguished world education conference “Quality Education for All Young People: Challenges, Trends and Priorities” is not only timely but very appropriate and relevant, taking into consideration the social, economical, political and cultural transformations taking place on the global scene. However, from my 23 years of experience with UNESCO, I must say that this theme is old and new. This has been confirmed by the Director-General of UNESCO in his opening speech. During the last 50 years or so, particularly in developing countries, there has been a preoccupation with the issue of quantity, which has not yet been resolved. However, the issue of quality kept looming over us as well, but was never tackled in comprehensive and rational ways.

During the debates and discussions, it seemed to me that the theme of quality has been addressed while a number of tensions have appeared and still require reconciliation. Due to time limitation, only a few of these can be mentioned. We have heard about the tension between local and global priorities. Another is education as human capital versus education as a human right. Furthermore, what schools offer and what society needs. We also heard about the tension between achieving quality education and financial constraints. All of these tensions, among others, must be reconciled.
Although I described these as tensions, I can also describe them as competing priorities that must be addressed. A rational balance between them must be achieved in order for our quest to obtain the goal of quality education for all young people to be successful.

I think what has been said so far is enough as introductory remarks.

For the next part, I have decided that for this report to be focused and easy to follow it will be divided into three subparts which will be devoted to highlighting important debates on challenges, trends and priorities. I’ll do my best to summarize debates during the plenary sessions, as the reports of the workshops have already been presented to you.

**The Challenges of Educating for All Young People to Bring About Globalization with a Human Face**

It has been confirmed by various speakers that globalization is like a tidal wave which cannot be resisted or ignored. The trends of this phenomenon are having an impact on all social sectors, particularly education. It has created new world realities and we must adjust our social, cultural, economic and political systems in order to cope with its challenges.

During the debates, we heard that globalization is still far from acquiring a human face while inequalities and gaps in many aspects – wealth, knowledge, ICT, finance etc. – continue to persist.

Globalization has given rise to a global knowledge economy where knowledge becomes the main driving force behind economic growth. This constitutes a challenge for the education systems and has direct implication on the quality of education we should provide for our youth. The education system cannot develop the competitive advantage for the youth or nation without creating the capacities and developing knowledge with a view to enhancing human productivity.

While globalization can expand work opportunities for youth and young people, help in eradicating poverty and reducing exclusion, it could do the opposite if the quality of education and training is not up to certain global standards.

The impact of globalization on cultural contexts, where education and school exists, is being sensed and felt. We can see a tension being created between traditionality and modernity. The role of education in finding approaches to reconcile the two aspects is very important. This remains an important challenge for educational authorities and policy-makers and perhaps needs special meetings or conferences to deal with it.

Although globalization has been, to a large extent, the center of most of the conference’s debates, other challenges have been raised by a number of speakers. To give examples, there was mention of wars and armed conflicts, inflation in foreign debt, the possible shrinking role of the state, epidemics and diseases such as HIV/AIDS, illiteracy, unavailability of the competent and qualified teachers and unavailability of clear visions about the educational needs of youth and young people. This raised questions about the content of education and the competences which young people need to acquire and all of these constitute direct challenges to achieving sustainable development.

One speaker referred to previous declarations and action plans, objectives and goals, which have not yet been attained. The same speaker called upon us to perhaps adopt new and innovative approaches to attain the stated goals of achieving quality education for all young people.

Although we are all aware that challenges are not necessarily common to all countries or different regions of the world, their diversity has been sounded by various interventions that identified
challenges must be faced on national basis according to their intensity and impact. However, these efforts must be supported by global campaigns and strategies.

This stands true, when we recall commitments made by the international community during the Dakar Forum on Education for All. We can also recall commitments made in the Millennium Development Declaration, particularly those goals relevant to education, poverty, equality and health. As we all know, most of these goals remain off track for meeting the target of 2015.

It has been mentioned by some speakers that the diversity of challenges confronting us in achieving quality education for all young people must not be the responsibility of the education systems alone, but of all sub-sectors and institutions. One speaker said that we cannot expect education to solve all problems. That is why we need to adopt comprehensive, interdisciplinary, intersectoral and holistic approaches as Mr Matsuura, the Director-General put it in his opening speech, in dealing with issues relevant to quality education.

One important challenge, which has not been discussed, is the possible negative and positive impact of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) being negotiated within the framework of WTO. The possible impact of trans-border providers on national systems must be assessed. This perhaps needs a special conference to deal with the issue.

I don’t think that my presentation of challenge is neither comprehensive nor all inclusive, I can dwell more but due to time limitation, I will move to the next part and try to summarize the most important trends highlighted in the debates. I will be very concise and short.

**Trends in Education and the Quality of Education for Young People**

Many interesting trends have been highlighted by the delegates.

A number of countries have indicated significant expansion in the access of girls to education. In these countries, enrolment of girls has surpassed those of boys. This is, of course, a commendable trend, but one delegate said it is not only the quantity which counts, but equally important is the quality.

One important event that took place during this conference was the meeting of ministers and delegates from 14 African countries to reaffirm their strong commitment to ensuring gender equity. They emphasized the importance of addressing the education of girls in a more overall development context, with a strong partnership from the whole society and development agencies.

In spite of this, a large number of countries are still preoccupied with achieving broader access to basic education and efforts in expanding quality secondary education has been either slow or has not been a high priority.

There has been a conversion of opinions and national practices that quality education for all young people is not only important for economic development, but also for human rights, social cohesion, social stability and overall social change and transformation.

From various interventions, it has been made clear that investment of ICT in improving access and quality of education is increasing.

An interesting trend lays in the importance given by most countries for the training and the preparation of qualified teachers as a core for quality education and overall reform. This is coupled with intensified efforts in reforming curricula, contents and methods of education, this being done in spite of financial constraints.
A number of successful experiences in adopting multicultural, multi-ethnic and multilingual education have been mentioned.

Many interesting trends have been cited by various speakers which range from recognition of the importance of quality education for sustainable development, acquiring competitive advantages in globalized economies, definition of competencies and facing the negative consequences of globalization. All of these aspects have been reflected in national education policies in a good number of countries.

Another crucial trend, which has been mentioned by a number of delegates from developing countries, is the extreme financial constraint under which education reform is being undertaken. This trend continues to persist, due to foreign debt and the shrinking of bilateral and multilateral aid.

As you can see, not all trends are positive and some negative trends remain with us which perhaps require international partnership.

Priorities

Mr President, although the next part of the report will put before you proposals for action and priorities, I would like to highlight a number of priorities which I consider to be highly important and crucial for helping us in our quest to achieve high quality education for all young people.

Firstly, it seems to me important for us to develop a clear vision and definition of the present and future educational needs of all young people. Without this, no effective policies and strategies can be formulated.

Secondly, we need to also have a precise definition of what is good quality education for which people and for what contexts. What knowledge and competencies are important within the context of the globalized world?

Thirdly, we must gather empirical and scientific evidence of whether traditional structures will be receptive to the reform of education or if they need to change as well.

Fourthly, we need to rethink the traditional approaches we have adopted to achieve improvement and reform of our education system. Why have some or many of these approaches failed to work?

Fifthly, in adopting global action plans which are intended to help achieve country-specific policy reforms, we must give importance to elements of flexibility and adoptability to various sociocultural contexts.

And finally, it is apparently clear that no single ministry, institution or organization will be able to achieve the objective of quality education for all, therefore a high priority must be given to building stronger national, regional and global partnerships through which commitments can be made and respected.

I hope that I have been able to meet your expectations and my congratulations for a highly successful conference. Thank you for your attention,

Abdalla Bubtana
B. MESSAGE FROM THE 47th SESSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION AND PROPOSED PIRI ORITIES FOR ACTION TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION FOR ALL YOUNG PEOPLE

Meeting at the 47th session of the UNESCO International Conference on Education (Geneva, 8 September 2004), we, the Ministers of Education, heads of delegation and delegates from 137 Member States have, alongside representatives of 14 intergovernmental organizations, 21 NGOs and foundations, taken part in rich, frank and open debates on the theme “Quality Education for all Young People: Challenges, trends and priorities”. The youth attending the Conference expressed their desire for an education that responds to their expectations and expressed the high hopes that they place in this important event. This theme allowed us to share our concerns and difficulties, to jointly seek perspectives for solutions, to reaffirm our hopes and to reinforce international dialogue on educational policies. Education for All (EFA) goals were at the centre of our efforts and of the commitments made by the international community in Jomtien, Dakar and within the essence reflected in the Millennium Development Declaration and those of the United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development and the International Literacy Decade, to improve the quality of education for all young people. It has become increasingly clear in all parts of the world that basic education can no longer be limited to primary education.

Message

1. Promoting quality education and training for all young people between the ages of 12 and 18/20 is essential to securing a better future and constitutes an essential mechanism for combating social exclusion at the local, national and global levels. As both a basic right and a public good, this education must respond to the needs and interests of all young people with a view to ensuring the realization of their full potential, their successful integration in the world of work, as well as their capacity to participate in active life and as responsible citizens.

2. In particular, this Conference has allowed us to agree at an international level on several fundamental aspects relative to the construction and reinforcement of our educational policies. There appears to be a need to:

- recognize that while all countries, both in the North and the South, are confronted with difficulties, the situation of the education of youth is particularly dramatic in many developing countries where education systems appear to continue to be insufficiently adapted to the needs both of young people themselves, as well as those of society at large;

- help young people confront an increasingly complex world characterized, in particular, by the challenges of humanizing globalization, by the important role of information and knowledge as factors of production and of development, by the increasing scale of population movements, by the marginalization of many social groups, as well as by the exacerbation of inequalities and poverty both among and within countries;

- continue improving, in more practical and efficient ways, young girls’ access to and participation in education;

- ensure that all young people acquire the competencies required for personal autonomy and for citizenship, to enter the world of work and social life, with a view to respecting their identity, openness to the world and social and cultural diversity;
• reinforce – through education for active and responsible citizenship – the willingness and  
the capacity to live together and to build peace in a world characterized by inter-state and  
internal armed conflicts and by the emergence of all forms of violence and war;

• reaffirm the central role of teachers and trainers and to reinforce their professionalism both  
through their heightening status, as well as through pre- and in-service training, with a  
view to better preparing them to handle the new demands placed upon them by young  
people and society at large.

3. In many countries education systems, often inherited from the past, are no longer able to  
respond to the challenges that they are confronted with. New, broader and diversified pathways  
need to be defined. It is becoming increasingly clear that improving the quality of education for all  
young people can no longer be ensured by the public authorities, teachers and formal education  
systems alone. Education is the affair of all.

4. Through this Conference, we reaffirm the crucial importance of education for our national  
development policies. We are consequently making an appeal for the mobilization of all partners, in  
order to enable ourselves to respond to the immense challenges of the education of young people,  
globalization with a human face and sustainable development of our societies and of the planet as a  
whole. Only through new efficient alliances and partnerships can we find diversified and adapted  
solutions to respond to the present and future needs of young people and to improve the quality of  
their education. These alliances must be built and reinforced within States themselves, as well as  
between governments, civil society, the economic sector, the media and youth themselves. They  
must also be reinforced between all development partners at the regional and international levels, so  
that the commitments undertaken by the international community supporting improvements in the  
quality of education may be met.

5. We also express our hope that the Conclusions and Proposed Priorities for Action that we  
adopted unanimously on 11 September 2004 may become an effective source of information for our  
educational policies and serve to improve in an effective and sustainable way the quality of  
education for all young people across the world for peace, justice and sustainable development.

Challenges

6. Sheer numbers: At present, half the world’s population is under age 25. The world has the  
largest generation of young people ever. More than 1 billion people are between the age of 12 and  
20. In 2020, 87 % of young people in the world will live in developing countries, where today they  
are already the majority. Developed countries will be faced with the demographic challenge of an  
ever-ageing population.

7. Greater access and opportunities: The number of young people completing primary school is  
constantly rising. The number of enrolments at secondary school level in the world has multiplied  
tenfold over the last 50 years. While secondary school enrolments on a global level increased from  
56 % to 77.5 % in the last decade, this masks the reality that millions of young people, particularly  
in the South, who finish primary school are still denied the opportunities to make a living or to  
continue their education. Furthermore, many do not even complete primary education. Females are  
particularly affected.

8. Improved quality of education for the twenty-first century: Too many young people do not  
have the opportunity to acquire the necessary knowledge, attitudes and values for life in the twenty-
first century. There is a demand for education to be relevant to the modern world and to create
learners for life. Therefore, the quality of education for this age group is now at the heart of national and international concerns.

9. Gender equality: In most parts of the world, there are unacceptable gender differences in access, opportunities, retention and learning outcomes. This reflects the inability of many education systems to be gender-responsive.

10. Competencies for life: Currently, education systems do not provide young people opportunities to obtain and strengthen the complex set of competencies for life, including technical and vocational education. Many of these competencies are essential for addressing modern problems such as HIV/AIDS and other pandemic diseases, exiting and entering the labour force and social and political indifference. Lack of technical and vocational education and training, including entrepreneurship and training for creativity, hampers employability.

11. Social inclusion: In a world that is increasingly becoming closer due to globalization and information and communication technologies, exclusion is on the increase. Factors such as poverty, gender, ability, origin, language, culture and various kinds of discrimination can impinge on effective learning.

12. Conducive conditions for teachers: Teachers and trainers in many parts of the world lack sufficient training, resources, support, materials and conducive conditions of service. As a result they cannot be effective in facilitating the learning of young people.

13. Anticipating the future: Today’s rapidly changing and unpredictable world has rendered current educational offer less appropriate.

14. Resource allocation: In many countries the educational needs of young people are not always a priority, mainly due to economic and social reasons. Therefore, not enough resources are allocated to this important age group, neither by the countries nor by the donor community as a whole.

15. Alliances and partnerships: Effective alliances for quality education for young people are not sufficiently mobilized among students, teachers, parents, local communities, civil society, media, economic enterprises, the global community and other stakeholders. Particularly, young people are in many instances not given enough opportunities to be active partners in the development and conduct of their education.

16. Peace, sustainable development and social justice: Young people must have the access to quality education and training in order to enhance their ability to be actors for sustainable development and a peaceful and just world. Education must reflect the nature of cultures and languages, the value of the individual in relation to the larger context, and the importance of living in a way that promotes equality in the present and fosters a non-violent and sustainable future.

**Priority actions**

17. Develop a comprehensive strategy. In order to attain development, peace and justice at the global level it is essential to conduct a comprehensive strategy ensuring that the learning needs of all young people are met through equitable access to appropriate learning and life skills and training programmes. All the aspects of the quality of education must be included.

18. Increase access and equity for all young people. New approaches to education, involving organizational and pedagogical creative methods and the use of ICT have to be constructed to increase access and retention. It is important to recognize the correlation between formal and non-
formal learning. Governments are encouraged to implement systems for validation of non-formal learning.

19. Improve the way of innovating and creating. Governments, teachers and trainers and all other stakeholders should promote renewed national goals, focusing on the relevance of education in the twenty-first century. Reinforcement, evaluation, innovation, diversification and reform of existing educational delivery, and of their pertinence to each context, particularly those of poverty and countries coming out of strife should also be borne in mind.

20. Take affirmative action to compensate gender imbalance. In many instances it will be necessary to take concerted affirmative actions to compensate for historical and new inequalities. A great deal of research, knowledge and good experiences exist, and this must be taken into account as a matter of urgency to universalize gender equality at national, regional and global levels.

21. Put in place strategies to focus on competencies for life. In order to learn to solve problems and act, competencies have to be better defined, to assist with preventing HIV/AIDS, enhancing employability and active citizenship. Proven practices include conflict-resolution, peace-building and intensive reading and writing of meaningful materials.

22. Focus on the most prevalent reasons for exclusion. It is imperative to act on the identified reasons for exclusion from learning.

23. Recognize the importance of teachers and trainers. Improved possibilities for in-service teacher education are needed. Moreover, working conditions, career paths and wages that make teaching attractive must be secured to reinforce teachers’ status in society. Good management is needed to support teachers.

24. Use the available knowledge and promote research. When developing educational policies knowledge predictions and alternatives trends for the future have to be taken into account, conscious choices have to be made.

25. Improve the use of resources. Governments and civil society are encouraged to find creative and new mechanisms for financing quality education for all young people (for example, exploring the possibilities of converting debt services into investment in education). This should go hand in hand with a greater capacity for innovation and transformation.

26. Promote alliances and partnerships at all levels. Incentives and appropriate legislation would help the effective functioning of better partnerships. Governments are encouraged to continue involving such stakeholders as students, teachers, parents, NGOs, media, social partners, including teachers unions, and other decision-makers. A cross-sectoral approach is desirable. The role of UNESCO as a leading agency to enhance quality education for all young people is essential.

27. Educate for sustainable development, peace and social justice. Strong efforts are needed to ensure effective educational strategies, policies and practices for quality education for young people. The United Nations Decade for Education for Sustainable Development and the United Nations Literacy Decade should provide a great opportunity to strengthen efforts in this area.

THE ROLE OF UNESCO AND ITS SPECIALIZED INSTITUTES

28. This document, deriving from the works of the forty-seventh session of the International Conference on Education, will be taken into consideration in order to enrich the reflection and to reinforce, in the short, medium and long terms, the programme of action of UNESCO, the
International Bureau of Education and the other specialized institutes with a view to improving the quality of education of all young people.
Opening speech by H.E. Mr Fabian Osuji  
Minister of Education of Nigeria

Your Excellencies, fellow Ministers of Education, 
Chairman and members of the Council of IBE, 
Your Excellency, Chairman of the Executive Board of UNESCO, 
Mr Director-General of UNESCO, 
Madam Director of IBE, 
Your Excellencies, members of the diplomatic corps, 
Distinguished Representatives of the International and Non-Governmental Organizations, 
Distinguished Delegates, 
Ladies and Gentlemen,

When, three years ago, the international community as constituted in the International Conference on Education, decided to accept Nigeria as the President of its forty-sixth session, it did my predecessor, Professor Abraham Babalola Borishade, a singular honour, which was extended to my country Nigeria and to the African Group of Member States, which had kindly and generously presented Nigeria as its candidate for the Presidency.

As we embark on the work of this session, the forty-seventh session, and as I prepare to pass on the mantle of Presidency to our newly chosen President, please allow me, to express once again, our profound gratitude for the honour you did Nigeria; an honour which we accepted with pride and whose duties we have faced with humility, counting on the support of all of you. Both you, Member States all, and the Secretariat under the leadership of its Director – Ms Cecilia Braslavsky, have given that support unstintingly. So if we have been able to achieve any success in the performance of our duties, that success has been due in no small measure to our cooperative and combined effort in striving to achieve, together, the set goal of our Conference.

In the last three years, both the Secretariat and Member States have been engaged in putting into action the many thoughts, ideas, plans and projects which emerged as the fruits of the rich, creative and all pervading deliberation on the most important theme of “Education for all, for learning to live together” which the General Conference of UNESCO, at its 30th session, had commended to us for our deliberation. The timeliness of that subject was more than emphasized by our discussions at that Session and the results of our work have been sources of inspiration for us, not only in our present work, but also in the planning of our future activities in the field of education.

Thoughts on the 46th session

Our programmes in the most recent past, in line with decisions taken at our last session in 2001, have focused on the main theme of “learning to live together”. In implementing the proposed programmes, strategies were planned based on activities directed towards contributing to strengthening capacity-building in Member States, especially for the development of relevant and appropriate curricula, and for the renewal of educational content in general. A broad information platform is being developed for educational curricula, textbooks and teaching and learning methods. The training of teachers and the quality of their status have also been carefully scrutinized for positive action. Efforts are also being made for the analysis of curriculum development methodologies and innovative practices. Special attention has thus been given to the development of practical skills for the improvement of the quality of life and the building of a knowledge society.
I have no doubt that individual national action in response to the results of our 46th session will be appropriately and abundantly reflected in our national reports which we all look forward to receiving and studying. For us in Nigeria, the exercise of the presentation of national reports at our session, is one which we value greatly. The sharing of experience should be considered as one of the most important reasons for this our periodic gathering: an occasion for presenting views, exchanging opinions and sharing experiences. Nothing can replace this global exercise of coming together to consider the issues in education that concerns us as individual nations and globally as citizens of the world.

As we cast our minds to the past, we should reflect and act on the extent to which we have been successful in implementing the decisions of our last session.

THE FORTY-SEVENTH SESSION

Madam Director of IBE,
Distinguished Delegates,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

If the theme of our last session dealt with issues that concerns both the present and the future of education and society, the theme of our present session, the 47th session, concerns the most important element of our future in every sense of the word: Our youth. Our theme is “Quality Education for all Young People: Challenges, trends and priorities”.

It is unnecessary for us to pontificate on the importance of any positive and forward-looking undertaking in favour of our youth. Such actions are the only insurance we can have for a future full of hope and promise. Our theme for this session is therefore a most eloquent follow-up to what we dealt with three years ago. We agree that one of the most important aims of education today is to create a citizenry made up of persons fully developed and capable of working creatively, productively and in harmony within the society and with other citizens of the world at large: in other words, living together. Therefore for us in Nigeria, and I am certain this is true for most Member States, we consider the education of the young as an investment of prime importance. Hence our preoccupation with the content of that education, the guiding principle for the planning of that education and most important of all, the relevance of that education for the future of the young and hence the future of our societies.

We look forward to a healthy discussion of the question of “Quality Education for All Young People” at this session and we promise to make our contributions to the deliberation at all levels of our work.
Annex II

Address by Mr Koïchiro Matsuura, 
Director-General of UNESCO

Mr President, 
Honourable Ministers of Education, 
Honourable Heads of Delegations, 
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am delighted to welcome you all to the 47th session of the International Conference on Education (ICE). Let me immediately congratulate you, Mr President, for your excellent work and for the inspiring opening address you have just given. Let me also thank our hosts for the hospitality for which we are always grateful and which we never take for granted. The support of the Swiss Federal authorities and the authorities of the Republic and Canton of Geneva is greatly appreciated by UNESCO, not only in relation to the ICE but also, of course, because of the presence of the International Bureau of Education (IBE), which is based here in Geneva. It is a pleasure to be back once again.

I would also like to join with the President of the Conference in thanking Mr Miguel Angel Estrella for his marvellous performance. Mr Estrella, please note, is not only a UNESCO Goodwill Ambassador, but also Argentina’s Ambassador to UNESCO.

The ICE is a special occasion because it brings together, as does no other international forum, the world’s Ministers of Education. Thank you all for coming for what promises to be a most stimulating meeting. I say this not only because the theme is especially interesting but also because we have gathered here many of the foremost educational decision-makers in the world. While it has all the trappings of a public occasion, the Conference is also an opportunity to share experiences and ideas in a relaxed and open way, in the company of your peers.

At the same time, part of the stimulus of the Conference comes from the presence of others – from the world of academic teaching and research, from the circuits of international cooperation including United Nations agencies, and from civil society. You are all most welcome.

It is customary to thank all those who have contributed to the preparations for ICE through the provision of essential support. Let me therefore thank the governments of Argentina, Finland, Japan, Kuwait, Mexico, Norway, Spain and the United Arab Emirates, and also UNICEF, the Organization of Ibero-American States and Education International. Many other partners have directly contributed to the organization of different activities, which help to make the ICE such a unique event. Unfortunately, my speaking time is not unlimited and therefore I am unable to thank each of you individually. Last, but not least, I would like, through you, to express my sincere appreciation to all those who are not present in this hall, but whose hard work has enabled us to be here.

Finally, let me thank the IBE Council and its members and, most particularly, its Chairperson, Mr Pedro Nsingui Barros, for all the efforts they have made in order to make this event a success.
Honourable Ministers,
Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

The selection of the theme of this Conference was made at the 32nd session of the General Conference of UNESCO almost two years ago. That theme – “Quality Education for All Young People: Challenges, trends and priorities” – was well chosen by virtue of its relevance and importance to all countries. One way or another, it is a theme that crosses your desks every working day.

The question of quality education has been no stranger to UNESCO’s debates and activities over the course of many years, but it has undoubtedly acquired a higher salience lately. At the World Education Forum in Dakar, Senegal, in April 2000, UNESCO was a prominent advocate for a commitment by countries to quality basic education for all. Since then, there has been an extended process of consultation aimed at identifying those issues and questions that are central to the debate on quality education at this time and that are at the core of UNESCO’s approach.

I have been at pains to take this debate into the heart of the Organization as a whole, including our governing bodies. This is why it was the subject of a thematic debate at a particular session of the Executive Board and at a Ministerial Round Table held during the 32nd session of the General Conference. The Round Table was widely acknowledged as a successful occasion on several levels. The issues surrounding quality education have also been raised at regional meetings of Ministers and National Commissions.

After this ICE, the subject will receive further attention at the next meeting of the High-Level Group on Education for All (EFA), to be held in Brazil in November, and the EFA Global Monitoring Report 2005 also makes quality education its special thematic focus. There can be no doubt that quality education is a priority for UNESCO.

This fact is confirmed by the prominent place taken up by quality education in the strategic review of EFA that has just been conducted at the request of our Executive Board. One of the key outcomes of the strategic review is the clear re-affirmation of the centrality and priority of EFA in the work of UNESCO. And within that perspective, the promotion of quality basic education for all is strongly re-affirmed as an ongoing priority of UNESCO precisely because it is the foundation on which all subsequent education, training and learning are built.

The strategic review has helped us to clarify our essential tasks in the period ahead as far as quality basic education is concerned. First, UNESCO will configure its overall approach to quality education in holistic terms, whereby “quality” is seen both comprehensively in the spirit of Dakar and the Delors Report, and as a dimension of all education systems, institutions and processes. A major challenge will be to operationalize the notion of a holistic approach, to show its practical effects and real benefits.

Second, UNESCO will provide a framework for harmonizing other partners’ contributions to achieving the goal of quality basic education for all. We are under no illusion that we can do everything but an important function that UNESCO should increasingly perform is to provide a framework that other actors will find useful for purposes of orientation and integration. Helping things make sense and fit together – conceptually, strategically and operationally – is an ambitious undertaking but UNESCO must do more to play this role of facilitator.

Third, UNESCO will make its own substantive and concrete contributions. The strategic review has confirmed that UNESCO has several key aspects of “quality” in view when it comes to
focused action – renewing curricula; developing educational content and materials; transmitting universal values; monitoring learning achievement; and encouraging both education for sustainable development and the equitable provision of quality basic education. These are areas in which we shall seek to work even more closely with Member States.

In effect, in light of the strategic review, the question of “quality” will be a key dimension of UNESCO’s action in the field of education in coming years. There is, of course, considerable continuity in our work in this area but we are also acutely aware that the “quality education debate” does not stand still but is dynamic and changing. Indeed, one important outcome of the strategic review is a clear recognition that UNESCO must do more to play a leading and creative role in policy dialogue and debate – and “quality” will be a major theme in this regard.

As part of the strategic review process, I have identified three vital areas where UNESCO will build strong initiatives which will have real impact at the country level. These programmatic emphases and niches are focused on literacy (within the context of the United Nations Literacy Decade); on HIV/AIDS, particularly the already-announced Global Initiative to Expand Prevention Education against HIV/AIDS; and on teacher training in sub-Saharan Africa. In each of these areas, the issue of quality will be central.

For example, in regard to the teacher training initiative, the close linkage between teachers and quality education is one that all of you will understand. Having enough qualified teachers is essential for raising and maintaining quality and for delivering a sound education to young people. We shall be focusing on the particularly severe problems concerning the shortage of qualified teachers in sub-Saharan Africa but, more generally, all of our work on teachers everywhere is connected with quality improvement. I cannot fail to note, of course, that the role of teachers vis-à-vis quality education is the theme of one of the workshops in this Conference.

Mr President,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I have briefly described how, in concrete terms, UNESCO has been handling the question of quality education in the context of EFA. But let me now reflect on the theme of this conference – Quality education for all young people: challenges, trends and priorities – in broader context in order to give you some orientation for the next three days of discussion and exchange.

For UNESCO, quality is an aspect of the whole as well as of the parts. This requires taking account of the overall context within which the debate over quality is taking place. That debate cannot and must not be insulated from the real world and its problems such as gender inequality and social exclusion. That which affects quality is, by definition, part of the quality debate. I believe that the agenda of this conference reflects this understanding very well.

I will not rehearse here all the different strands of argument that you will engage with in the next few days. But allow me to draw your attention to a number of features of the debate that I think are of particular importance and interest, especially regarding our special focus on young people.

For example, I have the sense that a subtle paradigm shift is taking place. The emphasis on quality is increasingly centred on learning so that individuals and groups are able constantly to adapt and adjust to change during their lifetimes as a function of a good education. There is a shift from teaching to learning, even though the teacher remains one of the pillars of quality education. As part of this shift, the focus on the learner as the centre of the educational process requires us to give serious consideration to the particular character of young people as learners.
This character, of course, is by no means uniform but, perhaps more than any other age-group, youth is a social category which attracts quite varied perceptions. Here I am talking not only of the self-perceptions of young people but also how they are perceived by adults and the established institutions of society. The question of quality will be addressed differently when young people are seen as threats to society and culture as compared with being seen as the bright hope of the future. Are education and training to be imposed on young people as a way to curtail and neutralize their dangerous tendencies, or are education and training to be designed as opportunities focused on young people’s self-perceived needs and shaped by young people themselves?

Another example is the way in which growing up in a globalizing world is changing young people’s expectations. In ways that previous generations could have had little inkling of, today’s young people are “connected” in global circuits of communication and exchange. But some are more “connected” than others, which pulls our attention towards the imbalances and inequalities affecting the life-chances of young people. Issues of inclusion and exclusion are involved, as are questions of values and lifestyles as well as problems of empowerment and belonging. To some extent, discussion of these matters is conducted through the medium of “life-skills”, which is increasingly seen to be a far from simple subject. Life itself is becoming increasingly complex and, consequently, the skills needed to manage one’s life, happily and autonomously, are difficult to foresee and define.

The questions are global in another sense too, in that young people are today experiencing physical and virtual international mobility as never before, and the signs are that it will increase in the future. In a world of globally interconnected economies and web-societies, moving beyond borders is becoming a common feature of life for young people, but are they being equipped to meet the challenges of life in this new context? And in our “connected” world, who is responsible for providing a quality education for young people, especially when expectations of international mobility are growing?

Whatever the case may be regarding such issues, UNESCO is focused on the commonalities in the processes of education so that young people, wherever they may be, learn how to cope with change, learn how to contribute, learn how to live together and learn how to adapt to new conditions and participate in the process of creating a better world. At the same time, we are searching for ways through which education can help to give them a sense of identity in the midst of cultural, religious and aesthetic diversity.

These are some of the issues that the debate over quality education must address today. It is not, therefore, something that can be only treated in terms of inputs (buildings, resources, budgets, etc.) or in terms of outputs narrowly conceived as examination results and certificates. It is a debate about the relevance of education to conditions of perpetual change and about the need to provide education so that young people can deal with uncertainty, physical and virtual mobility, sustainable development and the myriad of existing cultures, values and lifestyles.

UNESCO’s efforts will be focused on supporting Member States so that they may reinforce their own capacity to define education policies for a quality education for all – children, young people and adults, girls and women – a quality education that fosters learning throughout life. At the same time, UNESCO recognizes the need for global actions because the problems are global in character or origin. The quest to humanize the globalization process lies behind this need for appropriate actions and strategies, at the local, national and global levels. And these actions will involve issues of curriculum renewal, fresh approaches to teacher training, flexible methodologies of learning and the devising of national education policies that allow mobility and interchange.
Honourable Ministers,
Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

Quality is not just about academic knowledge and achievements, important though they may be. It is clear that the modern world is demanding much more of education – it is counting on education systems to build the foundations of a better world, one based on universal values of peace and equality.

The 47th session of the International Conference on Education will provide, I am sure, a range of lessons learnt concerning best policies and good practices to work towards this. The conference is an opportunity to exchange ideas and experiences and to reach, where possible, a consensus on the most useful and valuable ways forward.

It remains for me to wish that this ICE provides all of you with new thoughts and reflections so that, when you return home, you are full of renewed energy for meeting the challenges ahead.

Thank you.
Annex III

Opening address by H.E. Mr Charles Beer,
State Counsellor, Head of the Swiss Delegation

Mr President,
Excellencies,
Honourable Ministers,
Distinguished Heads of Delegation,
Mr Director-General of UNESCO,
Madam Director of the IBE,
Ladies and gentlemen representing teachers, parents, the world of science and civil society as a whole,
Dear friends and conference guests,

On behalf of the Swiss Confederation and the Canton of Geneva, I wish to welcome you to Geneva. It is both a pleasure and a great honour for me to be able to welcome you here and to thank you very sincerely for having made the journey, sometimes from afar, to Geneva in order to come to discuss education and its future.

Geneva, the seat of the International Bureau of Education, the centre of activity where Jean Piaget chose to carry out his most important work, is thus honoured and ready once again to fulfil its vocation as host and venue open to all those working to improve the standards of life of the inhabitants of our world.

During the four days of the Conference, we shall have the occasion to become more fully acquainted, whether in the various discussion workshops or more informally during the events organized in conjunction with the ICE. In this regard, allow me now to invite you all to the reception offered by the Swiss delegation this evening at the Noga Hilton Hotel.

I indeed believe that personal contacts are of paramount importance for the success of this Conference. In this respect, I wish to congratulate the IBE Secretariat on so organizing the work as to permit and facilitate such contacts. I think it would be very difficult to begin an international dialogue and an exchange of experiences on educational policies without knowing one another, if only a little.

This 47th ICE session is devoted to the education of young people, i.e. post-compulsory education, whether in establishments or in enterprises. Ensuring quality and the access of all to education is a major challenge. In this context, I should like to outline the three main objectives that I wish to assign to this Conference.

First, I am mindful that this 47th session of the International Conference on Education is consistent with the far-reaching goal set by UNESCO to achieve education for all by 2015. Education for all: for girls and boys regardless of culture, language or religion.

I believe that we must remain humble before the sheer magnitude of this goal. The ICE cannot alone seek to resolve such an extensive programme; it is but one of the stones in a vast edifice being erected worldwide. We should therefore be extremely demanding with regard to our work, turning it to good account while being aware that the stone we are contributing to this edifice must be very carefully hewn.
Secondly, I am of the opinion that one of the ICE’s key roles is to promote policy dialogue and should, as such, be a “space of dialogue”. This is no ready-made phrase but a matter of priority for IBE’s programme: to foster, facilitate, promote and supervise the comparison of education systems and the solutions adopted; to compare innovative ideas and avant-garde projects; and to seek convergence between the needs expressed, while recognizing and respecting the difference in the approaches adopted. This dialogue must not be in one direction – from the North to the South, to put it plainly. In the last decades of the twentieth century, Europe became a veritable land of immigration, which will intensify over the coming years. This continent is host to more and more young people of different cultures and training. Thus, the policy dialogue must also be conducted in the other direction – from the South to the North. It is in the interests of all.

Thirdly, when we speak of quality education for all young people, the social and family context should not be forgotten. Even the best school can never do everything on its own. It must be able to count on parents, whose educational role is too often underestimated or overlooked. It must also be able to count on the public institutions responsible for social and family policies. Education is a common challenge for all social and political actors in every country. We should not leave the school on its own overburdened with tasks that it cannot assume unaided.

So there are my three objectives. I am sure that we will achieve them together.

I should like here to congratulate the IBE’s Director and collaborators on all the preparatory work for the Conference and also on the quality of the documents provided us. They give us valuable background information for reflection in the run-up to our discussions. We are therefore invited to compare our ideas and assume our responsibilities.

We consequently thank the International Bureau of Education, which has succeeded in organizing our work so as to facilitate the discussions and more relaxed occasions intended to strengthen our ties with education officials worldwide.

I thank you for your attention and wish you very profitable exchanges.
Annex IV

Opening address by H.E. Mr Arjun Singh,
Minister of Human Resources Development, Government of India,
and President of the 47th session of the International Conference on Education

Honourable Ministers,
Director General, UNESCO,
Distinguished Heads of Delegations,
Director of the IBE,
Distinguished Delegates,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is indeed a great privilege for the Asia Pacific Group, for my country, India, and for me, personally, to be given this opportunity to chair the 47th session of the International Conference on Education of UNESCO; we are grateful for this honour.

I take this opportunity to pay a tribute to the outgoing President of the 46th session, His Excellency Mr Abraham B. Borishade, Minister of Education of Nigeria, for his devotion and commitment in guiding the last session of the ICE to a successful conclusion. Mr President, please accept our thanks for the exemplary manner in which the work of the session was achieved. I am sure that with your cooperation and support, our deliberations and the result therefrom will live up to the high expectations from this Conference.

As a person returning to the helm of affairs in the Ministry of Human Resources Development in my home country after a period of over a decade, and as a keen follower of developments in the field of education and human resources development, I cannot help experiencing a feeling of some disappointment despite some major gains in several countries. A large part of the world still continues to face the scourges of illiteracy, poverty and a struggle to empower its people to lead a life of quality, with human dignity. The problems that confronted us in the last decade may have somewhat abated but there is nevertheless serious unfinished work in the field of education, which is the key to all round growth and development, as well as perhaps the peaceful coexistence of all mankind.

It is indeed very apt and timely for this session of the ICE to be devoted to “Quality Education for all Young People – Challenges, Trends and Priorities” as this is of paramount concern for countries all over the world. The ICE serves as an ideal forum to review the action taken since the Ministerial Round Table on Quality Education held during the last General Conference of UNESCO and to see how far we, the Member States, have actually been successful in translating into programmes and projects, the recommendations made in the communiqué issued on that occasion.

Dear Colleagues, the Conference will appropriately discuss the needs of the most critical age group in any country, the children and youth of today, who will go on to become the citizens of tomorrow in their respective countries. For, verily, today’s dream and fears of our youth will shape the contours of our world tomorrow. There is a paramount need to ensure that systems and mechanisms are put in place that allow young women and men to acquire knowledge, become open-minded, progressive and discriminating, imbued with the right qualities of head and heart, that can build the ideal adult of the future.
In the race to acquire knowledge and skills in today’s networked, interlinked and globalized world, with ICTs and the Internet unleashing the vast potential that must and can be used for the common good, and where the media and communication facilities serve as potent means of wielding influence, the wise words of the Father of our Nation, Mahatma Gandhi, are well worth remembering. Exhorting us to be open to all influences, but to stay rooted in our culture and its heritage, he said “… I want the cultures of all the lands to be blown about in my house as freely as possible. But I refuse to be blown off my feet by any”.

Every Member State is, no doubt, engaged in doing so in its own manner to see how best it can enable its children to inculcate the right mix of skills, relevant knowledge, attitudinal development and life skills. We, too, are busy trying to work out a holistic solution along with an attempt to set up institutional arrangements so that our educational contexts, processes and systems remain relevant and empower our youth to face the challenges of the future.

While it is our duty to ensure that our children imbibe the best knowledge from the formal system, society at large and the media, we also need to see that they are protected from divisive ideologies and negative influences. In the present day world, under the shadow of terrorism, with new forms of ignorance, prejudice, tension and discrimination rearing their heads menacingly, the clarion call of UNESCO’s founding fathers that “… it is in the minds of men that we have to build the defences of peace” seems to acquire greater salience and become even more relevant with each passing day.

The organizers again deserve our compliments for choosing the workshop topics with great sensitivity as these address the truly important aspects linked to quality education. Each of these, namely gender education, social inclusion, building competences for life, and the key role of teachers, deserve our full attention and concerted actions in order that we may be successful in providing education of good quality for all sections of society in a truly inclusive manner and in such a way that will help the learners acquire the necessary knowledge, values and empowerment for leading a fulfilled life.

Distinguished delegates, we are gathered here today to fashion plans for pooling our intellectual resources and sharing experiences and best practices, to move our societies towards the attainment of the goal of Quality Education for All, an education that will enable each one of us to meet the challenges of this century in a more purposeful manner. I am sure that, together, we will be successful in reaching the objectives set out for this session. With these words, I wish you all success in your deliberations at the 47th session of the International Conference on Education.
Your Excellencies,
Distinguished Ministers,
Distinguished Heads of Delegation,
Mr Director-General of UNESCO,
Mr President of the Council of the International Bureau of Education,

On behalf of all my Secretariat colleagues, I want to associate myself with the words of welcome and thanks conveyed by the Director-General to the 47th session of the International Conference on Education, on the theme of “Quality education for all young people: Challenges, trends and priorities”. I have the honour to explain to you briefly how this truly singular event is to be organized.

The proceedings begin with the introductory debate on “Responding to the educational needs of the young to bring about globalization with a human face”. This first plenary will be chaired by the Minister of Education of India and two keynote speakers are invited: Ms Ruth Kagia, of the World Bank, and Mr Francisco Ramírez, a professor at Stanford University, who was born in the Philippines. Following this, six Ministers of Education, one from each geographical region, are to speak, having been invited by the Director-General once the first registrations for this 47th ICE session had arrived. Their statements will be the prelude to an exchange of experiences in which we invite you to participate actively. At the close of that debate, the Director-General of UNESCO will lead the celebrations marking International Literacy Day.

In the afternoon, the first two workshops will take place, one on quality education and gender equality and the other on quality education and social inclusion. Each workshop is organized around two simultaneous discussion panels. This means that this afternoon, and tomorrow afternoon as well, four meetings will be held at the same time, two for each specific theme. The division of the workshops gives each delegate more opportunity to speak and so makes for greater fluidity in the proceedings.

Tomorrow morning the first evaluation plenary will be held for the purpose of presenting the previous day’s work.

At 3 p.m. the two remaining workshops will take place, one on quality education and competencies for life and the other on quality education and the key role of teachers. Their format is the same as for the first two workshops. In the morning of 10 September the evaluation plenary for Workshops 3 and 4 will be held.

A special meeting on “Promoting partnerships for the right to a quality education for all young people” is planned for Friday afternoon. This will be followed the same evening by the award ceremony for the Comenius Medal.

On Saturday morning the Rapporteur will present the Report to the final plenary with the outcomes of the 47th session of the International Conference on Education. The text, prepared in the course of these days by the drafting group, will be submitted to the plenary for approval.

As you know, perhaps better than the Secretariat, the International Conference on Education is yours. The quality of the work done in the next four days depends on active participation through the promotion of frank and productive policy dialogue on educational policies and the state of
education in the world. We invite you to make use of your statements in order to share your extensive experience but also the difficulties encountered by each of you in your working routine. Each delegation has seven opportunities to take the floor. Registration lists will be open at the entrances to each meeting. We thus hope that you will be able to find the similarities and singularities of each context and to contemplate alternatives for achieving the common goal of a quality education for all young people.

We in the Secretariat are at your entire disposal for assistance in optimizing the proceedings. Do not hesitate to contact us for anything at all that you may require in this respect.

I wish you every success in your work.

Thank you for coming.
Distinguished Ministers of Education,
Distinguished Heads of Delegations,
Distinguished prizewinners,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

For nearly 40 years, 8 September has been celebrated as International Literacy Day. Since last year, when the United Nations Literacy Decade was launched in New York in the presence of the President of Mongolia, United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan and First Lady Laura Bush, International Literacy Day has been endowed with additional significance as we seek to galvanize our collective commitment and mobilize our best efforts to ensure that illiteracy is banished from our world.

This will be far from easy, of course. For one thing, there is the sheer scale of the task. Despite many efforts around the world, the current estimate is that there are over 860 million adults who are illiterate and their numbers are added to by the over 100 million school-age children who are out-of-school.

It will not be easy also because the nature of the task is changing. In our complex and fast-changing world, it is not enough to simply read and write and use numbers. Literacy today is more demanding and encompasses more skills and aptitudes than before. Just think of computers and the information and communication technologies that are redefining how we communicate, how we work and how we live.

It will not be easy because we now cannot deny what many employers have long known, namely, that children, young people and adults are leaving educational institutions and programmes without having mastered the fundamentals of literacy and therefore without making literacy a secure possession.

This is one reason why I am pleased we are celebrating International Literacy Day at this gathering of Ministers of Education. After all, when children and young people leave the schools under your ultimate authority and they have no firm command of basic literacy skills, then questions can be legitimately raised about what is happening in those schools. And when young people gain qualifications and seek to enter employment and it turns out that they cannot perform simple literacy or numeracy tasks, both parents and employers, not to mention the young people themselves, have the right to ask the following question: what happened to the right to a decent education, to a basic education of quality?

And when lack of access and poor quality are exacerbated by injustice, what chance is there for the disadvantaged to overcome the obstacles they face through education? This year, International Literacy Day has the theme of “literacy and gender” in order to highlight the particular needs of those, especially women and girls, who are denied vital educational opportunities. Think of
it: there are over 500 million women today who are illiterate. Think of the waste this represents. Think of the difference it would make to the women themselves, their children and their families if they could enjoy the benefits of literacy.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Literacy is in many ways the poor cousin within the Education for All (EFA) family. I am thinking mainly of adult literacy and non-formal education programmes, which are not sufficient to meet the needs of all those lacking essential literacy and numeracy skills. But I am also thinking of literacy within primary schooling and how important it is that fundamental competencies are effectively acquired and utilized. It is necessary to stop the flow of new illiterate young people into the large reservoir of illiterate adults. This means we must ensure that all children do go to school, everywhere. And it means that, while they are in school, they receive an education of sufficient quality that they are empowered to meet the world with confidence and with the essential personal resources and competencies that they need.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Today, we will give you grounds for hope. The prizewinners, as individuals and as representatives of their institutions and countries, are evidence that we can make a difference and that we are not incapable of having an effect on our societies and our education systems. Through them, we celebrate the efforts of the millions of literacy tutors, volunteers, extension agents, community workers and teachers who show that illiteracy is not destiny. It used to be said that the poor are always with us. I do not accept this, nor do I accept that the illiterate are always with us. We can and must do as much as we can to address this matter.

For its part, UNESCO is not only continuing its technical work in the field of literacy but we are generating a new literacy initiative that will focus on those countries with the highest literacy rates and those with ten million or more illiterates. An initial consultation will be held shortly in Paris with the Permanent Delegations of the countries which fall into one or both of these categories. Within the framework of the ongoing global United Nations Literacy Decade and with particular regard to the Dakar literacy goal, UNESCO plans to launch in 2005 an adult Literacy Initiative for the Excluded (LIFE), with special emphasis on women. There is abundant evidence pointing to the catalytic role of women’s literacy, not least for helping their children’s development from early childhood onwards.

The LIFE project is conceived as a framework which will accommodate a range of contributions and will also complement other ongoing initiatives such as the World Bank-led Fast-Track Initiative, the UNICEF-led United Nations Girls’ Education Initiative (UNGEI) and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) agenda.

We shall be calling on all of our partners to help us in this work because it will require increased resources and greater commitment. Already we are receiving expressions of interest from several countries, including the USA and China. In this regard, I am very pleased to inform you that the USA is showing interest in helping UNESCO with its work in literacy, with a particular focus on mothers and their young children. This contribution will help make the initiative both operational and concrete. Let me take this opportunity to invite other countries to support us in this important endeavour.

In addition, UNESCO is seeking to mobilize further action and increased partnership through our role as the international coordinator for the United Nations Literacy Decade. This is truly an exercise in partnership but we do need some partners to take greater interest in the literacy
challenge and to recognize how much it interlinks with the rest of the EFA agenda and with the MDG process. We are particularly keen to develop stronger links between the Literacy Decade, EFA and the forthcoming United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development, about which you will hear more later in the conference.

These interconnections show that “development”, democracy and literacy are intimately linked. And I would add “peace” to this equation because we cannot expect to build a secure, just and stable world in which millions of people are denied the opportunity to participate and contribute. Literacy is an essential tool for engaging with this challenge.

To make the world free of illiteracy is actually a possibility. There are resources enough to do the job but we must find the commitment and the will that are necessary for releasing those resources and putting them to work.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

International Literacy Day is, above all, a day of celebration. Today, we celebrate the success of those who, against all odds, have learned as adults to read and write and to use literacy to acquire more knowledge and skills to move forward in life. Above all, they discover and create the human dignity inside each of them. I salute these brave women and men and wish them more courage to continue on their path of lifelong learning.

Thank you.
Annex VII

Message of the Youth
to the Ministers of Education

Reaffirming that education is a right of all and not only the privilege of a few;

Knowing that the education process promotes and stimulates the humanization of the individual;

Considering that Education should be always linked to the social reality, that it is consequently affected by its problems and that it has a great potential to solve them;

Understanding that the bases of Quality Education are access, retention and performance;

We, the youth of different countries assembled at the 47th session of the International Conference on Education, held in Geneva from 8 to 11 September 2004, call on the Ministers of Education of the world to establish the achievement of Quality Education for All as a priority policy by adopting the following resolutions:

(1) To provide poor students with means to have access to education, to keep on studying and to have a good performance at school, since a condition for the achievement of Quality Education is the inclusion of all children and youth, especially by eliminating gender disparities;

(2) To assure a sufficient number of teachers in the education system, observing that those teachers shall be well trained and adequately paid;

(3) To revise the content of the courses that are taught, in order to make them:

   (a) more useful for the lives of the youth;

   (b) more linked to our cultural and social realities;

   (c) up-to-date with the new information and communication technologies;

   (d) a source of encouragement for us to become active citizens;

(4) To establish teaching practices that allow a greater interaction between the teacher and the student, so as to assure a constant monitoring of the teaching/learning process in order to quickly identify problems and to support students that may face difficulties;

(5) To avoid an excessive number of students per class, so as to guarantee that the teacher can provide quality teaching and that the students can develop quality learning;

(6) To focus on the learning process of each and every student, hence replacing the traditional focus on the teaching process and making teaching practices more dynamic;

(7) To raise awareness on the importance of education for all and to publicize the stories of people who have overcome social exclusion by becoming educated;

(8) To develop initiatives that increase the value that society attributes to the teacher and the teaching career;
(9) To promote the exchange of experiences among countries, so that they can share the policies and actions that have been successful in achieving Quality Education;

(10) To further the support given by developed countries to developing ones, in order to provide the latter with the means to achieve Quality Education;

(11) To enhance preventive education and to mobilize more funds in order to fight the pandemic of HIV/AIDS among youth;

(12) To give priority to education over military spending when allocating public financial resources;

(13) To expand and improve the teaching of foreign languages, so that young people from all over the world can communicate among themselves and exchange ideas to build a peaceful world;

(14) To establish mechanisms for the participation of the youth in the policy-making processes, therefore guaranteeing that they be heard by the institutions that work with education.

Dear Ministers, we fully hope and expect that all the above be taken into consideration and put in practice, so that the next International Conference on Education may have even more to celebrate.
Annex VIII

Expression of thanks by the Secretary-General
Ms Cecilia Braslavsky

Your Highness, the Princess of Qatar,
Mr President of the 47th session of the ICE and distinguished Vice-Presidents,
Mr Director-General,
Distinguished Ministers,
Distinguished Heads of Delegation,
Distinguished Delegates,
Distinguished Representatives of International Organizations,
Distinguished Representatives of Non-Governmental Organizations,
Distinguished Guests,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

As Secretary-General of the 47th session of the UNESCO International Conference on Education, I am honoured to take this opportunity of saying a few words of thanks.

First, I thank the UNESCO General Conference, which at its 31st session, in October 2001, entrusted the International Bureau of Education of UNESCO with the task of organizing this Conference on the theme: “Quality education for all young people: Challenges, trends and priorities”.

I also thank UNESCO’s Executive Board, which at its April 2003 session approved the bases that provided the conditions for us to begin to dream of organizing this session of the most traditional international conference in the field of education.

Many thanks to the Member States of UNESCO not only for their trust, which is a matter of pride for us, but also for their active cooperation in this task. I should like particularly to thank the countries making up the Council of the International Bureau of Education and the members of the working group responsible for management support for the staging of this Conference. I am thinking in particular of Angola, which, represented by Mr Pedro Nsiguí Barros, has since January 2004 been chairing the Council of our institution. My thanks also go to Mr Aziz Hasbi, of Morocco, who preceded him in the 2002-2003 biennium, which saw the start of the preparatory work.

I extend my sincerest thanks to Ms Aicha Bah Diallo, UNESCO’s Assistant Director-General, a.i., in charge of the Education Sector, and to all other colleagues of the various divisions of the Education Sector for their support. Their contributions and those of the sister institutions were critically important when it came to preparing the working documents and organizing the debates. I thank the Office of the Director-General and especially the Assistant Director-General, Executive Director of the Office, Ms Françoise Rivière, for her constant presence. My thanks also go to the UNESCO field offices, which in a great variety of ways contributed to bringing us all together here today. Many thanks as well to our General Services, responsible as they are for the infrastructure we need to ensure that the proceedings go smoothly; and my thanks go to the interpreters, who are essential in this kind of event, and to the press for helping us to disseminate and expand the debate.

To all the Ministers of Education present, thank you for promoting a frank and productive dialogue throughout these last four days. As I said at the opening, the International Conference on Education is yours.
I also wish to thank all the Member States here represented by their delegations, in particular the countries chosen to make up the drafting group. The conclusions of this Conference, adopted unanimously, reflect the quality of the hard work you have done throughout these days.

My sincerest thanks go to the Swiss authorities and those of the Republic and Canton of Geneva for their generous welcome in this international city, and for their sustained support in finding creative solutions in some instances when we really thought that it might not be possible to stage this Conference.

I also wish to thank the UNESCO Goodwill Ambassadors, whose presence has lent distinction to this event. I refer to Her Highness the Princess of Qatar, Sheikha Mozah Bint Nasser Al-Misnad, and to the Ambassador of Argentina to UNESCO, Mr Miguel Angel Estrella.

Finally but no less importantly, I thank the colleagues of the International Bureau of Education, who in one and the same year had to assume such challenges as the organizing of this 47th ICE session, the internal reform process and the launch of a new programme of research and action on education in the fight against poverty in sub-Saharan Africa, with the invaluable support of the Government of Spain. Without the defiance but at the same time the understanding and day-to-day support of our Director-General, Mr Koichiro Matsuura, nothing of this would have been possible.

At the close of this ceremony, the IBE Council will meet to evaluate the organization of the 47th session of the International Conference on Education. As of now we assume responsibility for any shortcomings, hoping for your indulgence. I for myself have no doubt at all that the credit for all the successes of this ICE session is entirely yours.

Once more, thank you for having been with us.
Annex IX

Closing address of H.E. Charles Beer,
State Counsellor, Head of the Swiss Delegation

Mr President,
Your Highness,
Excellencies,
Ministers,
Heads of Delegations,
Director-General of UNESCO,
Director of the International Bureau of Education,
Representatives of teachers, parents, science and all civil society,
Friends,

Well, all good things have to come to an end. And that applies no less to the 47th session of the International Conference on Education, which is drawing to a close today. We have spent almost a week together and I think I am speaking for us all when I say that it has been a meaningful, constructive and stimulating experience.

Comparing ideas, experiences and different points of view was not confined to a series of unanswered monologues. On the contrary, it led to a genuine debate and constructive dialogue, and for that I am most gratified.

We owe this success primarily to UNESCO and its Director-General, Mr Matsuura, but also and above all to the International Bureau of Education, its Director, Ms Cecilia Braslavsky, Mr Pierre Luisoni and their entire team. I would like to extend my warmest, personal congratulations to them for the splendid work they have accomplished. The organization and management of this kind of conference is indeed no easy matter.

As this 47th session draws to its end, allow me to connect our work this week with the work of the previous session. At the 46th session of the International Conference on Education, which ended on 8 September 2001 – three days before the tragic events of 11 September – we met to debate the theme “learning to live together”. Three years on, we can see how topical the subject still is and that it is one of the main components of education for all.

The 47th session has thus continued the work started in 2001 by looking in particular at the decisive issue of social inclusion, a key challenge for schools as such but also for our now multicultural societies. In this respect, if inclusion promotes civil peace and if it comes through education, I would like to refer to the proposals made by several States about the almost organic link between education policies and debt servicing, which puts such a strain on the budget of many countries.

This is because inclusion without education is not possible, and wanting to educate without having the means to do so is mostly wishful thinking. Accordingly, how can we channel the financial resources allocated to debt servicing towards the development of education systems? Should we envisage the creation of a Fund to that end under the auspices of UNESCO? I think that these proposals warrant close consideration.

So, as we prepare to launch the United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development, its programme would be lacking if we neglected the challenge of social inclusion as a
factor of harmony and cohesion, if we confined education for sustainable development to mere respect for the natural environment, omitting the human dimension and overlooking society!

To conclude, and before we all go our separate ways, I would like to tell you that Switzerland and Geneva have been honoured and happy to welcome you here for a week that was all too short. Our wishes for a safe journey, renewed courage and success in your future undertakings go with you and we look forward to seeing you again at the next session of the International Conference on Education, here in Geneva.
Annex X

Closing address of Mr Koïchiro Matsuura,
Director-General of UNESCO

Your Highness,
Mr President,
Ministers of Education,
Heads of Delegations,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

Let me begin by welcoming Her Highness Sheikha Mozah Bint Nasser Al-Misnad to this closing session of the Conference. We are deeply honoured by her presence. Her Highness is the UNESCO Special Envoy for Basic and Higher Education, in which capacity she is a marvellous ambassador on behalf of the education of children and young people around the world. I am delighted, therefore, that she has found space within her busy schedule to be with us today. As the head of the Qatar Foundation, she is a major benefactor of education not only in her own country but also further afield. I am sure we are all looking forward to her special address.

Allow me to thank all of you for your active and constructive participation in this Conference. As is shown by the Rapporteur’s oral report and by the final document presented by the President of the Council of IBE, this 47th session of the ICE has succeeded in addressing some of the most important and pressing educational issues of our time.

As I stated in my opening remarks, this Conference occurs within a sustained process of engagement with the question of quality education. The outcome of this process will not be some final resolution of this matter but something more attainable. My hope is that two main benefits will emerge: first, a growing international consensus on the importance of addressing quality education issues seriously, urgently and, as much as possible, collaboratively; and, second, a deepening of the debate in such a way that our educational policies, programmes and actions are adequate to the challenges we face.

There has been much discussion of those challenges, which arise within education systems and schools as well as within the broader context that shapes our educational endeavours. The theme of “humanizing globalization” has provided the main framework of the debate. I was struck by a phrase in Dr Peter Piot’s address to the preparatory seminar on HIV/AIDS and quality education on the eve of this Conference. Referring to the spread of the epidemic, he said that “AIDS has entered its globalization phase”. Sadly, increasing numbers of young people are victims of this global epidemic, and this has major implications for education. In particular, it means that prevention education against HIV/AIDS must be part of our efforts regarding quality education.

This example points to the fact that, whatever else globalization may mean, it signifies that our lives are unavoidably interconnected, as are our problems. This adds complexity to everything we do, and the challenge of quality education is no exception. Many of you have noted that, while everyone wants the quality of education to improve, we often have quite different things in mind. However, I believe that within this multiplicity of meanings there is a growing recognition that “quality” cannot be addressed only in terms of inputs and outputs as these are customarily understood. Instead, the debate leads us towards recognizing the vital linkage between the quality of education and its relevance.
An education that is perceived and experienced by young people as irrelevant to their needs and interests cannot be an education of quality, certainly not in this day and age when other modalities of learning are increasingly available and are often more engaging and more enjoyable. An education that leaves young people alienated from the challenges and pleasures of learning, or places them in an environment of exclusion, rejection, violence and discrimination, cannot be an education of quality. Nor can an education that leaves young people bewildered, confused and perplexed in their attitudes and beliefs.

In a world in rapid flux, young people need to learn how to adapt to change, how to cope with uncertainty and how to create coherence in the midst of diversity. This should not involve a retreat into a mindset of absolute certainties and a narrow outlook on life. Instead, the priority challenge of quality education today, I believe, is to assist young people to acquire the attitudes and competencies of what might be called “the democratic mind”. There is room in such a mind for stable and enduring values such as tolerance, solidarity, mutual understanding and respect for human rights. At the same time, such a mind needs to be flexible and adaptable, capable of analysing and understanding different perspectives but also able to build and rebuild a coherent outlook.

Such mindsets cannot be generated by traditional approaches focused on academic content and rigid teaching methods. Attention therefore has to be placed on how teachers are trained not only in terms of subject specialisms and related pedagogies but also in terms of developing capacities to engender “the democratic mind” in their students. In turn, young people need to apply such a mind within the classroom and within the school in practical ways, and this has implications for how schools are run with and for young people.

Ministers,
Heads of Delegations,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am very happy to note that you have had good debates in plenary sessions and in the workshops. There is a clear and shared understanding that basic education embraces not only primary education but also part of secondary education as well as a range of non-formal education endeavours. In addition, there is a growing recognition that the quality education debate must integrate all types and levels of education, building on the foundation of quality basic education for all. And there is a widely held perception that what counts as “quality education” cannot be divorced from the fundamental problems facing the world, notably those pertaining to peace, sustainable development and respect for basic rights and human dignity everywhere.

In addition to the formal sessions, I also hope that the Conference has provided you with opportunities to interact with your counterparts from other countries to discuss matters of mutual interest and concern. The ICE is a valuable occasion for Ministers and Vice-Ministers to hold bilateral and group discussions. I have done so myself and I have found them very useful.

I should inform you that I am reflecting upon how best to articulate the main events where UNESCO brings together the world’s Ministers of Education in common concourse, namely, the General Conference, Ministerial Round Tables and the ICE. My deliberations, of course, have implications for the periodicity of the ICE as well as for the choice of theme. Please note, by the way, that the overarching theme I have chosen for the next session of the UNESCO General Conference in autumn 2005 is Education for All; it will be a timely moment to look at the fulfilment of the EFA agenda to date, including quality education.
Ladies and Gentlemen,

Thanks are due. I would like to take this opportunity to thank those organizations that worked hand-in-hand with UNESCO and particularly the IBE on the workshops; their support and collaboration have been invaluable. My thanks go to UNICEF in regard to the workshop on “Quality Education and Gender Equality”; to the Organization of Ibero-American States concerning the workshop on “Quality Education and Social Exclusion”; to the Ministry of Education and Research of Norway for the workshop on “Quality Education and Competencies in Life”; and to Education International regarding the workshop on “Quality Education and the Key Role of Teachers”. The themes of these workshops testify to the concern for relevance so as to show how the question of quality intersects with other issues and problems.

Let me thank the outgoing President, the Minister of Education of Nigeria, for all his sterling efforts and the new President of the Conference, the Minister of Human Resources Development of the Government of India, not only for agreeing so graciously to chair this meeting but also for providing such an interesting and pertinent address when he spoke at the opening session.

Let me again express my sincere appreciation to the Swiss federal authorities and the authorities of the Republic and Canton of Geneva for their support and for the warm welcome given to the Conference and its participants.

I would like to thank the IBE Council and its members for the conscientious efforts that have gone into the preparation and organization of this Conference. My particular thanks go to the President of the IBE Council, Mr Pedro Nsingui Barros, for all his work, not least in chairing the drafting committee.

Let me also thank the Vice-Chairpersons of the Conference and the Rapporteur for their conscientious and valuable efforts. Particular thanks are due, furthermore, to the interpreters, who have done a marvellous job during the past few days; your skills, professionalism and patience are much appreciated by us all.

It is a particular pleasure to thank UNESCO itself in the shape of its Secretariat, from Headquarters and field offices and from the Geneva Liaison Office. Very special thanks, of course, must be accorded to the staff of the IBE led by its Director, Ms Cecilia Braslavsky. We are all indebted to your great efforts, that have been sustained over many months of preparation. It has been a massive task and we thank you all very much.

Your Highness,
Ministers,
Heads of Delegations,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

It remains for me to thank all of you for coming to this 47th session of the International Conference on Education and to express the hope that you have found it useful, stimulating and enjoyable.

I wish you all a safe journey home.

Thank you.
Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is an honour to be in Geneva this morning at the closing session of the International Conference on Education. The topics discussed here over the past few days have raised some very critical issues facing the global community.

Today we place great faith in the power of education to prepare world citizens for a peaceful and cooperative future – and to prepare citizens of our individual nations for the cultural transformation that results from globalization. As we come together, it is education that will help us establish a dialogue, build relationships and, ultimately, work cooperatively to find solutions to the problems facing the world today.

Honourable Audience,

From our discussions here in Geneva, it is clear that quality education involves all sectors of society, not merely the education sector, and that quality education institutions can only arise out of a culture of quality. This culture of quality needs to be rooted firmly in the values, beliefs and behaviours of our citizens. It is futile to try to adopt education systems without understanding the culture of quality which generates them.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Across the Arab world, we have come to realize that our capabilities far exceed our current performance. We have vast potential but have fallen behind the learning curve. Unfortunately, this leads some to look for a quick fix: more computers in classrooms, and more sophisticated technology. Yet it is not the technology itself that is the key – the truly critical element is to be educated to use it appropriately and understand its value. It is becoming more and more obvious that information itself is not knowledge, to paraphrase Albert Einstein.

Honourable Audience,

It is also important to highlight here that we cannot really speak of quality in any real sense without noting that, in many countries, the literacy rate is still close to 50%. With the widening gap between wealthy and developing nations, we need to confront the issue of world literacy before we can engage in productive activity.

We must emphasize that the culture of quality must be globally understood and pursued. And the goals of a culture of quality must be international. Robert Frost once said: “Education is the ability to listen to almost anything without losing your temper or your self-confidence”. It is only when we learn to tolerate and respect our differences that we can explore our similarities. And people need to have self-confidence in their own beliefs and capabilities to harbour cooperativeness and openness. Respect for others comes from self-respect. Only then can we expand the borders of our minds beyond the borders of our countries.
Honourable Audience,

As I speak to you today, on September 11, somewhere in our collective memories we are haunted by the tragic events of three years ago. The actions of 9-11 were the result of intolerance and ignorance and painfully illustrate the urgent mission of each and every nation to educate its citizens. The world community is comprised of people of all cultures, all colours and all beliefs, and yet there is much we share in common. Through education, we must teach our citizens that it is possible and even essential to come together in an attempt to try to understand each other – and moreover, that we can do so without sacrificing our individual values and identities.

As leaders and educators, one of the biggest challenges we face today is to ensure that education is not interrupted by instability and war. In the Arab world we are well acquainted with the destructive impact of conflict on our social structure and services, including our education system. The 2003 Arab Human Development Report noted that three fourths of Palestinians are now living in poverty as measured at an income of under $2 per day. The devastation that Iraq has suffered over the past 30 years has seen over three million Iraqis, most of them highly educated, immigrate to other countries. UNESCO’s own experience reveals similar setbacks. Over a year ago we set up the International Fund for Iraqi Higher Education. Though we had great hopes of making a positive contribution, the unfortunate reality is that very little progress has been made due to instabilities there. Thus, while we have the will, we have not been able to effect any real change in terms of bringing a quality education system to Iraq.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The global community must assume more responsibility in taking quick and firm action to deal with the educational implications of such tragedies that fuel the cycle of violence. We have already witnessed the ramifications of intolerance and many feel helpless in the face of these vicious acts. We must counteract this helplessness by taking a firm stand in supporting an international culture of quality that ensures quality education. And we cannot fail in this mission for there is simply too much at stake. We must not allow ignorance and intolerance to prevail. The time for discourse and definitions is past – action is required.

We need to approve and enforce a resolution to insulate educational endeavours from war and natural disasters. Also, we need to take on real responsibility for narrowing the knowledge gap between wealthy and developing nations, and commit ourselves to the eradication of illiteracy. And further, we need to establish a viable international network of families, educators and business leaders to implement the programmes necessary to establish a culture of quality where the world’s youth can obtain the life competencies necessary for the twenty-first century.

Honourable Audience,

When we speak about quality education, we are really speaking about how we, as a global community, can provide a quality life for our citizens. We are speaking about building a better world.

We must make time to continue this dialogue but the time for actions must not be delayed.

Thank you.
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Closing address of H.E. Mr Arjun Singh, 
President of the 47th session of the International Conference on Education

Your Highness, 
Honourable Ministers, 
Honourable Minister of Education of Switzerland, 
Honourable Director-General of UNESCO, 
Distinguished Delegates, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It is indeed a pleasure to preside over the successful conclusion of this 47th session of the UNESCO International Conference on Education. I am most grateful for the honour accorded to the Asia and the Pacific Group, my country India, and to me for providing an opportunity to chair these meaningful discussions in a spirit of comradely and common concern for the youth of the world. The views expressed reflected a rich diversity of cultures and the discussions took place in an open and constructive manner. Notwithstanding this, the near unanimity among the participants was evident whether in the plenary debates or in the workshops. 

The experiment of holding two sessions in parallel in order to allow for maximum participation and opportunities for interventions worked very well. The IBE and UNESCO deserve our congratulations for the choice of lead documents, discussions and panellists and the extremely relevant topics of the workshops. 

High Quality Education for Young People will remain a distant dream unless it is equally accessible to all social groups. The workshops on quality education and gender equality have made very sound and practical recommendations. There should be no doubt in anyone’s mind that the war against poverty and for sustainable development will ultimately be won on the battleground of women’s education and empowerment. Let the 47th Conference give a clarion call to all countries to attain the goals of gender parity well ahead of the time frame set at Dakar and to see this lead work towards that end. 

I need hardly label the crucial role of teachers in the process of quality education. It is a matter of satisfaction that the workshops, which deliberated on their key role, dealt not merely with pedagogy, but also issues relating to their status, working conditions, morale and accountability. It was inspiring to learn that in Japan teachers’ emoluments are kept one notch higher than those of their counterparts in other services and professions, and it is my hope that more and more countries will be able to follow this very, very noble example. At the same time, teacher accountability is a major issue and should, above all, come about through internal regulation by their own professional bodies adopting and implementing a code of professional ethics. 

The workshops on Quality Education and Social Inclusion underscored the need for creating conditions wherein every stakeholder gets a feeling of ownership and also stresses greater public, private and NGO participation. The goals of EFA cannot be achieved without efforts involving the formal, informal and non-formal methods of imparting education. 

The workshop on Quality Education and Competencies for Life reiterated the need to impart the skills required by industry and society. New market and employment oriented courses ought to be introduced along with the sunset clause for the relatively outdated skills and courses. The role of value-based vocational education and training was highlighted as necessary in order to provide a
viable streaming of students who otherwise continue to aspire for and acquire higher education without suitable job opportunities.

The Conference thoughtfully provided many opportunities for interaction and building relationships among countries whether in groups or bilateral. We look forward to more such opportunities, which are extremely enriching and very useful in addressing critical issues away from our workplaces.

The interventions by the honourable Ministers and the Heads of Delegations during the Conference transcended the formal, made us aware of the countries current situations and provided a glimpse of the best of what is being taught about education. The plenary meetings were certainly an educative experience for all of us. Many participants, especially my colleagues from the developing countries, talked of the scarcity of resources and the need for greater flow of assistance from the developed world and donor agencies. Greater initiatives in this regard would be essential to enable the fulfilment of the ambitious targets we have set out for ourselves.

As we come to the end of the 47th session of this Conference we must give full credit to UNESCO and the IBE and their staff for conducting this Conference in an impeccable manner. I would like to add a special word of thanks to all the vice-chairpersons who lightened my burden considerably.

Excellencies and Distinguished Delegates, as we take our leave under the shadow of events across the world, which have not even spared our children, we need to stand together, address the issues that underline each such event and as so eloquently expressed by W.H. Auden around this time 45 years ago and I quote:

Though “Beleaguered by the same
    Negation and despair,
    Show an affirming flame”.

– Unquote –.

With these words I thank all of you.
Mr President,
Honourable Ministers,
Distinguished Delegates, Representatives and Observers,
Dear Laureates,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Friends,

I had the privilege, as President of the IBE Council, to preside over the deliberations of the jury for the 2004 Comenius Medal. The task was both challenging and very difficult because, this year, 87 candidates were in contention and the jury was confronted with sometimes painful choices, given the quality of the entries. I should like here sincerely to thank my colleagues on the jury for their excellent work.

Before presenting to you, in a few minutes, each of the nine 2004 prizewinners, I here and now extend my congratulations to them and express our admiration for the quality of their commitment in the service of education.

We are gathered this evening to remember Jan Amos Komensky (Comenius), admittedly a man of the past since he was born more than 400 years ago, but also a man of the present and the future since he was both a brilliant educator in his time and a visionary who can still and must guide our reflection and our action at the dawn of this twenty-first century.

Comenius can be considered the source of inspiration for many modern educational reforms. The reading of his *Greeting to the Reader* of his *Great Didactic* announces his utopian project of an education for all seen as “the whole art of teaching all things to all men, and indeed of teaching them with certainty, so that the result cannot fail to follow; further of teaching them pleasantly, that is to say, without annoyance or aversion on the part of teacher or pupil, but rather with the greatest enjoyment for both; further of teaching them thoroughly, not superficially and showily, but in such a manner as to lead to true knowledge, to gentle morals, and to the deepest piety”.

Admittedly a utopian project (we are in the sixteenth century), but in it Comenius had already expressed his astonishingly prophetic and modern views on education, which, in fact, should not be envisaged as “merely the training of the child at school or in the home; it is a process affecting man’s whole life and the countless social adjustments he must make”.

We would obviously have wished Comenius to be present at this 47th ICE session because he would undoubtedly have made very relevant contributions to our debates and our workshops.

- On gender equality in education, for example, he would have advocated an entirely identical education for boys and girls in accordance with his “pansophic” principle that “everything must be taught to everyone”. In his *Great Didactic*, he wrote as follows:

  “Nor can any good reason be given why the weaker sex should be altogether excluded from the pursuit of knowledge (whether in Latin or in their mother-tongue) […]. They are endowed with equal sharpness of mind and capacity for knowledge (often with more than the opposite sex) and they are able to attain the highest positions, since they have often been
called by […] to rule over nations […]. Why, therefore, should we admit them to the alphabet, and afterwards drive them away from books?”

- On the question of social integration, Comenius would have defended the urgent necessity to cultivate all intellects. For “the slower and the weaker the disposition of any man, the more he needs assistance. Nor can any man be found whose intellect is so weak that it cannot be improved by culture”. He would also have supported the need for the democratization of education. “The children of the rich and the nobles, or those holding public office, are not alone born to such positions, and should not alone have access to schools, others being excluded as if there were nothing to be hoped from them. The spirit bloweth where and when it will”. Comenius would therefore have defended his universalistic project for a single school system, entailing the obligation for all privileged social classes to promote education for all young people.

- On the question of life skills, he would undoubtedly have affirmed the primacy of action: “Craftsmen do not hold their apprentices down to theories; they put them to work without delay so that they may learn to forge metal by forging, to carve by carving, to paint by painting, to leap by leaping. Therefore in schools let the pupils learn to write by writing, to speak by speaking, to sing by singing, to reason by reasoning, etc. Thus, by good practice, all will feel at last the truth of the proverb: Fabricando fabricamur”. While this affirmation remains somewhat radical, inoperable and even for some a general principle, it shows the place that he wished to accord to skills.

He would also have risen up against verbalism or pseudo-knowledge associated with mere words, as distinct from the real knowledge created by the action of the pupil upon the objects of his study: “Languages are learned in schools before the sciences, since the intellect is detained for some years over the study of languages, and only then allowed to proceed to sciences, mathematics, physics, etc.” In that connection, Comenius was greatly criticized by his opponents for a concept of education that they deemed too anti-intellectualistic.

- Lastly, on the role of teachers, Comenius would have proposed, as he did during his epoch, to change teaching methods radically: “Serene and affectionate [the teacher] will treat his pupils with gentleness and paternal indulgence, with firmness but without severity, and he will have a kind word of encouragement for each of them. Through his pleasing personality, he will earn the trust and esteem of the pupils; accordingly, spiritual communion between the teacher and pupil can be achieved.” He therefore stressed the irreplaceable role of the human quality and personality of the teacher in transforming the school “into a place of joy and happiness” where those involved in education are the teacher, the pupils and the parents, who would collaborate harmoniously in a quest to adapt the entire education system to the personality of the pupil, regardless of age and level.

Thus, Comenius would have certainly been very happy to be in our midst at this Conference and would have greatly shared our concerns about the education of young people and its vital importance for the future of humanity as a whole.

In concluding, I invite all of you to visit, at level -1 of the International Conference Centre in Geneva, the exhibition presented by the Comenius Museum of Prague and I thank you for your kind attention.
Address by Ms Françoise Rivière, Assistant Director-General, Office of the Director-General, of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) on the occasion of the Award of the Comenius Medal

Mr President,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of the Director-General of UNESCO, Mr Koïchiro Matsuura, I am honoured to address you at this Award Ceremony for the Comenius Medal.

Rightly, Comenius is known and revered as the “father” or “grandfather” of modern education. Comenius was not only a pioneer of modern educational methods but he also had a holistic vision of education. His educational philosophy, called pansophism or universal knowledge, aimed at bringing about worldwide understanding and peace. Although it was developed in the mid-seventeenth century, his educational philosophy is recognizably modern, especially for its understanding of learning as an unfolding natural process and for its empirical focus on how children actually learn. Thus, his ideas remain relevant today and are, indeed, a source of continuing refreshment.

It is therefore quite fitting that we are bestowing medals inspired by Comenius at a conference dedicated to exploring the theory and practice of quality education today. As the Director-General has stressed, our task at this gathering is to define and promote a “renewed vision of quality education” for all young people. This is a complex and difficult challenge because the question of quality cannot be separated from the serious problems facing education systems and institutions everywhere – problems such as youth unemployment; poverty and other forms of disadvantage and exclusion; intolerance towards cultural and ethnic diversity; insecurity; bad governance; wasteful and damaging uses of natural resources; violence against girls and women; and limited opportunities for democratic participation and effective citizenship.

Some of these issues have been examined by this Conference. My hope is that, in follow-up to this meeting, processes of reflection will be developed at the national level, processes that take place with the active and creative participation of young people. We need their insights, their perspectives and their experiences in order to reinvigorate our collective understanding of the challenges before us.

At the same time, it is clear that a “renewed vision” cannot be achieved without the strong commitment of the world’s education leaders or without the recognition of quality as a major issue on the education policy agendas of all Ministers of Education. Moreover, that “renewed vision” requires the intellectual commitment and professional dedication of the entire educational community made up of individuals and organizations. This community includes those we are recognizing at this moment: the Comenius Laureates. We believe that your excellence and outstanding work are vital to the task of building new utopias and generating visions of a better future in which humankind can realize its potential.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I should like to thank Mr Pedro Nsingui Barros who, in his capacity as President of the Council of the International Bureau of Education, chaired the jury appointed to evaluate and select
candidates for the Comenius Medal. I know it has not been an easy task in view of the very high and diverse quality of the proposed candidates.

May I also warmly thank the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport of the Czech Republic, which offered UNESCO the opportunity to establish the Medal – as a joint undertaking.

Lastly, I wish to congratulate all the candidates and tell them how they inspire us to face the big challenges ahead. Your example is an inspiration to us all. On behalf of the Director-General of UNESCO, it is a great honour to award them the Comenius Medal.

Thank you for your attention.
I am deeply honoured to represent the Czech Republic on such an important occasion, to take part in the ceremony of awarding the Jan Amos Comenius Medal, joint medal of the Director-General of UNESCO and the Minister of Education, Youth and Sport of the Czech Republic. Personally I am very happy to meet the award winners. Their work and results, these are in fact the main reasons for our meeting today. I believe we will have enough time later for congratulations; but now, please accept from me an expression of respect and admiration. I think the medals could hardly have found better recipients. I am glad that the medal holders have accepted my invitation to visit the Czech Republic and will spend next week in the land of Comenius.

Jan Amos Comenius was one of the greatest sons of the country I have the honour of representing here. There is no doubt that Comenius felt very strongly about his relation to his motherland and nation. From European history we know too many examples of how destructive and distorted such love can be. But this was not at all the case of Comenius. I hope it will not be too audacious if I say that his deep feeling for his native country would have been well-matched with modern Europeanism and world citizenship, which are, it appears, the only firm guarantee of peace and prosperity on our continent and the world.

Modern Europeanism, world citizenship and the society based on education are indivisible values. But an educated society is needed by all nations of the world. Comenius stressed the methods and quality of education, which is the basis for growth and creation of values. Comenius himself thought and wrote in this manner. He was concerned with, I quote: “raising the cultural standard of all nations”. For this reason, too, I consider it very appropriate that the Jan Amos Comenius Medal is an international prize. Comenius was a Czech, perhaps also a European, but most certainly and in the first place, he was a humanist.

I wish you, distinguished colleagues, laureates of the Comenius Medal, to take the inspiration from his work and life and to safeguard the principle to which our Conference was committed – the right to a quality education for all people.
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Workshop Reports

**Workshop 1A: Quality Education and Gender Equality**

**Rapporteur:** Ms Maria Zulema Vélez (Colombia)

**Assistant:** Mr Luis Manuel Tiburcio (UNESCO-Guatemala)

Workshop 1A was moderated by Ms Carol Watson, Senior Adviser, UNICEF Education Section, who was assisted by Ms Lene Buchert, an official of UNESCO’s Education Sector.

**Panellists** invited: Two of the panellists invited represented their governments and two worked for non-governmental organizations in the sector. They are:

- Ms Mona Moutaman Imadiddin, Director-General of Research and Development in the Jordanian Ministry of Education;
- Ms Marta Lafuente, Deputy Minister of Education of Paraguay;
- Ms Salome Anyoti, of the Forum for African Women Educationalists (FAWE), Tanzania;
- Mr Chokri Memni, education researcher and specialist of the CREDIF Foundation, Tunisia.

The document “Quality Education and Gender Equality” was the reference material for the debate. It had been prepared by UNICEF and previously distributed to participants.

The video “School Project for Girls of FAWE” was shown. This concerns a FAWE initiative in Rwanda seeking to encourage the education of secondary pupils in a girls’ boarding school through holistic contact. It emphasizes scientific and technological education, together with language learning and the development of skills.

Reactions from the panellists were heard, followed by a synopsis of points by Ms Watson. The main aspects highlighted by the panellists were:

- The importance of optimizing alternative approaches to learning, such as the play conversation and exchange of ideas;
- The importance in preparing curricula of subjectivity considerations;
- The desire of children to learn and their right to education: sufficient reasons for prompting governments to invest in human capital;
- The importance of participation of the various members of the community (young pupils and students, parents, media, donors, etc.) in the establishment of educational policies and decision-making;

---

1 The document gathered here do not constitute “written reports” in the usual sense of the term. They are simply texts prepared at very short notice by the rapporteurs for the presentation of their oral reports at the plenary summing-up meetings for the workshops. Hence they have not been refined by their authors stylistically and/or linguistically.
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- Parity as an element and indicator of secondary education policy, seen as a link for lifelong education;
- The challenge facing governments in situations of scarce resources;
- The need to address barriers to equitable access with educational approaches not conflicting with local cultures;
- The interlinkage between the three levels of education and the need for secondary school education to respond to the modern needs of women;
- A reduction of inequalities in order to achieve quality goals.

The debate opened and participants in the plenary spoke of their concerns. Representatives of 29 countries, several of them Ministers of Education, amplified the discussion. The panellists then made short presentations and replied to the concerns raised. The panellists and participants thanked the staff of the International Bureau of Education and the representatives of UNICEF for the excellent quality of the document and the video, the workshop’s raw material.

The main topic of discussion was centred on the three points to do with the quality of young people’s education, regardless of gender:

1. How to advance beyond access to education;
2. How to ensure that pupils stay on at school;
3. How to influence quality learning.

I present the statements divided into two major sections, one concerned with policies and the other with strategies.

Among gender policies in education, the following were identified:

1. The design of a framework permitting a “culture of equality”, namely a policy framework or system with high government commitment that is mindful of the goals of gender equity;
2. The design of government policies guaranteeing the protection and promotion of human rights;
3. Capacity-building of teachers in human rights matters, gender topics and, in general, the vulnerability of societies;
4. A permanent quest for local, national and international cooperation, through resources and exchanges of experience and best practices;
5. Focusing on development of the human rights of women;
6. A cross-sectoral focus in the preparation and implementation of policies;
7. The establishment of a state policy to combat poverty as the main threat to the education system.
8. Removal of the costs linked to education.
Among the strategies identified by the group to achieve good quality in education, the following are highlighted:

1. Establish strategies leading to a reduction of poverty and social and economic inequalities. In situations of high poverty the minimum infrastructure for offering education is lacking;

2. Identify what causes young people to drop out of school. Several participants pointed to poverty and cultural traditions as the main causes of drop-out, chiefly of young people in secondary education;

3. Involve the media in combating stereotypes and in improving the image of women and the appropriate part they play in society;

4. Establish culturally relevant strategies regarding gender issues, for both girls and boys;

5. Consider the conditions in which multilingualism obtains, respecting differences and cultural diversity;

6. Identify specific educational strategies for pupils in urban and in rural areas;

7. Identify special strategies for vulnerable communities, with such problems as HIV/AIDS and other pandemics affecting the very structure of their societies;

8. Identify obstacles to the application of approved educational policies and laws;

9. Attune societies to acceptance of the birth of girls, and to the importance of education. Education prepares women to be good mothers, wives and members of society;

10. Carry out strategies seeking to improve the quality of education. The aspects identified include:

    Psychosocial aspects;
    Breaking of stereotypes;
    Preparation of gender-sensitive material;
    Strengthening of teacher training;
    Inclusion in curricula of themes to do with tolerance and respect for diversity;
    Use of information technologies in education;

11. Take advantage of the impetus of 2005 – Year of Millennium Goals and the elimination of gender disparity in education – to engage in collective action enabling education policies to be transformed into the genuine realization of practical actions.

Thank you very much.
WORKSHOP 1B: Quality Education and Gender Equality

**Rapporteur:** Mr Dr Simon A. Clarke (Jamaica)

**Assistant Rapporteur:** Ms Sonia Bahri (ED/STV/GSE)

The session began with a film, which tells the story of a Ugandan girl who was brought back to school with the assistance of the UNICEF Girls Education Movement (GEM), which was introduced by the Forum for African Women Educationalists (FAWE).

**Moderator:** Ms Therese Ndong Jatta (DIR/ED/BAS)

**Assistant Moderator:** Ms Isabel Byron (International Bureau of Education)

The workshop presenters and resource persons were:

- Honorable Andrew Thompson, Minister of Learning, Saskatchewan, Canada;
- Honorable Namirembe Geraldine Bitamayire, Minister of Education and Youth, Uganda;
- Professor Ernesto Schiefelbein of Chile, Comenius Laureate;
- Ms Golnar Mehran, expert from Iran.

The statements made by the presenters are summarized as follows:

1. Canada has a decentralized system of education. Each provincial jurisdiction is autonomous and is responsible for the development and implementation of educational policy. Educational achievement indicators show that girls are ahead of boys. In Canada gender equality is supported by law and access is guaranteed to all, regardless of age, gender, religion, race or ability.

2. The concept of quality in education is dynamic and needs to be adapted to the ongoing social, economic, cultural and political realities. With grass-roots participation and in particular with the involvement of the girls themselves, the challenge of quality can be met.

3. Traditional societies in developing countries perceive quality education as access to schooling and to related activities. For modern societies the emphasis is on educational outcomes, as a strategy to prepare learners for the demands and opportunities of globalization.

4. Quality education does not exist in a vacuum. Consideration of social, economic, political, cultural, historical and geographical diversities within and between nations is a crucial determinant of quality in a given society.

5. Gender stereotypical roles are key determinants of the level of access to education by male and female learners. Policy interventions should therefore address quality and gender equality taking into account the level of education of the country and the extent of cultural resistance to gender. In considering culture, care should be taken not to compromise standards.

6. The challenge is to give both men and women quality education by establishing national and international mechanisms that blend traditional perceptions with modern and internationally accepted models of quality without destabilizing the norms and traditions of the society.
7. Quality education from the gender perspective should not only target the acquisition of knowledge and skills. It should also empower both men and women to develop the skills of living together in harmony and peace and in an atmosphere that respects human rights.

8. To achieve quality, there is need for strategic planning that is sensitive to the context of gender issues and to available resources.

9. Research indicates that every girl in Latin America is enrolled in basic education. But after six years of schooling one half of these remain below acceptable levels of reading and comprehension. There is little awareness of the problem since the media and the general public do not read research reports. These poor results are attributed to the lack of competence of new graduates of Teachers Colleges and the fact that the best teachers are usually assigned to the higher grades.

10. Placing the best teachers in the lower grades would make a difference.

11. Gender equity is an indicator of quality education. Quality and gender equity are dialectically connected.

12. Education is not complete if it focuses on content only. The process of education is also very important. The process of education should include the inculcation of self-esteem, self-confidence and other personal attributes that will remain with the student long after the content is forgotten. A balance between the cognitive and the affective must be found.

13. Quality education is empowering both in the private and public domains and should be gender sensitive from the earliest years.

Following the presentations of the panellists, a rich debate followed with interventions from 14 countries and three NGOs. In addition to these, there were interventions from three students from the Netherlands, Norway and Uganda.

The points made during the general debate are summarized as follows:

1. Political will is required to provide the context for quality education and gender equity. A number of countries have made constitutional and/or legal provisions and established policies that guarantee the social inclusion of those who were previously excluded and deprived. An effort is being made in some countries to abolish the segregation of boys and girls into separate schools. Co-education is being introduced within the context of free and compulsory education. Efforts are also being made to remove the discrimination in the choice of vocational subjects. In one country, Home Economics is available to all girls and boys. Equality in schools leads to equality in the wider society.

2. Comenius, 400 years ago, advocated equal education for girls and boys. Today, we are still debating the issue.

Although efforts are being made to eradicate gender discrimination, some countries are constrained by social, economic and political factors over which they have little control. The large influx into one country of refugees fleeing hostilities in neighbouring states has put great strain on their education system. In that situation 52% of the students are girls. What is needed in that situation is urgent external help in the training of more teachers and in the provision of additional educational facilities and materials.
3. The perception of parents and their participation in the education of their children is important to gender equality. In establishing free and compulsory education, the law has placed the focus of attendance on parents. This has caused significant increases in access and attendance.

4. Empowerment goes beyond the classroom. There is a role for sports, drama, and cultural activities.

5. Greater advocacy is needed, if gender equality is to be achieved in the shortest possible time.

6. How we package educational programmes is important. Girls and boys not only learn differently, but they also learn for different reasons. Relevance is therefore important. We need to monitor and to make sure that planned outcomes are achieved. It is important to ask the youth for their opinions especially on matters that concern their well-being.

7. The issue of gender equality is sensitive. Rather than just focusing on girls, we need to have a more holistic approach to gender, which involves the considerations of the needs of both girls and boys. Poverty, HIV/AIDS and cultural barriers are often responsible for girls’ exclusion. Non-formal education and peer education can be an appropriate way to reach girls.

8. The role of teachers is key. We must ensure that we get the best teachers who represent the cultural spectrum of the society from which the children come. The education system must be child-centred. Although the rights of children are often enshrined in legislation, the majority of children are incapable of ensuring the respect of these rights. They must be taught what these rights are and must have advocates on their behalf.

9. It is not the Ministry of Education alone that has the responsibility for ensuring quality education and gender equality. All sectors of government and the society must be involved.

In conclusion, we must move away from the gender stereotypes and the male paradigm by packaging and balancing programmes that are equally applicable to the needs of both girls and boys. We must focus our efforts more on implementation, always remembering that what we do must be learner-centred.

**Summary**

Key issues discussed and main messages to bring to plenary:

(1) Poverty, HIV/AIDS and cultural barriers are responsible for girls’ exclusion or drop-out. The relevance of content of education at secondary level was also considered as an issue by a young participant from Uganda.

(2) The aim of education for both girls and boys should be the “autonomization” (autonomy).

(3) **The issue of teachers**

   a) Quality teachers

   b) A growing number of female teachers could help female students to adopt positive attitudes towards studies and career development.

   c) In some countries, too many female teachers can be a problem for boys.
(4) **Strategies for girls’ education** must be targeted because of the different contexts/cultural, social, economical, etc.

(5) **More research is needed** to better understand the reasons for obstacles of girls’ education. For example, to know why women are under-represented in the field of research.

(6) And higher education – Results of research will help adopt policies.

(7) Non-formal education and peer education could be an appropriate way to reach girls.

(8) Policies toward girls’ education is sometimes different from practice.
WORKSHOP 2A: Quality Education and Social Inclusion

Rapporteur: Mr Miquel Martínez (Spain)

Assistant Rapporteur: Ms Maria-Dulce Borges de Almeida

Workshop 2A was moderated by Dr Reyes Silvestre Tamez Guerra, Public Education Secretary (Mexico), who was assisted by Mr Massimo Amadio, IBE.

Panellists invited:

- Ms María Adriana Hornkohl, Deputy Minister of Education, Chile
- Professor Pierre Kita, Democratic Republic of the Congo
- Professor Russell Bishop, New Zealand
- Mr Ahmed Medhoune, Belgium

Considerations put forward

1. On the concept of exclusion

1.1 Two risks of exclusion were aired. The first was lack of the necessary skills for good results in one’s working and social life. The second, more instrumental in character, concerns the lack of essential knowledge for understanding the complexity around us and learning autonomy, coupled with socialization and personal and collective responsibility. What was highlighted in this respect was the high potential for exclusion in the information and communication technologies, since they generate not only a real digital divide between nations but also a digital gap within countries.

1.2 It was considered necessary to address the risks of exclusion by means of an integral approach presupposing special and joint attention with respect to poverty, nutrition, health and education.

1.3 There was emphasis, as pointed to in the basic workshop document prepared by the Organization of Ibero-American States for Education, Science and Culture (OEI), on enlarging the concept of exclusion and viewing social vulnerability as a determining factor in exclusion, which may affect any population sector and relates the avoidance of social exclusion with the learning of cognitive, cultural, affective and ethical skills on the part of the individual.

1.4 It was argued that through education, and especially school education, there was an urgent need for self-confidence to be generated in individuals from the most vulnerable population groups and specifically the immigrant population, or from cultures and communities whose identity is sometimes overlooked.

1.5 The right and value of learning one’s own language was emphasized, as was the value of linguistic diversity and the disappearance of linguistic prejudices in order to educate for the sake of greater social cohesion and inclusion.
2. On schools and other agents of education

2.1 Mention was made of the contradiction between the values conveyed by schools and those that society proposes, especially via the media. The school is not the only agent of education in values and for social inclusion. Society, the family and the media are agents of ethical learning and also of the learning of countervalues. **What is needed is an alliance with the media and their producers to encourage their self-regulation, and even regulation, depending on the necessary values training for the construction of inclusive citizenship based on responsibility, equity and human dignity.**

2.2 Consideration went to the need to promote public policies concerning early childhood and the family that give rise to suitable conditions ensuring that schooling starts in a situation of the greatest possible equity. Mention was made of the desirability of bringing education to bear on the training of parents, particularly in its moral and civic dimensions, and of making widely known the experiences of parents’ schools in this respect.

2.3 Also brought up were various experiences and good practices as alternatives to the conventional model of secondary education that seek to: avoid school drop-outs; guarantee education for those who have not attended school; offer a second chance; achieve the enrolment of girls in areas where their contribution to production and the family’s upkeep is necessary; and offer education to nomadic communities. Emphasis was also laid on the need to recreate educational models according to the context and the conditions of life of the children and youth of the place in question.

2.4 The importance was highlighted of the processes of the participation of young people in decision-making and their involvement in shared projects and in the problems of the community, as a medium and factor of training in values for tolerant, mutually supportive and responsible citizenship, and for social inclusion.

3. On funding

It was observed in various manners that the central, though not only, problem in most countries with problems of social exclusion was one of funding. The budgets of education ministries, it was stated, were quite inadequate for resolving the matter. The problems of coverage and universal provision continue. Despite considerable investment, the needs are much greater. Affirmative action and alliances are required that generate equity in the conditions in which each country addresses the issue.

4. On teachers

Constant consideration was given to the need to review the content and models of training for teachers, both in the initial phase and in the continuing and permanent phase undergone in their workplaces. The desirability was highlighted of offering teachers support systems based on evidence and good practices that foster improvement of their own teaching, and of providing opportunities for reflection on their tasks in the presence of third parties.

One matter highlighted was the need for more training of teachers in moral and ethical issues and in how to address their task in relation to the diversity of families and contexts to which their pupils belong.

Emphasis was laid on the need to intensify the training of teachers in skills enabling information and communication technologies (ICTs) to be fully used at school and in classroom learning.
5. On the school model

The school and in particular the dynamics of the classroom and the involvement of the school in the community were considered to be key factors in an inclusive education and for social inclusion. A greater autonomy of the school to permit deeper integration in the community and an attention that is respectful of and dependent on the needs of each pupil in a heterogeneous and plural learning space are characteristics that can help avoid vulnerability and social exclusion.

The institutional climate of the school and relations among peers and between teachers and pupils are spaces for the learning of values and countervales that teachers must be able to regulate adequately in order to advance towards a model and reality of inclusive schooling making for social inclusion.

Proposals formulated

1. Implement economically viable solutions to connect rural or isolated schools to the Internet, making use of international alliances that reduce connection costs by including a maximum number of schools, community centres, and social and health services.

2. Promote a coordinated effort between the hardware and software industries to develop low-cost technology and resources for education.

3. Increase research in contexts of generalized poverty or vulnerability in order to make new media and their content genuine resources for an inclusive and better quality education.

4. Advance towards a model education system that provides confidence and intensifies with affirmative action an education which is public, free, integrative and non-denominational, guarantees the learning of democratic values and, at the same time, achieves the commitment of all schools regarding educational projects. These are seen as needing to be involved in the community and to demonstrate in their learning content, practices and day-to-day scenarios that the schools are truly inclusive, avoid producing exclusive subjects and seek, through their formal and non-formal learning opportunities, the education of their pupils in democratic values while promoting social inclusion.

5. Incorporate in school education knowledge of history and the reality of immigration and on the subject of religious phenomena and events such as may facilitate learning how better to live together in intercultural and plural societies with an outlook that does not point up differences but makes for dialogue and inclusion.

6. Review the content, methods and skills to be acquired by educators and teachers in infant, primary and secondary education in order that they may carry out their duties to good effect in the area of traditional school education, in that of procedural, attitudinal, ethical and moral instruction, and in the treatment of diversity and due regard for the characteristics of the community in which they work. A climate has to be generated that makes the teaching profession attractive among better educated young people completing their secondary studies.

7. Examine the question of the resources that countries have to earmark for debt payments with a view to setting aside a percentage to establish a fund guaranteeing the right of all to education and, in particular, literacy instruction, nutrition, health and early childhood and secondary education.
WORKSHOP 2B: Quality Education and Social Inclusion

**Rapporteur:** Ms Suzy Halimi (France)

**Assistant Rapporteur:** Mr Richard Halperin (UNESCO)

After the screening of a particularly relevant video documentary, produced by Colombia, on the theme “Young peace-builders”, the workshop took place from 3 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. There were four panellists on the stage, followed by ministers and other delegations. There ensued a very substantial, multifaceted debate.

**Moderator:** Ms Mary Joy Pigozzi, DIR/ED/PEQ (UNESCO)

**Assistant Moderator:** Mr Sobhi Tawil (IBE)

Keynote speakers on the panel:

- H.E. Mr Juris Radzevics, Minister of Education and Science (Latvia)
- Mr Alejandro Tiana Ferrer, Secretary-General for Education and Science (Spain)
- Mr Francisco Piñón, Secretary-General of the Organization of Ibero-American States for Education, Science and Culture
- Mr Monji Bousnina, Director-General of the Arab League Educational, Cultural and Scientific Organization (ALECSO).

I cannot possibly do justice to all the speakers in the 10 minutes allotted to this report. I will at least try to identify the main ideas, expressed on several occasions, and attempt to organize them according to three main themes:

- Why are we debating the sources of the problem?
- How can education promote social cohesion?
- What kind of education? What is quality education in the service of social cohesion?

**A. To the sources of the problem – the reason for the debate**

1. Globalization: source of wealth, cooperation but also of international competition.
2. Economic competition is a source of social segregation: some benefit from progress and others are left by the wayside.
3. The lines of the social rift are becoming more marked within countries and internationally. The digital divide is just a recent example, symptomatic of the times.
4. Extreme poverty has not been eliminated. The poor, children out of school, child soldiers and others are all outside the social mainstream, living on the margins.
5. Such marginalization and exclusion are sources of violence and insecurity, representing a threat to our societies.
Learners are detached from their environment, as there is a conflict between messages from school and messages from the media, leading to the loss of a frame of reference and questioning of values. Alternative globalization is one aspect of that questioning.

To varying degrees, these problems exist in every country: they are at the core of the concerns of ministers, hence the wish to exchange experiences and learn from each other.

It seems to everybody that the fundamental mission of education is to restore social cohesion – how?

B. How can education work towards “smooth inclusion”? 

In Lisbon, in 2000, the ministers of the European Union declared that education would ensure social cohesion, since it would shape the young men and women who would make the world of tomorrow.

(1) Increasing equal opportunities by opening up access to knowledge to a growing number of young people and the not-so-young.

- Jomtien and then Dakar set the deadline of 2015 for the goal of basic education for all.

- Most ministers who spoke aimed higher: the need to extend to the greatest number possible the benefits of secondary education as well.

- Lifelong learning. Education is a continuity; each individual has the right to train at adult age. Everybody must have a second chance.

- Validating the achievements of non-formal education also enables adults trained in the school of life to rejoin the ranks of students in formal education.

(2) Trying to do something about the most fragile communities.

- People with disabilities, children of travelling communities, cultural and social minorities, girls still in many countries, especially in rural environments, refugees, displaced people and Rom. Several personal accounts were given of efforts made in various places to bring them into schools, so as not to leave them marginalized and excluded.

(3) Teaching young people to live together.

- To look for the other in their diversity.

- Dialogue is important but is not enough – we talked about the interaction of cultures, a dialectic of coming and going between internal and external exclusion.

- Shaping the citizens of tomorrow – it is impossible to build a world without others.

(4) “Taking charge of proximity” – education by itself can achieve nothing. Education for social cohesion depends on close cooperation involving political elements (ministers), cultural elements (religious leaders) and civil society.

This networking of partnerships is hoped for nationally between the schools of a region or country and internationally (Associated Schools).
(5) Proposal to set up an international fund encouraged by UNESCO to help the poorest children and countries.

C. What kind of education can achieve these goals?

Need to define quality education in the service of social cohesion.

(1) Content/knowledge.

- Redefining the academic programmes of formal education; literacy; a firm knowledge base enabling young people to enter working life, without forgetting education about the environment and sustainable development.

- Going beyond basic education – aiming at mass secondary education where it has not yet been achieved.

- Forming citizens.

- Making young people the actors of their own future.

- Involving them in collective projects.

- Teaching them participation and the role of dialogue.

(2) Differentiated education.

- Above all in fragile communities, with high drop-out rates, failure has to be combated.

- Here the notion of equity replaces that of equality, since treating all children in the same way in the same mould leads to new inequalities. More must therefore go to those who have least. This affirmative action allows the inclusion of the most underprivileged. For them, traditional care is not enough.

- Giving the same aspects of quality teaching to public education and private education, especially if it is profit-making. Free schooling is fine, but classes of 90 pupils will not help each one to success.

- Different paths – being able to follow pupils at their own pace, adapting an evaluation to the individual paths, taking into account progress made, the efforts of each and not just an end result.

* Making school a neutral space where each can develop freely with due regard for their own identity and that of others, but avoiding displays of communitarianism and “us and them” attitudes.

(3) Quality teachers.

- The role of the teacher is fundamental. However, many teachers are not trained to cope with the new challenges of the modern world.

- Rethinking their training at the highest level of skills (higher education training), organizing ongoing training because for them, too, teaching is lifelong learning, applying the foregoing to heads of institutions as well (cf. Workshop 4 on teachers).
In conclusion:

There are challenges and considerable dangers for the future of democratic societies.

There is a need for dynamism, open approaches and new ideas.

Much remains to be done owing to the ingrained bias of social determinism. School problems are still overwhelmingly linked to the family and social context of learners.

However, there is increasing awareness and it is a message of trust and optimism that came out of this workshop, where it was said that we are “on the path of hope”.
Workshop 3A: Quality Education and Competencies for Life

Rapporteur: Ms Lubov Draganova (Bulgaria)

Assistant Rapporteur: Ms Dakmara Georgescu (IBE)

Introduction

Workshop 3A on the theme “Quality education and competencies for life” was moderated by Mr Wataru Iwamoto, Director of UNESCO’s Division of Secondary, Technical and Vocational Education, assisted by Ms Sonia Bahri, also from UNESCO.

The main speakers were H.E. Mr Osman Farruk, Minister of Education of Bangladesh, H.E. Mr John Mutorwa, Minister of Basic Education, Culture and Sport of Namibia, Professor Radu-Mircea Damian, Minister of State for Education of Romania and Professor Fernando José de Almeida of the University of São Paolo.

Thanks to the skilful moderator, Mr Iwamoto, the debates in the workshop were interactive and the very image of what we, as educators, would like to see in our schools and communities.

More than 30 statements were made by ministers, ministers of state, ambassadors, professors and experts from different regions of the world.

We watched a video presenting Finland’s experience of education for skills based on participation, equal opportunities and making pupils responsible for managing conflicts themselves through discussion, and looking at the experience of having a mentor in each class, a sort of ombudsman or mediator to resolve conflicts. Indeed, the whole film aroused keen interest. The immediate reaction of the speakers was unanimous. The model of Finland is a good practice for participatory and creative education. Life is good in Finnish schools and young people are happy to go to them. Such was the conclusion of many speakers but the film also raised several questions:

- How can competencies be evaluated in practice?
- What is the methodology for class work?
- When, and at what level of education, does this practice start and stop in Finland? What about “application” and “assessment”? Is the teacher not less visible in the process of learning for life?
- What would the role of the teacher be?
- Are the programmes flexible enough for pupils’ proposals to be taken up and integrated without change?
- What kind of training is needed for teachers so that they can respond appropriately to the requirements of young people and real life?

The workshop expressed a strong desire to hear our colleagues of Finland, which would enhance our discussions today.

(1) Some major themes for thought emerged from yesterday’s productive debate, which emphasized highly varied experiences:
We do not have the task of finding a definition. The relevance of the content of education in competencies for life, and what that entails is needed changes in traditional curricula.

Given the needs and values of young people, the balance between academic and practical education, teamwork, learning about difference, non-violent conflict settlement and the overhauling of textbooks is a major theme.

(2) Interaction between the various social actors: schools, communities, families, religions, the media and decision-makers.

(3) Developing human resources and apposite programmes of initial and subsequent training for teachers and educational staff to cope with real-life situations.

(4) Forming sustainable skills so as to ensure success for all by adopting the necessary measures and respecting identities.

(5) Evaluating and validating competencies for life using precise criteria (along the lines of the OECD Programme for International Student Assessment, PISA).

(6) Elaborating a system of horizontal mobility to forestall social rifts, the marginalization of young people and school failure.

(7) Ensuring generic skills, forming autonomous, critical and creative thinking in young people, teaching them to communicate to live together and manage crisis situations in specific contexts.

(8) Promoting education for democratic citizenship involves an approach far wider than civic education. European Year of Citizenship through Education, 2005, proclaimed by the Council of Europe, is an opportunity to launch a dialogue that is not solely European but cuts across regions on cultural and linguistic diversity, intercultural understanding, and how to be a good citizen in the twenty-first century.

(9) Preparing young people for the world of work/labour market. How preparation “for life” is strongly linked to preparation for the world of work (not just for the labour market). This means that young people have to develop skills to ensure that the values of public and professional life converge.

(10) Not to “absolutize” quality education as it is not incompatible with quantity, which means that education must be ensured for all by forming survival skills, a critical operation for many countries.

(11) Forming skills in information and communication technologies.

In conclusion, a few key messages may be formulated:

- Competencies or skills are not an end in themselves but the idea is the promotion of peace, solidarity, respect for others and giving equal opportunities to young people to face up to challenges and opportunities globally.

- The quality of education in different national contexts has many dimensions. There is no single solution but there are generic competencies common to all, as shown by the Paolo Freire method.
• Expanding and activating internal cooperation with the aim of exchanging rewarding experiences, and finding ways of financially assisting the efforts of developing countries to ensure quality education and form competencies for life for all wherever they may be.

• Promoting interaction between the private and public sectors to ensure not only quality education but also quality of life.

• Diversifying programmes to prevent school failure, providing as many opportunities as possible and establishing a close link between education and the economy so as not to exclude from real life those from different backgrounds.

• Extending firm commitments of governments to education for democracy. Such competence is very important for the framing of education policies in every country in the world and defining priorities and directions of action.

I would like to end by emphasizing that the debates in Workshop 3A were constructive, looking to the future of our societies. They were marked by hope, with no defeatism, and a full awareness of the priority of education, as schools are life itself and training for life starts there. At the same time, we must not forfeit the realistic approach in the classroom or always expect the absolute maximum of schools.
WORKSHOP 3B: Quality Education and Competencies for Life

Rapporteur: Mr Sobhi Tawil (IBE)

The workshop devoted to the important and difficult issue of quality education and competencies for life was moderated by Mr Ole Briseid, Deputy Permanent Delegate of Norway to UNESCO. He was assisted in this role by Ms Christine Panchaud of the International Bureau of Education.

Mr Briseid briefly introduced the session by recalling the rationales, which are informing the shift from knowledge- and skills-based approaches, to competency-based approaches in the education and training of youth. These rationales derive from the recognition of the increasingly interconnected facets of social change we so often qualify as globalization, and they include the rapid development of ICTs, the intensification of patterns of migration, the dramatic spread of the HIV/AIDS pandemic, the increased incidence and changing nature of armed conflict, environmental degradation, and the exacerbation of inequalities both across and within societies.

The moderator also proposed a framework for the discussion organized around three main clusters of questions related to content, methodology, and assessment:

1. What are basic competencies for life? Is it possible to agree on an international set of generic basic competencies?
2. How are such competencies to be developed? What teaching and learning methodologies do they imply? What type of curriculum? What profile of teachers is required? Are conventional approaches to schooling an adequate model?
3. How do we assess these competencies? What evaluation methods are to be used?

And finally,

The introductory video based on the Finnish model of the comprehensive school provided an initial illustration of possible responses to the first two questions. The video illustrated very vividly the increasingly participative and inquiry-based teaching and learning methods used, including cooperative teaching, mentoring, peer learning and mediation in view of developing skills of cooperation and communication, as well as competencies related to environmental protection, natural resource conservation and interpersonal conflict prevention.

This was followed by brief presentations by the three panellists:

1. The Minister of Education of Guatemala, Her Excellency, Maria del Carmen Aceña.
2. Professor Amédée Joseph Alexis Odulami of Benin
3. Professor Marc Bray, President of the World Council of Comparative Education Societies (WCCES).

The three panellists provided crucial insight for the debate that was to follow by highlighting the importance of local context in defining the content and methods associated with the development of competencies for life. Attention was drawn to the limits, as well as to the challenges of comparative perspectives when exploring issues such as the quality of formal education, the definition and selection of competencies, or approaches and methods for developing and assessing them.
1. Basic competencies for life

In attempting to identify basic competencies for life, we had an enriching and at times frustrating session. The discussion touched upon the generic components of basic education defined in terms of literacy, numeracy and life skills, referring to a range of skills including communication, cooperation, negotiation, as well as livelihood and entrepreneurship skills. We mentioned creativity and “taste for life”. We also discussed skills related to learning to learn, and learning to reflect upon the future, to competencies defined in terms of the ability to act autonomously, to use technologies interactively and to interact in heterogeneous groups. Finally, a number of participants stressed the importance of competencies related to the ethical dimension of education and training, or of “learning to be”.

The initial attempt to agree upon a generic set of competencies, and to try to establish a repertoire of competencies highlighted three essential issues:

- The conceptual confusion that often surrounds discussion on competencies. The repertoire of “competencies for life” that we attempted was in actual fact a listing of skills, abilities, values, attitudes, as well as competencies. Distinctions could be established between (i) values that orient our attitudes and behaviours; (ii) practical skills related to a range of technical applications; and (iii) the broader term of competencies. Competencies were ultimately defined in terms of the ability to mobilize specific knowledge and skills in a given situation in order to resolve a specific problem: in essence, “knowing how to act”.

- The crucial importance of local conditions. If competencies are to be defined in terms of problem resolution in given situations, the local context is crucial to the definition of what these competencies may be. A range of examples illustrated this diversity of contexts. To cite but those presented by the panel, we heard about the challenges in the acquisition of basic literacy skills when access to, and participation in, schooling remains problematic, or when there is an inadequate supply of basic resources such as books and other reading materials. It also included the challenge of developing vocational skills and competencies through the traditional model of general secondary education when an estimated 95% of the active population is engaged in the informal sector of the economy.

- The tensions between:
  - local conditions and international realities;
  - the need to define context-specific competencies and the desire to establish international standards;
  - competencies required for national development and cohesion and globalization and the challenges of ensuring and maintaining a balance between these.

- Given these considerations, it was thought important to avoid reinventing the wheel. The work of the Delors Commission and the four pillars of learning that it defined are still relevant guides for dealing with these challenges. Furthermore, it was recalled that there are numerous examples of grass-roots initiatives, pilot projects and local capacities that can be built on.
2. **Developing basic competencies**

The paradigm shift from a traditional knowledge-based approach, to a skills-based and ultimately, an integrated competency-based approach, reflects a shift from an educational paradigm that is turned towards the past to one that is oriented towards the present and the future. This orientation towards a present that is volatile and ever changing, and a future that is invisible and unpredictable has a number of implications for how competencies for life may be best developed. In insisting on the development of competencies for life, it is crucial to stress:

- **That knowledge is integrated in social life.** A number of competencies therefore need to be developed through productive activities, social work, volunteering, community involvement and project-based learning.

- **The limits of formal education.** Not all competencies can be acquired through schooling. It would thus be important to stress the link, not only between formal and non-formal educational opportunities, but also between formal education and the competencies that may be acquired through informal learning experiences. To focus solely on formal education for the development of competencies for life places unrealistic demands on the formal education system.

- **Similarly, curriculum cannot do everything.** Consequently, co-curricular activities are of paramount importance in developing a number of competencies.

- In developing competencies among learners, it is essential to also consider what *competencies teachers require* to ensure that appropriate environment and opportunities are provided for learners. The crucial role of teachers and trainers as role models was highlighted. Just as youth are to be placed at the centre of the learning process, so too should teachers be placed at the centre of social concerns.

- **School as learning organization.** Teachers need to be more fully integrated as partners in the management of schooling and of learning. As learning organizations, schools need to build their capacity, building an awareness of their strengths and weaknesses as learning environments. An awareness and understanding of these critical social issues, and adequate preparation in how to deal with them in education is an essential element of teacher training.

3. **Assessment**

- If competencies are defined as the ability to mobilize appropriate knowledge, values, skills, and if assessment is seen as part of the learning process, then the assessment of the degree to which competencies are being developed needs to be undertaken in real-life situations. It follows from this that there is a **role for the community in assessing certain life skills**. This is particularly true for social and civic competencies.

- The greater mobility that characterizes the global system that we live in nevertheless requires some form of accreditation. There is therefore a resulting **tension** between grading systems and the need for certification and the **process of formative evaluation** undertaken in specific problem situations.

- If we accept that numerous competencies may be acquired through informal learning experiences, there is a consequent need to seriously consider the issue of the **recognition and accreditation** of competencies acquired through informal learning experiences.
• Finally, we would need to move away from the notion of “failure” in learning. In order to do so, new level descriptors of skill scores rather than traditional learning schemes need to be developed in each context. These descriptors would be based on definitions of profiles of learners in their transition from both one level of learning to another, as well as from a given learning cycle to the world of work. This is an open area of research.
WORKSHOP 4A: Quality Education and the Key Role of Teachers

Rapporteur: Mr Du Yue (China)

Assistant: Ms Isabel Byron (IBE)

The round table was moderated by Mr Georges Haddad, Director of the Higher Education Division of UNESCO, assisted by Mr Massimo Amadio, of IBE.

Panellists were Her Excellency, Ms Rosalie Kama-Niamayoua, Minister of National Education of the Republic of the Congo, His Excellency, Mr Khaled Toukan, Minister of Education of Jordan, Mr Elie Jouen, Assistant Secretary-General of Education International, and Mr Daniel Maximo Pinkasz, of the Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences (FLACSO), Argentina.

The round table began with a video produced jointly by the Ministry of Education of Jordan and the IBE, portraying the Ministry’s efforts in teacher training and professional development to meet the needs of education in the twenty-first century, particularly in the area of new technologies. The film was highly appreciated by the participants who congratulated the Government of Jordan for its innovative efforts in teacher education. As summed up afterwards by the panellists, the video showed the importance of encouraging the teacher to be a constant learner ready to adapt to new situations. The film offered an optimistic view of the new role of the teacher, showing that teachers do not necessarily resist change if time is taken to provide relevant training and convince them of the advantages of change. The video underlined that teachers are the pillars of reform and showed the attraction and importance of the new technologies for education in today’s world, which if properly used can enhance educational quality. However, it should be recognized that the introduction of new technologies into teaching is a tremendous cultural change and considerable efforts are needed to make a success of this innovation.

Presentations of panellists

Panellists were concerned to define the concept of quality before exploring its relation to the role of teachers. Quality is seen as a complex and ambiguous term and it was felt important to arrive at some clarity of definition in such a debate. It is ultimately to be judged by the impact of education on the student, and the teacher is perhaps the key player in determining student outcomes. Quality cannot be measured narrowly in terms of student performance or outputs but in terms of inputs, what and how students are taught (the content and process of education), which largely determines that performance. It is thus integral to the conception and design of the national curriculum and the values and ideas which this carries. The search for quality is a permanent quest and the way it is conceptualized changes with time. Quality should be seen as a goal for all students, not for a privileged few. It can only be arrived at through broad social partnerships and dialogue. Criteria for quality include school access and infrastructure and environment, student-teacher ratio, teaching learning resources, adequate learning time, adaptation of the curriculum to current social environments and needs (HIV/AIDS, other health challenges, environmental issues, family life, among others), student health and home/family environment, parent attitudes, as well as all issues related to teacher recruitment, treatment, training and retraining.

The fundamental dialectic between the competence of teachers and the concept of quality was recognized by all panellists. Situations around the world range from those where there are huge numbers of untrained teachers and no adequate training system to those where there is a professional body of teachers and where the concerns are to further improve teacher professionalism. Thus, concerns and priorities of countries vary considerably between the North and the South. Nevertheless, the primordial role of the teacher in ensuring quality education is
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universally acknowledged. The need to revalue the teachers’ role in society was underlined. Teacher training, teaching conditions and teacher motivation were thus pinpointed as key contributors to achieving educational quality. The argument for relevant and adequate teacher education and professional development was underlined by a call for teaching to be recognized as a profession in its own right which merits sufficient investment by government and aid donors. At present this is not the case. Teacher education must form an integral part of educational planning strategies. Innovative approaches to teacher education must be shared. Teachers from developing countries struggling with debt repayments retain the right to training opportunities and innovative measures must be found in response to this dilemma.

Teachers’ working conditions are directly related to teacher motivation and ultimately to teachers’ performance. Very low salaries and poor working conditions, and also school violence, are all likely to have a direct negative impact on teacher performance.

The changing role of the teacher was emphasized and directly related to the importance of appropriate training in order to meet current social realities and needs. Training must go way beyond academic teaching. Teachers are called upon to be animators, mediators, and social workers. As professionals, teachers should be allowed some degree of flexibility and freedom to reshape their roles. This points to the need for less rigid and more innovative curricula, for teacher participation both in curriculum design and in the design of their own training. Furthermore teachers should be encouraged to learn for their own enjoyment and personal development.

While it was felt that there is need for an accountability system for teachers, it was acknowledged that any such system must take account of the prevailing conditions in which teachers work, whether in terms of physical conditions or professional liberty. Teachers cannot be made accountable in situations where governments do not show responsibility towards them.

Finally, the importance of the role of teacher associations and trade unions increasing teacher professionalism and empowerment was acknowledged.

Statements by participants

A total of 22 statements led to a rich and lively discussion. There were statements by seven ministers or heads of delegations, 13 other delegates, including a student representative from Norway and two non-governmental organizations. These statements reiterated many of the points made by the panellists, as well as adding others. The central concerns related to:

1. An acknowledgement of the overall importance of teacher education which contrasts with the existing reality of most developing countries where provisions for training are highly inadequate and have been deteriorating over the last decade or more. In Benin, for example, three quarters of teachers remain untrained. A number of African countries as well as the NGO, Education International, denounced present structural adjustment policies that demand a halt to or severe reduction in teacher training, reduced recruitment of teachers or recruitment of voluntary or contractual teachers. These measures have led to a worsening situation in these countries while at the same time demands are being made to increase both access and quality in education. A passionate call was made for a more humane and rational approach by the international educational community, with UNESCO being congratulated for its more humanist approach.

2. The poor salaries paid to teachers in most developing countries that lead to their lack of motivation and their need to seek additional employment. South Africa referred to the growing problem in developing countries of “teacher poaching” by developed countries,
where trained teachers are lured abroad by the offer of better salaries and working conditions. In contrast, Japan reported on its highly commendable efforts to give full value to the teaching profession by providing salaries 5% higher than those offered to other civil servants and good training opportunities. Palestine however, pointed out that in a recent survey of its teachers, respect and freedom in their profession were cited by them as the most important factor affecting their motivation, rather than salaries.

(3) Poor physical conditions under which teachers work in many countries, including huge class sizes, double shifts and multi-grade classes, which also affects motivation.

(4) The changing nature of education and society which demands that teachers take on diverse new roles such as researchers, guides and motivators, life skills and health educators. Teachers need a grounding in human rights and social responsibility and training as reflexive practitioners. They should be good role models in terms of the ethics and values they transmit to their students. They need to learn to develop democratic relationships with their students while maintaining a leadership role.

Nevertheless, many countries are making valiant efforts in the face of economic hardships to improve situations for their teachers. Morocco for instance, has introduced a series of measures to improve teachers’ living and working conditions including in the areas of housing and insurance. Rwanda has established teacher-training institutions for primary education in each province and is attempting to invest in new technologies.

In training, the important resource of experienced teachers must be drawn upon. While it was agreed that appraisal of teachers was vital, it was pointed out this should not be done as a form of menace or punishment but a form of encouragement where teachers may be shown their strengths and allowed to discuss their areas of weakness.

Finally, from the student perspective, the student from Norway suggested that for teachers to improve the quality of their performance, they must see their students as individuals and must constantly listen to and respect their needs. She called for increased cooperation and collaboration both among teachers, and among teachers and their students.

In the face of existing difficulties it was pointed out that although the existence of trained teachers in schools was essential, it was important to recognize the value of educators other than teachers who could bring much of value to children’s education.

The debate was summed up by an acknowledgment that despite their vital importance, teachers cannot be seen as the answer to, neither the cause of, all educational problems.
WORKSHOP 4B: Quality education and the key role of teachers

Rapporteur: Mr Jean-Jacques Randriafamantananantsoa (Madagascar)

Assistant Rapporteur: Ms Maria-Dulce Borges de Almeida (UNESCO)

Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,

Workshop 4B was moderated by Mr William Ratteree of the International Labour Organization (ILO). He was assisted as moderator by Mr Richard Halperin of UNESCO.

The four panellists were:

H.E. Mr Moustapha Sourang, Minister of Education, Senegal

Dr (Ms) Tara De Mel, Secretary, Ministry of Education, Sri Lanka

Mr Guntars Catlaks, Education International

Mr Matthias Behrens, Director, Institut romand de recherches et de documentation pédagogique (IRDP), Neuchâtel (Switzerland).

There were 16 statements by ministers, delegates and representatives of NGOs.

The session started with the screening of a video entitled “Teachers in training to learn how to live together”, produced by the National Institute of Education in Sri Lanka and the German Agency for Technical Cooperation (GTZ). Its aim is to encourage peace through education, using future teachers in initial training.

The main points to emerge from the workshops were the following:

There is a close relationship between quality education and quality teachers. Education must work as a partnership, so that there is social dialogue between government, local authorities, schools, teachers and unions. Account must also be taken of the realities on the ground in any planning of educational reform.

The presentation of the four panellists and the debates with the participants during the workshop were grouped according to the four sub-themes of the working document.

First: Teaching: a demanding and constantly evolving profession

Teachers must have basic skills. However, in their training for and exercise of the profession, they must be open to other fields to respond to new needs, such as: education for peace and solidarity (the example of the video), HIV/AIDS, information and communication technologies (ICTs), mediation of social conflict, gender balance, cultural diversity, human rights, democracy and life skills.

Second: Recruiting quality teachers

In order to have qualified teachers, governments must make a considerable recruitment effort by improving pay and incentives, especially for teachers in rural and underprivileged areas. Any recruitment system based on short training and lower pay (voluntary or contractual) so as to make up for teacher shortages should provide for public service career prospects.
This is all important but a balance must be found between the capacity to make do with national resources and the need to act.

Nevertheless, many countries could very well increase the proportion of the budget given over to education according to needs (Senegal sets aside 40% of its budget for education and intends eventually to increase that share to 50%).

In addition to the material advantages, social recognition of the irreplaceable role of the teacher is an incentive enabling governments to retain qualified, motivated teachers. Moreover, the existence of a career plan can be a driving force in recruitment and retention.

The departure of many qualified teachers through proactive recruitment to reduce the shortage in developed countries (teacher poaching) is an enormous loss for the countries that have trained them. (It is globalization and the law of the market.) This practice has been the subject of a protocol prepared by the Commonwealth to try to regulate cross-border recruitment.

**Third: Initial and continuing training for teachers**

It is important to have basic initial training. However, more emphasis should be placed on continuing training while keeping a balance between the two. The first sub-theme, Teaching: a demanding and constantly evolving profession, showed us that teachers need lifelong training. New skills are required by that evolution; hence the importance of continuing training. One of the participants said: “We do not learn for school; we learn for life.”

By way of example, participants raised the following points:

- Training teachers to take part in school projects and to manage crises;
- Training makes it possible to strengthen working capacities and thus develop the confidence of teachers (distance training, use of information and communication technologies);
- Developing the learning of dialogue, autonomy, assessment and self-assessment with the assistance of tools and indicators that also take account of the learning process in all its aspects.

**Fourth: Accompanying and supporting teachers**

Concerning this sub-theme, there is a need to:

- Strengthen the capacity of teachers to take part in school management;
- Work to strengthen respect and trust between those involved in schools (heads, teachers, pupils and parents);
- Develop and/or increase the professional liberty and autonomy of teachers in a balanced way and in line with national education policy.

The following conclusion is obvious and sobering. We cannot achieve quality education unless these four points are taken into account by those responsible locally and nationally for education. We must strengthen respect for the professional liberty of teachers, as a key element in giving them more responsibilities and improving the quality of their work.

Thank you.
Répondre aux besoins éducatifs des jeunes pour une mondialisation à visage humain/Responding to the educational needs of the young to bring about globalization with a human face/Responder a las necesidades de los jóvenes en materia de educación para alcanzar una mundialización con cara humana

**Modérateur / Moderator / Moderador**
- S. Exc. Mme Rosalie KAMA-NIAMAYOUA
  Ministre de l’Education nationale
  République du CONGO

**Assistant / Assistant / Asistente**
- M. Firmin Edouard MATOKO
  Directeur du Bureau de l’UNESCO à Bamako

**Intervenants / Principal speakers / Participantes**
- Mrs Ruth KAGIA, Director of Education for Human Development Network, World Bank
- Mr Francisco RAMIREZ, Professor of Education, University of Stanford

Du fait de la célébration de la Journée internationale de l’alphabétisation, le Débat introductif a dû être raccourci. Ainsi, seul un ministre par groupe électoral aura la possibilité de s’exprimer durant ce débat. Consequently, only a minister by electoral group will have the possibility to express himself during this debate.
Debido a la celebración del Día Internacional de la Alfabetización, el Debate de Introducción a sido reducido. Por lo tanto, solamente un Ministro por Grupo electoral tendrá la posibilidad de expresarse durante este debate.

**INTERVENTIONS DES MINISTRES / MINISTER’S STATEMENTS / INTERVENCIONES DE LOS MINISTROS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groupe électoral I/Electoral Group I/Grupo Electoral I:</th>
<th>LUXEMBOURG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groupe électoral II/Electoral Group II/Grupo Electoral II:</td>
<td>BULGARIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groupe électoral III/Electoral Group III/Grupo Electoral III:</td>
<td>THAILANDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groupe électoral IV/Electoral Group IV/Grupo Electoral IV:</td>
<td>ARGENTINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groupe électoral Va/Electoral Group Va/Grupo Electoral Va:</td>
<td>ETHIOPIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groupe électoral Vb/Electoral Group Vb/Grupo Electoral Vb:</td>
<td>QATAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEBAT FINAL / FINAL DEBATE / DEBATE FINAL

Promouvoir les partenariats pour le droit à une éducation de qualité pour tous les jeunes /
Promoting partnerships for the right to a quality education for all young people/
Promover las asociaciones en pro del derecho a una educación de calidad para todos los jóvenes

Animateur/ Moderator/ Moderador

• Hon. Mr Andrew THOMSON
  Minister of Learning
  Saskatchewan
  CANADA

Assistant

• M. Firmin Edouard MATOKO
  Directeur du Bureau de l’ UNESCO à Bamako

Intervenants/ Principal speakers/ Participantes

• Prof. Carlos Augusto ABICALIL,
  Député au Parlement national
  BRESIL

• Mrs Mary HATWOOD FUTRELL
  Former-President
  Internationale de l’Education/Education International (EI/IE)

• Mrs Jana HUTTOVA
  Director, Education Support Programme
  OPEN SOCIETY INSTITUTE

• M. Bruno MASIER
  President
  WORLD TRADE POINT FEDERATION

• M. Martin ITOUA
  Président de la Fédération africaine des Parents d’élèves (FAPE)
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LISTE DES INTERVENANTS DANS LES ATELIERS
LIST OF PRINCIPAL SPEAKERS AT THE WORKSHOPS
LISTA DE PARTICIPANTES EN LOS TALLERES

ATELIER 1 A / WORKSHOP 1 A / TALLER 1 A

Qualité de l’éducation et égalité des sexes / Quality Education and gender equality /
Calidad de la educación e igualdad de género

Modérateur / Moderator / Moderador
- Ms Carol WATSON
  Senior Adviser, Education Section,
  UNICEF

Assistante-modérateur / Moderator Assistant / Asistente Moderador
- Ms Lene BUCHERT
  ED/BAS/PE

Intervenants / Principal speakers / Participantes
- Mrs Mona Moutaman IMADIDDIN,
  Director General of Research and Development
  Ministry of Education
  JORDAN

- Sra Marta LAFUENTE
  Vice-Ministra de Educación
  PARAGUAY

- Mrs Salome ANYOTI
  Forum for African Women Educationists
  (FAWE) TANZANIA

- M. Chokri MEMNI
  CREDIF
  Tunis

Rapporteur/Rapporteur/Relator
- Sra Maria Zulema VELEZ
  COLOMBIE

Assistant Rapporteur / Rapporteur assistant / Asistente Relator
- M. Luis Manuel TIBURCIO
  UNESCO GUATEMALA
ATELIER 1 B / WORKSHOP 1 B / TALLER 1 B

Qualité de l’éducation et égalité des sexes / Quality Education and gender equality / Calidad de la educación e igualdad de género

Modérateur / Moderator / Moderador

- Ms Therese NDONG JATTA
  DIR/ED/BAS
  UNESCO

Assistante modérateur / Moderator assistant / Asistente Moderador

- Ms Isabel BYRON
  IBE-UNESCO

Intervenants / Principal speakers / Participantes

- Hon. Mr Andrew THOMSON
  Minister of Learning
  Saskatchewan
  CANADA

- H.E. Mrs Namirembe Geraldille BITAMAZIRE
  Minister of Education and Sports
  UGANDA

- Sr. Ernesto SCHIEFELBEIN
  CHILE
  Lauréat COMENIUS

- Ms Golnar MEHRAN
  Expert
  IRAN

Rapporteur / Rapporteur / Relator

- M. Simon CLARKE
  JAMAIQUE

Assistante Rapporteur / Rapporteur assistant / Asistente Relator

- Mme Sonia BAHRI
  UNESCO
ATELIER 2 A / WORKSHOP 2 A / TALLER 2 A

Qualité de l’éducation et inclusion sociale / Quality Education and social inclusion /
Calidad de la educación e inclusión social

Modérateur / Moderator / Moderador

• Dr. Reyes Silvestre TAMEZ GUERRA
  Secretario de Educación Pública
  MEXICO

Assistant Modérateur / Moderator assistant / Asistente Moderador

• M. Massimo AMADIO
  BIE-UNESCO

Intervenants / Principal speakers / Participantes

• Sra María Adriana HORNSKOHL
  Vice-Ministra de Educación
  CHILE

• Prof. Pierre KITA
  Historien
  REPUBLIQUE DEMOCRATIQUE DU CONGO

• Prof. Russel BISHOP
  Programme Officer of the National
  Commission of NEW-ZEALAND

• M. Ahmed MEDHOUNE
  « Cellule Tutorat » de l’Université Libre de Bruxelles (Belgique).
  Lauréat COMENIUS

Rapporteur / Rapporteur/ Relator

• M. D. Miquel MARTINEZ MARTIN
  ESPAGNE

Assistant-Rapporteur Rapporteur Assistant / Asistente Relator

• Mme Maria-Dulce BORGES-DE ALMEIDA
  UNESCO
ATELIER 2 B / WORKSHOP 2 B / TALLER 2 B

Qualité de l’éducation et inclusion sociale / Quality Education and social inclusion / Calidad de la educación e inclusión social

**Modérateur / Moderator / Moderador**
- Mrs Mary Joy PIGOZZI
  DIR/ED/PEQ
  UNESCO

**Assistant modérateur / Moderator assistant / Asistente Moderador**
- M. Sohbi TAWIL
  BIE-UNESCO

**Intervenants / Principal speakers / Participantes**
- H.E. Mr Juris RADZEVICS
  Minister of Education and Science
  LATVIA

- Sr Alejandro TIANA FERRER
  Secretario General de Educacin y Ciencia
  ESPAña

- Sr Francisco PIÑON
  Secretario general de la OEI
  MADRID (España)

- M. Mongi BOUSNINA
  Directeur Général de l’Organisation arabe pour l’éducation, la culture et les sciences (ALECSO)
  TUNISIE

**Rapporteur / Rapporteur / Relator**
- Mme Suzy HALIMI
  FRANCE

**Assistant-Rapporteur / Assistant Rapporteur / Asistente Relator**
- M. Richard HALPERIN
  UNESCO
ATELIER 3 A / WORKSHOP 3 A / TALLER 3 A

Qualité de l’éducation et compétences pour la vie / Quality Education and competences for life / Calidad de la educación y competencias para la vida

Modérateur / Moderator / Moderador

- Mr Wataru IWAMOTO
  DIR/ED/STV
  UNESCO

Assistant modérateur / Moderator assistant / Asistente Moderador

- Mme Sonia BAHRI
  ED/STV/GSE
  UNESCO

Intervenants / Principal speakers / Participantes

- H.E. Mr Osman FARRUK
  Minister for Education
  BANGLADESH

- H.E. Mr John MUTORWA
  Minister of Basic Education, Sports and Culture
  NAMIBIA

- Prof. Dr. Radu-Mircea DAMIAN
  Secrétaire d’Etat
  ROUMANIE

- Prof. Fernando José DE ALMEIDA
  Université de Sao Paulo
  BRESIL

Rapporteur / Rapporteur / Relator

- Mme Lubov DRAGANOVA
  BULGARIE

Assistant-Rapporteur / Assistant Rapporteur / Asistente Relator

- Mme Dakmara Georgescu
  BIE-UNESCO
ATELIER 3 B / WORKSHOP 3 B / TALLER 3 B

Qualité de l’éducation et compétences pour la vie / Quality Education and competences for life /
Calidad de la educación y competencias para la vida

Modérateur / Moderator / Moderador
- Mr Ole BRISEID
  Deputy Permanent Delegate by the UNESCO
  NORWAY

Assistant modérateur / Moderator assistant / Asistente Moderador
- Mme Christine PANCHAUD
  BIE-UNESCO

Intervenants / Principal speakers / Participantes
- S. Exc. Sra Ing. Maria DEL CARMEN ACE
  Ministra de Educación
  GUATEMALA

- M. Amadée Joseph Alexis ODUNLAMI
  BENIN
  Lauréat COMENIUS

- M. Mark BRAY
  Président du World Council of Comparative Education Societies (WCCES)
  Hong Kong / RAS de Chine

Rapporteur / Rapporteur / Relator
- M Sobhi TAWIL
  BIE-UNESCO
ATELIER 4 A / WORKSHOP 4 A / TALLER 4 A

Qualité de l’éducation et rôle clé des enseignants / Quality Education and the Key Role of Teachers /
Calidad de la educación y papel clave de los docentes

Modérateur / Moderator/ Moderador
- M. Georges HADDAD
  DIR/ED/HED
  UNESCO

Assistant modérateur / Moderator assistant / Asistente Moderador
- M. Massimo AMADIO
  BIE-UNESCO

Intervenants/ Principal speakers/ Participantes
- S. Exc. Mme Rosalie KAMA-NIAMAYOUA
  Ministre de l’Education nationale
  République du CONGO

- H.E. Mr Khaled TOUKAN
  Minister of Education
  JORDANIE

- M. Elie JOUEN
  Secrétaire général-adjoint
  Education International/Internationale de l’Education

- Sr Daniel Maximo PINKASZ
  Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales
  Buenos Aires
  ARGENTINE

Rapporteur / Rapporteur/ Relator
- Mr Du YUE
  CHINE

Assistant-Rapporteur /Asistant Rapporteur / Asistente Relator
- Ms Isabel BYRON
  BIE-UNESCO
ATELIER 4 B / WORKSHOP 4 B / TALLER 4 B

Qualité de l’éducation et rôle clé des enseignants / Quality Education and the Key Role of Teachers /
Calidad de la educación y papel clave de los docentes

Modérateur / Moderator / Moderador

• M. William RATTEREE
  Senior Programme Officer
  ILO/OIT

Assistant modérateur / Moderator assistant / Asistente Moderador

• M. Richard HALPERIN
  UNESCO

Intervenants / Principal speakers / Participantes

• S.E. M. Moustapha SOURANG
  Ministre de l’Education nationale
  SENEGAL

• Mrs Dr. Tara DE MEL
  Secretary Ministry of Education
  SRI LANKA

• M. Guntars CATLAKS
  Education International/Internationale de l’Education

• M. Matthis BEHRENS
  Directeur de l’Institut romand de recherches et de documentation pédagogiques (IRDP)
  Neuchâtel (SUISSE)

Rapporteur / Rapporteur/ Relator

• M. Jean-Jacques RANDRIAFAMANTANANTSOA
  MADAGASCAR

Assistant-Rapporteur / Asistant Rapporteur / Asistente Relator

• Mme Maria-Dulce BORGES-DE ALMEIDA
  UNESCO
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List of documents distributed during the session

Working documents

ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/1 Provisional Agenda  
ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/2 Draft Organization of the Work for the Conference  
ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/3 Reference Document on: “Quality education for all young people: Challenges, trends and priorities”  
ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/4 Document to assist the discussions during the four workshops  
ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/5 General Presentation of the 47th session of ICE (Special edition of Educational Innovation and Information)  
ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/6 Draft Final Document (available on 11 September, at 9 a.m.)

Information documents

ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/Inf.1 Document supplementing the Reference Document  
ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/Inf.2 Revised Rules of Procedure of the International Conference on Education (ICE)  
ED/BIE/CONFINTED 47/Inf.3 Provisional List of Participants

The “Messages from Ministers of Education”, a guide for delegates and an evaluation questionnaire on the Conference were distributed to participants. In addition, many statements by ministers and delegates were made available at the request of their authors.

National reports presented at the 47th session of the International Conference on Education

A total of 126 national reports were submitted by the following countries:

Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Belarus, Belgium (Flemish community and French community), Benin, Bhutan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Botswana, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Cameroon, Canada, Central African Republic, Chad, Chile, China, Colombia, Congo, Congo, People’s Democratic Republic of the, Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Ecuador, Egypt, Estonia, Ethiopia, Montenegro and Serbia, Finland, France, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Islamic Republic of, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Korea, Democratic People’s Republic, Korea, Republic of, Kuwait, Latvia, Lebanon, Lesotho, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Luxembourg, Macedonia, The former Yugoslav Republic of, Madagascar, Malaysia, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, Moldova, Morocco, Myanmar, Namibia, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Russian Federation, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Suriname, Swaziland, Sweden, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Tanzania, United Republic of, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine,
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United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States of America, Uzbekistan, Venezuela, Yemen, Zimbabwe.

**Other documents prepared by IBE in direct relation to the Conference**

(a) **WORLD DATA ON EDUCATION 2003**: fifth edition of the CD-ROM containing data on 160 education systems;

(b) **PROSPECTS No. 130**: Edition of UNESCO’s quarterly review of comparative education, on the theme: “Political dialogue and education”, in English, French and Spanish;

(c) **VIDEO CASSETTE** of introductory documents to the Conference and the workshops;

(d) **GLOBAL CURRICULUM BANK FOR HIV/AIDS PREVENTIVE EDUCATION**: CD-ROM, Version 1, 2004;

(e) **LEARNING TO LIVE TOGETHER**: Good practices at school: CD-ROM containing a selection from the RelatED data bank.
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Liste des participants/ List of participants/ Lista de los participantes

ETATS MEMBRES / MEMBER STATES / ESTADOS MIEMBROS

Afghanistan
Dr. Sharif FAYEZ
Minister of Higher Education
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Mr. Sayed Husain Ishraq HUSAINI
Deputy Minister of Education

H.E. Mr. Mohammad Zahir AZIZ
Ambassador and Permanent Delegate of Afghanistan to UNESCO and ISESCO

Afrique du sud/South Africa/Africa del Sur
H.E. Mr. Mohamed Enver SURTY
Deputy Minister of Education
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Thamsanqa D. MSELEKU
Director General of Education

Mrs. Palesa Thembekile TYOBEKA
Deputy Director-General: Quality Promotion & Development

Mr. Ghaleeb JEPPIE
Chief Director: International Relations

Mrs. Carol DELIWE
Director: Policy Support

Dr. Glaudine J. MTSHALI
Ambassador to the UN and WTO in Geneva

Ms. Fiola HOOSEN
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of South Africa to the UN

Algérie/ Algeria/ Argelia
M. Abdelkrim TEBOUNE
Conseiller du Ministre de l’Education Nationale
(Chef de Délegation)

S.E. M. Mohamed Salah DEMBRI
Ambassadeur Représentant Permanent de la Délégation Permanente de l’Algérie auprès de l’UNESCO

M. Boualem SEDKI
Ministre Plénipotentiaire, Mission Permanente de l’Algérie auprès des Nations Unies à Genève

M. Baghdad LAKHDAR
Chargé d’Etudes et de Synthèses, Ministère de l’Education Nationale

M. Makhlouf BOUMAARAF
Chargé d’Etudes et de Synthèses, Ministère de l’Education Nationale

Mr. Boumediene MAHI
Secrétaire Diplomatique Mission permanente de l’ Algérie auprès des Nations Unies à Genève

M. Noureddine TOUALBI
Représentant de l’Algérie au Conseil Exécutif de l’ALECSO

Allemagne/Germany/Alemania
Mr. Günther PORTUNE
State Secretary, Federal Ministry of Education of Saxony, Standing Conference of Ministers of Education of the Laender in the FRG
(Head of Delegation)

Dr. Reinhild OTTE
Standing Conference of Ministers of Education of the Laender in the FRG

Mr. Klaus METSCHER
Minister, Deputy Head of the Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Germany

Dr. Barbara MALINA
Delegate, German UNESCO Commission

Mme Beate BIDENBACH
Third Secretary

Dr. Hans-Heiner RUDOLPH
Adviser, German Agency for Technical Cooperation
(GTZ)
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Dr. Birgitta RYBERG
Secretariat of the Standing Conference of Ministers of Education of the Lander in the FRG

Dr. Traugott SCHÖFTHALER
Secretary-General, German UNESCO Commission

Mme Saskia SEEGER
Attaché, Permanent Mission of the FRG to the UN in Geneva

Dr. Ingo VON VOSS
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of the FRG

Andorre/Andorra
M. Xavier TROTA
Troisième Secrétaire de la Mission Permanente d’Andorre auprès des Nations Unies à Genève (Chef de Délégation)

Angola
S.E. Sr. António BURITY DA SILVA NETO
Ministre de l’Education (Chef de Délégation)

S.E. M. David Jorge Marcelino SANGUENDE
Ambassadeur de l’Angola auprès de l’UNESCO

S.E. M. Pedro Massala NSINGUI-BARROS
Ministre Conseiller de la Délégation Permanente de l’Angola auprès de l’UNESCO et Président du Conseil du BIE

M. Manuel KAVUNGO MAYIMONA
Conseiller du Ministre de l’Education chargé des relations avec les Organisations Internationales

M. Justino JERÓNIMO
Directeur de l’Institut National de Formation des Cadres du Ministère de l’Education

M. Adão G. F. DO NASCIMENTO
Conseiller du Vice-Ministre chargé de la Réforme Educative

Arabie saoudite/Saudi Arabia/Arabia Saudí
H.E. Mr. Ibrahim Abdul Aziz AL SHEDDI
Deputy Minister of Education for Cultural Affairs (Head of Delegation)

Prof. Dr. Fida Fouad AL ADEL
Permanent Delegate of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to UNESCO

Dr. Ali Saleh Saeed AL KHABTI
Assistant Deputy Minister of Education for Educational Development

Dr. Abdul Rahman Ibrahim AL MUDAIREES
Director-General of the Educational Directorate in Al Ahsaa Governorate

Dr. Saleh Abdulrahman AL SUHAIBANI
Professor, Consultant in the Ministry of Higher Education

Mr. Abdallah Ali M. ABUALAMAH
Director General of Comprehensive Evaluation of School in the Ministry of Education

M. Abdelfattah ABDALLA
Delegate, Permanent Delegation of Saudi Arabia to UNESCO

Argentine/Argentina
S.E. Sr. Daniel Fernando FILMUS
Ministro de Educación, Ciencia y Tecnología (Jefe de Delegación)

S.E. Sr. Miguel Angel ESTRELLA
Embajador, Delegado Permanente de la Delegación Permanente de Argentina ante la UNESCO

Prof. Mario Nestor OPORTO
Director General de Cultura y Educación de la Provincia de Buenos Aires

Sr. Jaime Sergio CERDA
Ministro de la Misión Permanente ante los Organismos Internacionales de Naciones Unidas

Sr. Ignacio Xavier HERNAIZ
Jefe de Unidad Programas Especiales, Ministerio de Educación, Ciencia y Tecnología

Sr. Luis María SOBRON
Secretario, Delegación Argentina ante la UNESCO

Sr. Alfredo Vicente CHIARADIA
Embajador, Representante permanente de la Misión Permanente de Argentina en Ginebra
**Australie/Australia**

Dr. Martyn FORREST  
Secretary, Department of Education, Tasmania  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. William THORN  
Counsellor and Australia’s Deputy Permanent Delegate (Education) to UNESCO

Mr. Geoff SPRING  
Deputy Chair of the Australian National Commission for UNESCO

Ms. Joy DE LEO  
Vice President, UNESCO Asia Pacific Network for International Education and Values Education

Ms. Anne SIWICKI  
Delegate from Australia's Permanent Delegation to UNESCO

**Autriche/Austria**

Mrs. Monika GOODENOUGH-HOFMANN  
Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, Head of UNESCO and Global Education Unit  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Reinhard NÖBAUER  
Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, Head of unit for bilateral cooperation

Prof. Dr. Karl-Heinz GRUBER  
Institute of Educational Science, University of Vienna

**Bahreïn/Bahrain/Bahrein**

Dr. Ebrahim Mohammed AHMED  
Assistant Undersecretary for General & Technical Education, Ministry of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Dr. Fatima AL BALOOSHI  
Dean, College of Education University of Bahrain

Mr. Adel Hassan AHMED  
Senior Curriculum Specialist for Technical Subjects, Directorate of Curricula, Ministry of Education

Ms. Jameela AL KOOHEJI  
Senior Educational Specialist, Ministry of Education

**Bangladesh**

H.E. Mr. Osman FARRUK  
Minister for Education  
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Dr. Toufiq ALI  
Ambassador & Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission in Geneva

Mr. Kazi Imtiaz HOSSAIN  
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Bangladesh, Geneva

Ms. Rabab FATIMA  
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Bangladesh, Geneva

Mr. Daniul ISLAM  
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of Bangladesh, Geneva

Mr. Nayem Uddin AHMED  
Third Secretary, Permanent Mission of Bangladesh, Geneva

**Bélarus/Belarus/Belarrús**

Mr. Kazimir FARINO  
Deputy Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Vladimir MALEVICH  
Deputy Permanent Representative of Belarus to the UN Office in Geneva

Mr. Aleksandr KULINKOVICH  
First Secretary of the Permanent Mission of Belarus to the UN Office in Geneva

**Belgique/Belgium/Bélgica**

M. Dominique BARTHELEMY  
Directeur des Relations internationales, Ministère de la Communauté française  
(Chef de Délégation)

M. Etienne GILLIARD  
Attaché au Service AGERS, Ministère de la Communauté française

Mme Annie DE WIEST  
Directrice du Développement durable, Ministère de la Communauté française
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bénin/Benin</th>
<th>Bhoutan/Bhutan/Bhután</th>
<th>Bolivie/Bolivia</th>
<th>Bosnie-Herzégovine/Bosnia and Herzegovina</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Mme Marie-Henriette TIMMERMANS  
Déléguée de la Région wallone et de la Communauté française de Belgique à Genève | Mme Edith Germaine LISSAN  
2ème Conseillère, Délégation permanente du Bénin auprès de l’UNESCO | Mr. Alvaro MOSCOSO BLANCO  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Bolivia in Geneva (Head of Delegation) | H.E. Mr. Gualberto RODRIGUEZ SAN MARTIN  
Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Bolivia in Geneva |
| Mme Christine CACOUAULT  
Assistante, Chargée de Projet, Délégation de la Région wallone et de la Communauté française de Belgique à Genève | Mr. Yao AMOUSSOU  
Premier Conseiller, Mission permanente du Bénin à Genève | S.E. Mr. Sonam RABGYE  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Bhutan in Geneva | H.E. Mr. Safet HALILOVIC  
Minister of Civil Affairs of BiH (Head of Delegation) |
| M. Ahmed MEDHOUNE  
Directeur des Services à la Communauté universitaire à l’ULB et initiateur du Programme Tutorat | Mr. Eloi LAOUROU  
2ème conseiller, Mission permanente du Bénin à Genève | Mr. Tshewang TANDIN  
Director, Department of School Education, Ministry of Education (Head of Delegation) | **Bosnie-Herzégovine/Bosnia and Herzegovina** |
| Mme Annick COUTISSE  
Responsable de la cellule Tutorat et chargée de mission au Département des Services à la Communauté universitaire de l’ULB | Mme Rosemonde Dodji ADJANONHOUN  
Premier Secrétaire, Mission permanente du Bénin à Genève | Mr. Jambay WANGCHUK  
Deputy Secretary Planning and Policy Division, Ministry of Education | **Bosnie-Herzégovine/Bosnia and Herzegovina** |
| **Bénin/Benin** | **Bhoutan/Bhutan/Bhután** | **Bolivie/Bolivia** | **Bosnie-Herzégovine/Bosnia and Herzegovina** |
| S.E. M. Kémoko BAGNAN  
Ministre de l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche Scientifique (Chef de Délégation) | S.E. Mr. Sonam RABGYE  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Bhutan in Geneva | Mr. Alvaro MOSCOSO BLANCO  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Bolivia in Geneva (Head of Delegation) | H.E. Mr. Gualberto RODRIGUEZ SAN MARTIN  
Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Bolivia in Geneva |
| Mr. Joseph B. Olabiyi YAI  
Ambassadeur, Délégué permanent du Bénin auprès de l’UNESCO | H.E. Mr. Samuel AMEHOU  
Ambassadeur, Représentant Permanent du Bénin à Genève | Mr. Gualberto RODRIGUEZ SAN MARTIN  
Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Bolivia in Geneva | H.E. Mr. Safet HALILOVIC  
Minister of Civil Affairs of BiH (Head of Delegation) |
| M. Toussaint TCHITCHI  
Professeur, Directeur de l’Institut National pour la Formation et la Recherche en Education | Mr. Jambay WANGCHUK  
Deputy Secretary Planning and Policy Division, Ministry of Education | Mr. Jambay WANGCHUK  
Deputy Secretary Planning and Policy Division, Ministry of Education | **Bosnie-Herzégovine/Bosnia and Herzegovina** |
| M. Kokou Marc ASSOGBA  
Conseiller Technique au Ministère de l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche Scientifique | Mr. Chitem TENZIN  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Bhutan in Geneva | Mr. Chitem TENZIN  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Bhutan in Geneva | **Bosnie-Herzégovine/Bosnia and Herzegovina** |
| Mme M. Françoise MEDEGAN  
Premier Conseiller, Délégation permanente du Bénin auprès de l’UNESCO | Mr. Chitem TENZIN  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Bhutan in Geneva | Mr. Chitem TENZIN  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Bhutan in Geneva | **Bosnie-Herzégovine/Bosnia and Herzegovina** |

**Bosnie-Herzégovine/Bosnia and Herzegovina**
Mrs. Esma HADZAGIC  
Vice-Minister of Civil Affairs of BiH

Mr. Milos VUKASINOVIC  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of BiH in Geneva

Mrs. Aida DURIC  
Professional Associate in the Ministry of Civil Affairs of BiH

Mr. Milenko MISIC  
Secretary general of National Commission of BiH for UNESCO

**Botswana**  
Mrs. Festina BAKWENA  
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Mogotsa M. KEWAGAMANG  
Director, Department of Vocational Education and Training

Ms. Kgomotso MOTLOTLE  
Secretary General, National Commission of Botswana for UNESCO

Mr. Reuben J. MOTSWAKAE  
Director, Department of Secondary Education

Mr. Gobe PITSO  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Botswana in Geneva

**Brésil/Brazil/Brasil**  
H.E. Mr. Tarso GENRO  
Minister of Education of Brazil  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Carlos Augusto ABICALIL  
President of the Education and Culture Comisión at the Deputy Chamber

Mrs. Vitoria Alice CLEAVER  
Head of the Office for International Affairs, Ministry of Education

Mr. Ronaldo CARVALHO TEIXEIRA DA SILVA  
Head of the Cabinet, Ministry of Education

Mr. Antonio NACIMENTO PEDRO  
Permanent Mission of Brazil in Geneva

Mrs. Almerinda Augusta DE FREITAS CARVALHO  
Head of Educational Themes Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Adeum Hilario SAUER  
President of the National Union of Municipal Counsellors of Education

Mrs. Juçara Maria DUTRA VIEIRA  
President of the National Confederation of Education Labourers

Mr. Francisco DE MORAES  
Manager of SENAC/SP Educational Development Programme

Ms. Claudia DE ANGELO BARBOSA  
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of Brazil in Geneva

Mrs. Claudia CARVALHO BAENA SOARES  
Specialist, Office for International Affairs, Ministry of Education

**Bulgarie/Bulgaria**  
S.E. Mr. Igor DAMIANOV  
Minister of Education and Science  
(Chef de Délégation)

H.E. Mr. Dimiter TZANTCHEV  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of the Republic of Bulgaria in Geneva

Mrs. Lubov DRAGANOVA  
Director, Department of International Relations, Ministry of Education and Science

Mrs. Anna MARINOVA  
Director of the National College “Aprilovska”

Mr. Ivan GOSPODINOV  
Third Secretary, Permanent Mission of the Republic of Bulgaria in Geneva

**Burkina Faso**  
S.E. M. Mathieu OUEDRAOGO  
Ministre de l'Enseignement de Base et de l'Alphabétisation  
(Chef de Délégation)

M. François SOUILI  
Conseiller Technique du Ministre de l'Enseignement de Base et de l'Alphabétisation
M. Robert Mathieu OUEDRAOGO  
Directeur des Etudes et de la Planification du Ministre de l’Enseignement de Base et de l’Alphabétisation

**Burundi**  
S.E. M. Salvator NTIHABOSE  
Ministre de l’Education Nationale  
(Chef de Délégation)

M. Hubert SINDAYIGAYA  
Secrétaire permanent de la Commission Nationale du Burundi pour l’UNESCO

M. Zacharie GAHUTU  
Représentant permanent, Mission permanente du Burundi, Genève

**Cambodge/Cambodia/Camboya**  
H.E. Mr. Than POK  
Secretary of State, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport  
(Head of Delegation)

Prof. Marcelline NNOMO  
Conseiller Technique n°2, Ministère de l’Enseignement Supérieur

M. Antoine WONGO AHANDA  
Conseiller Culturel à l’Ambassade du Cameroun en France

M. Charles ASSAMBA ONGODO  
Deuxième Secrétaire de l’Ambassade du Cameroun en France

Mme Lydia NTANKE-LINJOUOM  
Attachée Culturelle à l’Ambassade du Cameroun en France

**Cameroun/Cameroon/Camerún**  
S.E. M. Pascal BILOA TANG  
Ambassadeur, Délégué permanent du Cameroun auprès de l’UNESCO  
(Chef de Délégation)

Prof. Marcelline NNOMO  
Conseiller Technique n°2, Ministère de l’Enseignement Supérieur

Ms. Terry PRICE  
President, Canadian Teachers’ Federation

Mme Arpi HAMALIAN  
Présidente, Commission sectorielle de l’Education, Commission Nationale canadienne pour l’UNESCO

Mr. Jean-François NORMAND  
Chargé de mission auprès du délégué, Délégation générale du Québec

Mr. Donald R. MAC PHEE  
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Canada in Geneva

**Chili/Chile**  
Sra. Maria Ariadna HORNKOHL  
Subsecretaria de Educación, Comisión Nacional de Chile ante la UNESCO  
(Jefe de Delegación)

Sr. Juan MARTABIT  
Embajador, Misión Permanente de Chile en Ginebra

Sr. Juan EGUIGUREN  
Ministro consejero, Misión Permanente de Chile en Ginebra

Sra. Paz PORTALES  
Secretaria Ejecutiva de la Comisión Nacional Chilena de UNESCO
Sr. Ernesto SCHIEFELBEIN  
Presidente de la Junta Directiva de la UMCE

Sr. Jorge PAVEZ  
Presidente del Colegio de profesores de Chile

Sra. Jenny ASSAEL  
Asesora Experta del Colegio de Profesores de Chile

Sr. Diego AVARIA  
Tercer secretario, Misión Permanente de Chile en Ginebra

Sra. Mariaclara GROSSI  
Investigadora, CIDE

Sr. Benjamín MORENO  
Asesor Comunicacional, Comisión Nacional de Chile ante la UNESCO

S.E. Sra. Cecilia MACKENWA  
Embajadora, Embajada de Chile en Berne

Chine/China  
Mrs. Xiaoya CHEN  
Vice Minister of Education, Ministry of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Xuezhong ZHANG  
Ambassador, Chinese Permanent Mission in Geneva

Mr. Pei Min JIANG  
Deputy Secretary General, Chinese National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Mansheng ZHOU  
Deputy Director General of the National Centre for Education Development Research, Ministry of Education

Mr. Weihe XIE  
President of Education College, Qinhua University

Mrs. Jianhong DONG  
Director Education Division, Chinese National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Tao MA  
Deputy Director, Department of Education Policy & Legislation, Ministry of Education

Chypre/Cyprus/Ciprè  
Mr. Vassilis PROTOPAPAS  
Co-ordinator/Counsellor of the Minister’s Office  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Andreas KASOULIDES  
Treasurer, Cyprus Greek Teachers Union (POED)

Mr. Andreas PITTAKARAS  
Delegate, Cyprus Greek Teachers Union (POED)

Colombie/Colombia  
S.E. Sra. Clemencia FORERO-UCROS  
Embajadora, Misión Permanente de Colombia en Ginebra  
(Jefe de Delegación)

Sra. María Zulema VELEZ-JARA  
Embajadora, Delegación Permanente de Colombia ante la UNESCO

Sra. Victoria GONZALEZ-ARIZA  
Ministro, Consejero de la Misión Permanente de Colombia en Ginebra

Comores/Comoros/Comoras  
M. Bacar Soilihi CHAMBANE  
Ministre des Affaires Sociales de l’île autonome de Moili  
(Chef de Délégation)

M. Said Abdou Nour SAID HOUSSEN  
Chef de Division des Enseignements, Ministère de l’Education de l’île autonome de Ngazidja

M. Brahime BACAR  
Directeur Général de l’Enseignement Secondaire,  
Ministère de l’Education de l’île autonome de Ndzouani

Congo  
S.E. Mme Rosalie KAMA-NIAMAYOUA  
Ministre de l'Enseignement Primaire et Secondaire, chargé de l'Alphabétisation de la République du Congo  
(Chef de Délégation)
M. Roger Julien MENGA  
Ambassadeur, Mission Permanente du Congo à Genève

M. Moïse BALONGA  
Conseiller à l'Enseignement Primaire et Secondaire, Ministère de l'Enseignement Primaire et Secondaire

M. François NGUIE  
Premier Conseiller à la Délégation Permanente du Congo auprès de l'UNESCO

Costa Rica  
Sr. Manuel A. GONZALEZ SANZ  
Embajador, Misión Permanente de Costa Rica en Ginebra  
(Jefe de Delegación)

Sr. Mercedes MUÑOZ GUILLÉN  
Decana, Facultad de Ciencias Sociales, Universidad de Costa Rica

Sra. Carmen CLARAMUNT  
Embajador Alterno, Misión Permanente de Costa Rica en Ginebra

Srita. Karla SIERRA ZUNIGA  
Consejera, Delegación de Costa Rica ante la UNESCO

Côte d'Ivoire  
M. René GOUBO AKA  
Conseiller Technique au Ministère de l'Education nationale

Croatie/Croatia/Croacia  
Dr. Mirjana POLIC-BOBIC  
Deputy Minister, Ministry of Science, Education and Sports  
(Head of Delegation)

M. Branco SOCANAC  
Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Croatia in Geneva

Mrs. Alida MATKOVIC  
Head of the Multicultural Cooperation Department, Ministry of Science, Education and Sports

Cuba  
Sr. Francisco FEREIRA BÁEZ  
Viceministro Primero de Educación, Ministerio de Educación  
(Jefe de la Delegación)

Sr. Oscar LEÓN GONZÁLEZ  
Segundo Secretario, Misión Permanente de Cuba en Ginebra

Sr. Iván MERA GODOY  
Embajador, Misión Permanente de Cuba en Ginebra

Danemark/Denmark/Dinamarca  
Ms. Hjordis DALSGAARD  
Secretary General, Senior Adviser, Ministry of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Svend POULSEN-HANSEN  
Deputy Permanent Delegate, Permanent Delegation of Denmark to UNESCO

Mr. Nils-Georg LUNDBERG  
Member of the Danish National Commission's Sub-committee for Education

Mr. Hans LAUGESEN  
Representative of the Danish National Union of Upper Secondary School Teachers

Mr. Peter MADSEN  
Member of the Central Board of the Danish National Union of Upper Secondary School Teachers

Mr. Ole HOLDGAARD  
Chairman of the Pedagogical Board of the Danish Union of Teachers

Egypte/Egypt/Egipto  
H.E. Dr. Ahmed Gamal Eldin MOUSSA  
Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Naela GABR  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Egypt in Geneva
Dr. Hassan Hussein Mahmoud EL BILAWI  
First Under-Secretary, Ministry of Education

Dr. May Mahmoud SHEHAB  
Manager for Educational Policies Department,  
National Center for Educational Researchers and Development

Mr. Amr ALJOWAILY  
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of Egypt in Geneva

Mr. Tamim KHALLAF  
Diplomatic attache, Permanent Mission of Egypt in Geneva

El Salvador  
H.E. Sr. Jorge MUÑOZ  
Vice-Ministro de Educación  
(Jefe de Delegación)

Sra. Silvia MARTINEZ  
Directora Nacional de Juventud, San Salvador

Sr. Cesar Daniel FUNES  
Secretario de la Juventud, San Salvador

Sr. Ricardo CISNEROS  
Consejero de la Misión Permanente de El Salvador en Ginebra

Emirats Arabes Unis/United Arab Emirates/Emiratos Árabes Unidos  
Dr. Jamal AL-MOHEERY  
Mandatory, Ministry of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Ms. Kaneez AL ABDOLLI  
Manager General Education Department

Mr. Awadh Ali SALEH  
Secretary General, UAE National Commission for UNESCO

Ms. Mona AL-AMRI  
Ministry of Education

Mrs. Shaikha AL-MULLA  
General Women's Union

Dr. Fahad AL-JASMI  
Under secretary

Mr. Abdul Qader ALAWI  
Parent’s Association

Mr. Hasan AL-MARZOOQI  
Parent’s Association

Ecuador  
Sr. Hernán ESCUDERO MARTÍNEZ  
Embajador, Misión Permanente del Ecuador en Ginebra  
(Jefe de Delegación)

Sra. Leticia BAQUERIZO GUZMÁN  
Tercer Secretario, Misión Permanente del Ecuador en Ginebra

España/Spain/España  
S.E. Sr. Alejandro TIANA FERRER  
Secretario General de Educación, Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia  
(Jefe de Delegación)

Sr. Miguel Angel GONZÁLEZ SUELA  
Sub-director General de Cooperación Internacional, Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia

Dra. Maria Rosa RODRIGUEZ PASCUAL  
Vocal Asesora, Subdirección General de Cooperación Internacional, Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia

Sra. Maria Luz OCAÑA  
Consejera de Educación adjunta, Delegación Permanente de España ante la UNESCO

Sr. Miquel MARTINEZ MARTÍN  
Director del Instituto de Ciencias de la Educación, Universidad de Barcelona

Sr. Josep-Maria BOSCH BESSA  
Representante Permanente Adjunto, Misión Permanente de España en Ginebra

Estonia  
Mr. Kalmar KURS  
Attache for Educational Affairs, Estonian Permanent Representation to the EU
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**Etats-Unis d'Amérique/United States of America/Estados Unidos**

H.E. Mrs. Louise V. OLIVER  
Ambassador, Permanent delegate of the U.S.A. to UNESCO  
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Gail RANDALL  
Education attaché, Permanent Delegation of the U.S.A. to UNESCO

Mrs. Magda SIEKERT  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of the U.S.A. in Geneva

**Ethiopie/Ethiopia/Etiopia**

H.E. Mrs. Gennet ZEWIDE  
Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Selesh MENGESHA  
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Ethiopia in Geneva

Mrs. Showawork AMIN  
Third Secretary, Permanent Mission of Ethiopia in Geneva

**Ex-République yougoslave de Macédoine/The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia**

H.E. Dr Aziz POLLOZHANI  
Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Dragica ZAFIROVSKA  
Chargée d'affaires, Permanent Mission of the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia in Geneva

Mr. Luan STAROVA  
Prof. Academic

Dr. Qamil XHELADINI  
Director, Department for Education Development

Mrs. Marija MILOSEVSKA  
Head, Department for Science and Peace

Mr. Nazif DZAFERI  
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

Mrs. Nefail MALIQI  
Member of the Permanent Mission of the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

**Fédération de Russie/Russian Federation/Federación de Rusia**

H.E. Mr. Andrey SVINARENKO  
Deputy Minister of Education and Science  
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Larisa EFREMOVA  
Director, Department of State Policy in the Field of Education, Ministry of Education and Science

Mr. Alexander PETROV  
Director, Department of International Cooperation, Ministry of Education and Science

Mr. Nikolay DMITRIEV  
Head of Directorate of International Cooperation and Education, Federal Agency on Education

Mrs. Tatyana BARKHATOVA  
Deputy Head of Directorate of Control Quality of Education, Federal Service of Control in the Field of Education and Science

Mrs. Elena KARPUKHINA  
Vice-Rector of the Academy of National Economy, Government of the Russian Federation

Mrs. Elena SOBOLEVA  
Executive Director of the National Fund of Education of Personnel

Mr. Anatoly KHUDYAKOV  
Senior Counsellor, Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation in Geneva

Mr. Vadim RAZUMOVSKIY  
Counsellor, Permanent Delegation of the Russian Federation to UNESCO

Mrs. Ksenia GAVERDOVSKAYA  
Attache, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

**Finlande/Finland/Finlandia**

H.E. Mr. Markku LINNA  
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Heikki KOKKALA  
Education Adviser, Ministry for Foreign Affairs
Mr. Petri POHJONEN  
Director of Planning Division, National Board of Education

Mrs. Liisa MÄNNISTÖ  
Special Adviser, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Taina KAIVOLA  
Dr., Pedagogical Adviser, University of Helsinki

France/Francia

Mme Suzy HALIMI  
Professeur des Universités, Présidente du Comité de l'Education de la Commission Nationale française pour l'UNESCO  
(Chef de Délégation)

M. François GORGET  
Chef du Bureau des Institutions Multilatérales et de la Francophonie à la Direction des relations internationales et de la Coopération, Ministère de l'Education nationale, de l'Enseignement supérieur et de la Recherche (MENESR)

Mme Marie-Josée GRIESEMANN DE FORNEL  
Chargée de Mission pour l'UNESCO, Direction des relations internationales et de la Coopération, MENESR

Mme Michèle SELLIER  
Inspectrice Générale de l'Education nationale

Mme Isabelle ROBIN  
Chef du Bureau de la Formation Initiale des Enseignements à la Direction de l'Enseignement supérieur, MENESR

Mme Dominique TORSAT  
Chargée de Mission "Egalité", Direction des Enseignements Scolaires, MENESR

M. Jean-Marc BLANCHARD  
Secrétaire Général, Commission Nationale française pour l'UNESCO

Gambie/Gambia

Mr. Yaya SIREH JALLOW  
Permanent Secretary, Department of State for Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Yahya AL-MATARR JOBE  
Programme Officer Education and Natural Sciences, Gambia National Commission for UNESCO

Mrs. Fatou NJIE-JALLOW  
Director of Standards and Quality Assurance, Department of State for Education

Ghana

Hon. Kwadwo BAAH-WIREDU  
Minister for Education, Youth and Sports  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Ato ESSUMAN  
Chief Director, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports

Prof. Samuel Kwasi AGYEPOUNG  
Principal, Methodist University College

Mrs. Charity AMAMOO  
Deputy Secretary General, Ghana National Commission for UNESCO

Ms. Matilda Aku ALOMATU  
First Secretary, Ghana Permanent Mission in Geneva

Mr. Sylvester PARKER-ALLOCYE  
Charge d'affaires a.i., Ghana Permanent Mission in Geneva

Grèce/Greece/Grecia

Prof. Andreas KARAMANOS  
Secretary General, Ministry of Education (Head of Education)

Mrs. Melpomeni PAPADAKI  
Director of International Relations in Education, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Kalliroy CHOURDAKI  
Head of International Organizations division, Ministry of Education
Guatemala
S.E. Sra. Maria del Carmen ACEÑA
Ministra de Educación
(Jefe de Delegación)

S.E. Sr. Lars PIRA
Embajador, Misión Permanente de Guatemala en Ginebra

Sr. Horacio ALVAREZ MARINELLI
Asesor Específico del Despacho Superior de Educación

Sr. Rubén Norberto CHAVÉN DUFAUL
Director General de Educación Extraescolar, Ministerio de Educación

Sra. Angela CHÁVEZ
Ministra Consejera, Misión Permanente de Guatemala en Ginebra

Sra. Stephanie HOCHSTETTER
Consejera, Misión Permanente de Guatemala en Ginebra

Srta. Ingrid MARTÍNEZ
Primer Secretaria, Misión Permanente de Guatemala en Ginebra

Sr. Carlos José ARROYAVE PRERA
Primer Secretario, Misión Permanente de Guatemala en Ginebra

Guinée/Guinea
S.E. M. Galéma GUILAVOGUI
Ministre de l'Enseignement pré-universitaire et de l'Education Civique
(Chef de Délégation)

S.E. M. Boubacar DIALLO
Ambassadeur, Mission permanente de Guinée à Genève

M. Sékou KABA
Secrétaire Général, Ministère de l'Enseignement pré-universitaire et de l'Education Civique

M. Ibrahima MAGASSOUBA
Secrétaire Général, Commission Nationale Guinéenne pour l'UNESCO

M. Arafan Kabiné KABA
Conseiller politique, Mission Permanente de Guinée à Genève

Guinée équatoriale/Guinea Equatorial/Guinea Ecuatorial
S.E. Sr. Don Cristóbal MAÑANA ELA
Ministro Titular de Educación, Ciencia y Deportes
(Jefe de Delegación)

Haiti/Haiti/Haití
S.E. M. Pierre BUTEAU
Ministre de l’Education nationale, de la Jeunesse et des Sports
(Chef de Délégation)

M. Joel D. JEAN-PIERRE
Directeur du Cabinet du Ministre de l’Education nationale, de la Jeunesse et des Sports

M. Louis Delima CHERY
Conseiller auprès du Ministre de l’Education nationale, de la Jeunesse et des Sports

M. Jeannot HILAIRE
Ministre Conseiller et chargé d'Affaires, Mission Permanente d’Haiti à Genève

Honduras
S.E. Sr. Benjamín ZAPATA
Embajador, Misión Permanente de Honduras en Ginebra
(Jefe de Delegación)

Sra. Gracibel BU FIGUEROA
Consejera, Misión Permanente de Honduras en Ginebra

Sr. Mauricio A. PÉREZ
Segundo Secretario, Misión Permanente de Honduras en Ginebra

Hongrie/Hungary/Hungría
Mr. Gábor HALÁSZ
Director General, National Institute of Public Education
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Katalin CSIMA SZALOKI
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Hungary in Geneva
Inde/India
H.E. Mr. Arjun SINGH
Minister of Human Resource Development,
Government of India
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Mr. H.S. PURI
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of India in
Geneva

Mr. Debabrata SAHA
Deputy Permanent Representative, Permanent
Mission of India in Geneva

Mr. Arun Kumar CHATTERJEE
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of India in
Geneva

Mr. K.M. ACHARYA
Joint Secretary, Ministry of Human Resource
Development

Mr. N. Baijendra KUMAR
Private Secretary to the Minister for Human
Resource Development

Mr. C. BALAKRISHNAN
Joint Secretary, Department of Secondary and
Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource
Development

Mr. Sudeep BANERJEE
Additional Secretary, Department of Secondary and Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development

Mr. B.S. BASWAN
Secretary, Department of Secondary & Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development

Indonésie/Indonesia
Prof. Dr. ZAMRONI
Director of General Secondary Education, Directorate General of Primary and Secondary Education, Department of National Education
(Head of Delegation)

Dr. H. Arief RACHMAN
Executive Chairman, Indonesian National Commission for UNESCO

Dr. Totok SUPRAYITNO
Head, Programme and Planning Division, Directorate General of Primary and Secondary Education, Department of National Education

Dr. Mira WIDIANI
Head of Assessment in Curriculum and Assessment Division, Directorate General of Primary and Secondary Education, Department of National Education

Mrs. Santi AMBARRUKMI
Technical Staff in Directorate of Senior Secondary Education, Directorate General of Primary and Secondary Education, Department of National Education

Prof. Dr. Moch Sholeh Y.A. ICHROM
Professor of the “Sebelas Maret” University

Dr. Noor Rochman HADIAM
Lecturer of Gadjah Mada University

Mr. Ade Padmo SARWONO
First Secretary, Indonesian Permanent Mission in Geneva

Mr. Agung Cahaya SUMIRAT
Third Secretary, Indonesian Permanent Mission in Geneva

Iran, République islamique d'/Irán (República Islámica del)
H.E. Mr. Morteza HAJI
Minister of Education
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Ali ZARAFSHAN
Director General for Curriculum Planning and Textbook, Publishing Office

Mr. Mohammad HASANI
Expert in Education, Ministry of Education

Mr. Hamidreza KAFFASH
Director General for Cultural Affairs Bureau, Ministry of Education

Mr. Alireza JODAYEE
Director General for Public Relations, Ministry of Education

Mr. Mansour AHMADNEJAD
Expert for International Organizations, Ministry of Education
Mr. Jafar KEYVANI GHAMSARI
Head of Institute of Planning and Research on Higher Education

Ms Zahra BAZARGAN
Director of Education Department, Iranian National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Abbas SADRI
Director General of Academic and International Collaborations Office, Ministry of Education

Mr. Hamid Reza HOSSEINI
First counsellor, Iranian Permanent Mission in Geneva

H.E. Mr. Seyed Kazem SAJJADPOUR
Ambassador, Deputy Head of the Iranian Permanent Mission in Geneva

Mr. Omid MALEKY
Expert for Student Organization

Mr. Abolfazl MOHEBI
Expert for Ministerial Bureau, Ministry of Education

Iraq/Irak
H.E. Mr. Muhyi ALKATEEB
Ambassador, Permanent Delegation of Iraq to UNESCO

Dr. Khadhim Ghaidan MADHI
Director General of Teaching AIDS production

Mr. Abdul Amir A. HUSSAIN
Dean of College of Education, University of Baghdad

Irlande/Ireland/Irlanda
Mr. Sean HARKIN
Head, International Relations, Ministry of Education and Science
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Catherine ROCHE
Education Expert, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Islande/Iceland/Islandia
Mrs. Gudny HELGADÓTTIR
Secretary General, National Commission of Iceland to UNESCO

Israël/Israel
H.E. Mr. Jacques REVAH
Ambassador, Permanent Delegation of Israel to UNESCO
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Lea ROSENBERG
Deputy Director General - Pedagogic Administration

Mr. Daniel BAR-ELLI
Secretary General, Israel National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Yaacov KATZ
Chair Pedagogic Secretariat & Chair Person of the Israeli Education For All Committee for UNESCO

Italie/Italy/Italia
H.E. Mrs. Valentina ON APREA
Undersecretary of State, Ministry of Education, University and Research
(Head of Delegation)

Dr. Antonio GIUNTA LA SPADA
Director General, Foreign Affairs Department, Ministry of Education, University and Research

Dr. Antonio DE GASPERIS
Director General for International Affairs, Ministry of Education, University and Research

Prof. Felice RIZZI
Bergamo University

M. Filippo COLOMBO
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Italy in Geneva

M. Valentino SIMONETTI
Deputy, Permanent Mission of Italy in Geneva

Jamahiriya arabe libyenne/Libyan Arab Jamarhiriya/Jamahiriya Árabe Libia
Dr. Abdulnabi ABU GHENIA
Director of Educational Research Center
(Head of Delegation)

Dr. Bashir A. SAID LAGAA
Secretary General, Libyan National Commission for UNESCO
H.E. Mr. Mokhtar ELOSTA
Ambassador, Libyan Permanent Delegation to UNESCO

Dr. Ali Hadi AL-HAWAT
Teaching Staff Member at Al-Fateh University

Dr. Abdalla BUBTANA
Advisor, Libyan Permanent Delegation to UNESCO

Mr. Mahmud DEGHDAGH
Director of Education Department, Libyan National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Nasser ALZAROUG
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of Libyan Arab Jamahiriya in Geneva

Jamaïque/Jamaica
Dr. Simon CLARKE
Representative of the Minister of Education

Japon/Japan/Japón
Mr. Shin Ichi YAMANAKA
Deputy Director General, Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education, Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Takashi ASAI
Assistant Director-General for International Affairs, Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

Ms. Mayumi OGAWA
Chief Programme Specialist for UNESCO, Office of the Director General for International Affairs, Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

Mr. Yuzuru IMASATO
Minister Counsellor, Permanent Delegation of Japan to UNESCO

Ms. Mariko KOBAYASHI
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Japan in Geneva

Mr. Shigechika TERAKADO
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Japan in Geneva

Jordanie/Jordan/Jordania
H.E. Mr. Khaled TOUKAN
Minister of Education
(Head of Delegation)

Dr. Tayseer AL NAHAR ALNOAIMI
Secretary General, Ministry of Education

Dr. Muna Mu'Taman HA’UBSHA
General Director of Research and Development Department, Ministry of Education

H.E. Mr. Mousa BURAYZAT
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Jordan in Geneva

Mr. Hussam AL HUSSEINI
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Jordan in Geneva

Mr. Azzam ALAMEDDIN
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of Jordan in Geneva

Mr. Hussam QUDAH
Attache, Permanent Mission of Jordan in Geneva

Kazakhstan/Kazakstán
H.E. Mr. Zhaksybek KULEKYEV
Minister of Education and Science
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Arkin AKHMETOV
Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Kazakhstan in Geneva

Mr. Barlybai SADYKOV
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Kazakhstan in Geneva

Kenya
H.E. Prof.. George SAITOTI
Minister of Education, Science and Technology
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Ms. Raychelle Awuor OMAMO
Ambassador, Permanent Delegation of the Republic of Kenya to UNESCO

Mr. Philip R.O. OWADE
Mr. Gabriel K. LENGOIBONI  
Secretary, Teachers Service Commission

Mr. David SIELE  
Senior Deputy Director of Education, Ministry of Education

Mr. Salome Wanjiku GICHURA  
Senior Assistant Director of Education

Mr. Luka SPIRA  
Deputy Secretary (Staffing), Teachers Service Commission

Mr. Stephen James Karanja MBURU  
Director of Technical Training, in charge of Management and Inspection of Technical Training Institutions

Mr. Anthony MUCHIRI  
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of the republic of Kenya in Geneva

Mr. Gathoga W. CHEGE  
Economist

Ms. Tabu IRINA  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of the Republic of Kenya in Geneva

Mr. Joshua L. TONKEI  
Economist

Mrs. Lenah NYAMBU  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of the Republic of Kenya in Geneva

Koweït/Kuwait  
H.E. Mr. Rasheed Hamad AL-HAMAD  
Minister of Education and Minister of Higher Education  
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Mr. Dharar RAZZOOQI  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Kuwait to Geneva

Mr. Abdulaziz Hasan AL-JARALLAH  
Secretary General, Kuwaiti National Commission for UNESCO

H.E. Dr. Abdullah Abdulrahman AL-KANDARI  
Dean of Faculty of Basic Education, Public authority for Applied Education and Training

Mr. Najeeb AL-BADER  
First secretary, Permanent Mission of Kuwait in Geneva

Mr. Abdullah Ismail AL-KANDARI  
Chairman of Kuwaiti Teachers Society

Mrs. Yousra Abdulateef AL-OMAR  
Director of Coordination Office, Ministry of Education

Mr. Waleed Salman AL-KODEIBI  
Director of the Office of the Minister of Education and the Minister of Higher Education

Mr. Taleb Ahmad AL-BAGHLI  
Assistant of the Permanent Representative, Permanent Delegation of Kuwait to UNESCO

Mrs. Nasra Ahmad AL-ZANKAOUI  
Principal of Jamila Bent Aabed Primary School for Girls

Mr. Faleh Khalaf AL-SALEH  
Director of Saad Ibn Waqas, Boys intermediate School

Mrs. Dalal Haidar AL-HASAN  
Inspector, International Organizations, Kuwaiti National Commission for UNESCO

Lesotho  
H.E. Mr. Archibald Lesao LEHOHLA  
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Education and Training  
(Head of Delegation)

Ms. Ntsebe KOKOME  
Principal Secretary, Ministry of Education and Training

Mrs. Kekeletso TSEKOA  
Secretary General, National Commission of Lesotho for UNESCO

Mrs. Ellen Moliehi MAKATSE  
Counsellor, Lesotho Embassy

H.E. Mrs. Mathato MATLANYANE  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Lesotho in Geneva
Mr. Rethabile MOSISILI  
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Lesotho in Geneva

Mrs. Masabata PHEKO  
Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Lesotho in Geneva

**Lettonie/Latvia/Letonia**  
H.E. Mr. Juris RADZEVICS  
Minister of Education and Science  
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Guna SPRINOVSKA  
Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Education and Science

Mr. Maris KRASTINS  
Director of the Educational Curriculum and Examination Center

Mr. Rolands OZOLS  
Deputy Secretary General, Latvian National Commission for UNESCO

Mrs. Tatjana KOKE  
Expert, Educational Committee, Latvian National Commission for UNESCO

**Liban/Lebanon/Libano**  
S.E. M. Samir EL JISR  
Ministre de l’Education et de l’Enseignement Supérieur  
(Chef de Délégation)

M. Georges NEHMÉ  
Directeur Général de l’Education, Ministère de l’Education et de l’Enseignements Supérieur

Mme Leila MALIHA FAYAD  
Présidente du Centre de Recherche Développement Pédagogiques, Beirut

Mme Bouchra BAGDADY ADRA  
Conseillère du Ministre, Responsable des Relations Extérieures, Ministère de l’Education et de l’Enseignement Supérieur

H.E. Mr. Gebran SOUFAN  
Ambassadeur, Mission Permanente du Liban à Genève

**Lituanie/Lithuania/Lituania**  
H.E. Mr. Dainius NUMGAUDIS  
State Secretary, Ministry of Education and Science  
(Head of Delegation)

Ms. Loreta ZADEIKATIE  
Director, Basic and Secondary Education Division, Ministry of Education and Science

Mrs. Vaiva VEBRAITE  
Adviser to the Minister, Ministry of Education and Science

Mr. Albinas ZANANAVICIUS  
Minister Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Lithuania in Geneva

**Luxembourg/Luxemburgo**  
S.E. Mme Mady DELVAUX-STEHRES  
Ministre de l’Education Nationale et de la Formation Professionnelle  
(Chef de Délégation)

M. Jeannot HANSEN  
Chef du Service des Relations Internationales, Ministère de l’Education Nationale

M. Paul KLEIN  
Secrétaire Général, Commission Nationale pour la Coopération avec l’UNESCO

**Madagascar**  
S.E. M. Haja Nirina RAZAFINJATOVO  
Ministre de l’Education Nationale et de la Recherche Scientifique, Président de la Commission Nationale Malgache pour l’UNESCO  
(Chef de Délégation)

S.E. M. Yvette RABETAFIKA  
Ambassadeur, Délégation Permanente de Madagascar auprès de l’UNESCO

S.E. M. Alfred RAMBELOSON  
Ambassadeur, Mission Permanente de Madagascar à Genève

M. Henri RANJEVA  
Directeur de Cabinet, Ministère de l’Education Nationale et de la Recherche Scientifique
Mme Tahinaharinoro RAZAFINDRAMARY  
Directrice de la Planification de l'Education Fondamentale, Secondaire et Technique, Ministère de l'Education Nationale et de la Recherche Scientifique

M. Hery Zo RALAMBOMAHAY  
Conseiller Technique, Ministère de l’Education Nationale et de la Recherche Scientifique

M. Jean-Michel RASOLONJATOVO  
Premier Conseiller, Mission Permanente de Madagascar à Genève

M. Jean Jacques  
RANDRIFAMANTANANTSOA  
Conseiller, Délégation Permanente de Madagascar auprès de l’UNESCO

M. Fenosoa RATSIMANETRIMANANA  
Secrétaire exécutif du Comité national de la lutte contre le VIH/SIDA

Malaisie/Malaysia/Malasia  
Mr. Tan Sri Abdul Rafie MAHAT  
Director General of Education, Ministry of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Mahzan BAKAR  
Deputy Director, Curriculum Development Centre, Ministry of Education

Ms. Sahara AHMAD  
Assistant Director, Planning and Policy Research Division, Ministry of Education

Mr. Shazali AHMAD  
Assistant Secretary, International Relations Division, Ministry of Education

Malawi  
H.E. Mrs. Anna Andrew KACHIKHO M.P.  
Deputy Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Dr. Simeon HAU  
Secretary for Education

Dr. Joseph KUTHEMBA MWALE  
Director of Education Planning

Mr. David MULERA  
Assistant Executive Secretary, Malawi National Commission for UNESCO

Mali/Malí  
S.E. Prof. Mamadou Lamine TRAORE  
Ministre de l'Education Nationale, Président de la Commission Nationale Malienne pour l’UNESCO  
(Chf de Délégation)

M. Bakary SAMAKÉ  
Division de l’Enseignement Normal, Direction Nationale de l'Education de Base, Ministère de l’Education Nationale

Mme Aminata SALL  
Secrétaire Générale, Commission Nationale Malienne pour l’UNESCO

M. Brahima SANGARÉ  
Division Vie Scolaire, Direction Nationale de l’Enseignement Secondaire Général, Ministère de l’Education Nationale

Maroc/Morocco/Marruecos  
M. Anis BIROU  
Secrétaire d'Etat chargé de l'Alphabétisation et de l'Education non formelle  
(Chf de Délégation)

S.E. M. Omar HILALE  
Ambassadeur, Mission Permanente du Maroc à Genève

M. Ahmed GOUITAA  
Directeur de la Stratégie, de la Statistique et de la Planification, Ministère de l’Education Nationale

Mme Tijania FERTAT  
Directrice de l’Académie Régionale d'Education et de Formation de Rabat, Ministère de l’Education Nationale

M. Abdesselam ZEROUAL  
Directeur de la Coopération et de la Promotion de l’Enseignement scolaire privé, Ministère de l’Education Nationale
Mme Malika AKNA
Déléguée du Ministère de l'Éducation Nationale

Mme Naïma TABET
Secrétaire Générale, Commission Nationale Marocaine pour l’UNESCO

Mme Siham BOUASSA
Conseiller des Affaires étrangères, Mission Permanente du Maroc à Genève

M. Azzeddine FARHANE
Conseiller des Affaires étrangères, Mission Permanente du Maroc à Genève

Maurice/Mauritius/Mauricio
Mlle Marie-Lise HOW FOK CHEUNG
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education and Scientific Research
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Santosh Kumar MAHADEO
Director (Curriculum Renewal and Polytechnics), Ministry of Education and Scientific Research

Mauritanie/Mauritania
M. Mohamed Lemine Ould MOULAYE AHMED
Directeur de la Réforme et de la Prospective, Ministère de l'Éducation Nationale

Mexique/México/México
S.E. Dr Reyes S. TAMEZ GUERRA
Secretario de Educación Pública
(Jefe de Delegación)

S.E. Mr. Luis Alfonso DE ALBA
Embajador, Misión Permanente de México en Ginebra

Sr. Antonio GAGO HUGUET
Coordinador de Asesores

Dr. Daniel GONZÁLEZ SPENCER
Director General de Relaciones Internacionales

Sra. Dulce VALLE
Consejera, Misión Permanente de México en Ginebra

Sra. María de los Ángeles ERRISURIZ
Secretaria de Educación

Sra. Isabel FARHA VALENZUELA
Directora de Relaciones Multilaterales

Dra. Marivel GÓMEZ TREVIÑO
Secretaria Particular del C. Secretario

Sra. Gracia PÉREZ
Asistente, Misión Permanente de México en Ginebra

Mme Claudia Yuriria GARCIA GUIZA
Tercera Secretaria, Misión Permanente de México en Ginebra

Micronésie (Etats fédérés de)/Micronesia (Federated States of)/Micronesia (Estados Federados)
Hon. Midion G. NETH
Acting Secretary, Department of Health, Education and Social Affairs

Mozambique
Mr. Zefanias S. M. MUHATE
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Isabel Maria de A. AZEVEDO
Provincial Director, Zambezia, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Flora Fernando CHIRINDZA
Technician, Directorate for Basic Education, Ministry of Education

Myanmar
H.E. Mr. U Than AUNG
Minister of Education
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Mr. U Mya THAN
Ambassador, Permanent Representative to the UN, Permanent Mission of Myanmar in Geneva

H.E. Mr. U Wunna Maung LWIN
Ambassador, Embassy of Myanmar, Permanent Delegation of Myanmar to UNESCO

Dr. Myo MYINT
Pro-Rector, Yangon University

Mrs. Aye Aye MU
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Myanmar in Geneva
Mr. Tha Aung NYUN  
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Myanmar in Geneva

Mr. Myint THU  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Myanmar in Geneva

Mr. Ba Hla AYE  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Myanmar in Geneva

Mr. Kyaw Thu NYEIN  
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of Myanmar in Geneva

Mr. Soe AUNG  
Third Secretary, Permanent Mission of Myanmar in Geneva

Ms. Flora SAITO  
Attaché, Permanent Mission of Myanmar in Geneva

Namibie/Namibia  
Hon. John MUTORWA  
Minister of Basic Education, Sport and Culture  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Charles KABAJANI  
Director, Education Programme Implementation, Ministry of Basic Education, Sport and Culture

Mr. Alfred ILUKENA  
Director, Namibia Institute for Educational Development

Mrs. Frederika UAHENGO  
Rector, Ongwediva College of Education

Dr. Demus MAKUWA  
SACMEQ National Research Co-ordinator, Ministry of Basic Education, Sport and Culture

Mr. Marius KUDUMO  
Chief Programme Officer, Namibia National Commission for UNESCO

Népal/Nepal  
H.E. Mr. Bimalendra NIDHI  
Minister for Education and Sports  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Ramswarup SINHA  
Director, Secondary Education Development Centre

Mr. Binod Prasad ACHARYA  
Deputy Permanent Representative, Permanent Mission of Nepal in Geneva

Nicaragua  
S.E. Sr. Silvio DE FRANCO MONTALVÁN  
Ministro de Educación, Cultura y Deportes  
(Jefe de Educación)

Sr. Eduardo CASTILLO PEREIRA  
Representante Permanente Alterno, Encargado de Negocios, Misión Permanente de Nicaragua en Ginebra

Sra. Patricia CAMPBELL  
Primer Secretaria, Misión Permanente de Nicaragua en Ginebra

Nigéria  
Hon. Fabian OSUJI  
Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Dr. U.B. AHMED  
Director, Primary and Secondary Education, Federal Ministry of Education

Mr. Ishaya S. AUTA  
Director, Technology and Science, Federal Ministry of Education

Mrs. Amina IBRAHIM  
National Coordinator, Education For All

Prof. Peter OKEBUKOLA  
Executive Secretary, National Universities Commission

Dr. Kabir ISYAKU  
National Commission for Colleges of Education

Dr. Nuru YAKUBU  
Executive Secretary, National Board for Technical Education

Prof. Gidado TAHIR  
National Coordinator, Universal Basic Education
Dr. Edward AGULANNA  
Special Assistant to the Honourable Minister of Education

Mrs. Bridget U. OKPA  
Secretary Education Sector, National Commission of Nigeria for UNESCO

Prof. Mkpa Agu MKPA  
Commissioner for Education, Abia State

Mrs. Fatima OTHMAN  
Senior Delegation Counsellor, Permanent Delegation of Nigeria to UNESCO

Norvège/Norway/Noruega
Ms. Eldbjorg TORSOE  
Political Adviser, Ministry of Education and Research  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Dankert VEDELER  
Deputy Director General, Department of Policy Analysis and International Affairs, Ministry of Education and Research

Ms. Ellen LANGE  
Secretary General, Norwegian National Commission for UNESCO

Ms. Gerd-Hanne FOSEN  
Education Adviser, Norwegian National Commission for UNESCO

Ms. Gry AALDE  
Deputy Director General, Department of Education and Training, Ministry of Education and Research

Mr. Oystein LYNGROTH  
Adviser, Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation

Mr. Jens Petter BERG  
Education Adviser, Union of Education Norway

Ms. Ine SANDER  
Adviser, Directorate for Primary and Secondary Education

Ms. Solveig TESDAL  
President, School Student Union of Norway

Mr. Eivind VAD PETERSSON  
Norwegian National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Ole BRISEID  
Deputy Permanent Delegate, Permanent Delegation of Norway to UNESCO

Mlle Halis HOLST  
Member of Executive Board, Union of Education Norway

Ms. Hildegunn OLESEN  
Education Adviser, NORAD

Nouvelle-Zélende/New Zealand/Nueva Zelandia
Mr. Rob McINTOSH  
Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Prof. Russell BISHOP  
Associate Dean of Maori Education, School of Education, University of Waikato, Hamilton

Oman
H.E. Mr. Yahya SAUD AL-SULAIMI  
Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Dr. Musa JAFAAR HASSAN  
Ambassador, Permanent Delegation of Oman to UNESCO

Dr. Saïd SELEEM AL KITANI  
Director of Minister of Education Office, Secretary, Oman National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Saud EL BALUSHI  
Director General of Curriculum Department, Ministry of Education

Mr. Yahia AL-HARTHI  
Deputy Director of the division of the evolution of Mathematics and Economics and Administrative Sciences Curriculum, Ministry of Education

Mr. Sultan AL SALAMI  
Coordinator of Minister’s Office

H.E. Mr. Ahmed Mohamed Masoud AL-RIYAMI  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Oman in Geneva

Mr. Zakaria AL-SA’IDI  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Oman in Geneva
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Ouganda/Uganda
H.E. Mrs. Gerard Namirembe BITAMAZIRE
Minister of State for Primary Education
(Head of Delegation)

Dr. Richard RWAGALLA AKANKWASA
Director of Education, Ministry of Education

Mr. Hajji Badru LUBEGA-WAGGWA
Chairman, Education Service Commission

Mr. Augustine OMARE-OKURUT
Secretary General, Uganda National Commission for UNESCO

Dr. Rose NASSALI LUKWAGO
Director, Education Standard Agency

Pakistan/Pakistán
H.E. Ms Zobaïda JALAL
Federal Minister for Education
(Head of Delegation)

Dr. Haroona JATOI
Joint Educational Adviser, Ministry of Education

Mr. T.M. QURESHI
Deputy Educational Adviser, Ministry of Education

H.E. Mr. Shaukat UMER
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Pakistan in Geneva

Mr. Faisal NIAZ TIRMIZI
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Pakistan in Geneva

Mr. Iqbal Ali JATOI
Teachers Training Projects, Ministry of Education

Paraguay
S.E. Sr. Rigoberto GAUTO VIÉLMAN
Embajador, Misión Permanente del Paraguay en Ginebra
(Jefe de Delegación)

S.E. Sra. Marta LA FUENTE
Viceministra de Educación

Sra. Maria Elena BORBOZA
Jefa del Departamento Técnico, Ministerio de Educación y Cultura

Pays-Bas/Netherlands/Paises Bajos
H.E. Mrs. Lotte VAN SCHAIK
Ambassador, Permanent Delegation of the Netherlands to UNESCO
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Theodoor H. ADAMS
Director International Policy Directorate, Ministry of Education, Culture and Science

Mrs. Marceline D. ENGELKES
Ministry of Education, Culture and Science

Mrs. Irene VAN DER DUSSEN
Member, Sub commission Education, Netherlands National Commission for UNESCO

Mrs. Liesbeth VERHEGGEN
Member Executive Committee, Education Trade Union

Mr. Dick LAGEWEG
Deputy Secretary General, Netherlands National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Robert J. STRONKHORST
Education Policy Adviser, Ministry of Education, Culture and Science

Pérou/Peru/Perú
S.E. Sr. Idel VEXLER TALLEDO
Viceministro de Gestión Pedagógica e Institucional
(Jefe de Delegación)

Sr. José Luis SALINAS
Representante Permanente Alterno, Misión Permanente del Perú en Ginebra

Srta. Eliana BERAUN
Segunda Secretaria, Misión Permanente del Perú en Ginebra

Pologne/Poland/Polonia
H.E. Mr. Zdzislaw RAPACKI
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Poland in Geneva
(Head of Delegation)
Mrs. Hanka MATUSZAK  
Director of the Department for International Co-operation, Ministry of National Education and Sport

Mrs. Barbara SKACZKOWSKA  
Advisor to the Minister, Ministry of National Education and Sport

Mrs. Krystyna URBANSKA  
Advisor to the Minister, Poland National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Andrzej SADOS  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Poland in Geneva

Mr. Sergiusz SIDOROWICZ  
Third Secretary, Permanent Mission of Poland in Geneva

Mrs. Marta NOWAKOWSKA  
Intern, Permanent Mission of Poland in Geneva

Portugal

S.E. Mme Maria DO CARMO SEABRA  
Ministre de l’Education  
(Chef de Délégation)

S.E. M. José Caetano DA COSTA PEREIRA  
Ambassadeur Mission Permanente du Portugal à Genève

Mme Maria Emília GALVÃO  
Directrice du Cabinet des Affaires européennes et des Relations internationales, Ministère de l’Education

M. Vasco ALVES  
Directeur Général de l’Innovation et de Développement des Programmes d’étude, Ministère de l’Education

Mme Georgina ESTEVES  
Sous Directrice du Cabinet des Affaires européennes et des Relations internationales, Ministère de l’Education

Prof. Mário FERREIRA  
Sous-Directeur Général de l’Enseignement supérieur, Ministère de la Science, de l’Innovation et de l’Enseignement supérieur

Qatar

H.E. Mrs. Shaika Ahmed AL-MAHMOUD  
Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Yousef Ali AL KHATER  
Secretary General, Qatar National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Isa thani AL JATTAL  
Director, Minister's Office

Mr. Ali ZAINAL  
Permanent Representative, Permanent Delegation of Qatar to UNESCO

Mr. Abdulla Saleh AL MEHAIZE  
Public Relations Officer, Minister's Office

Mr. Ya'qoub Youssef AL OBAIDLY  
Teacher, Preparatory Stage, Doha

Dr. Hamda Hassan AL SULAITY  
Director, Educational Planning & Fallow-up Unit, Doha

M. Mohammed AL-ANSARI  
Director, Curriculum Standards Office, Supreme Education Council, Doha

H.E. Mr. Fahd AL-THANI  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Qatar in Geneva

Mr. Jassim AL BOAINAIN  
Minister Plenipotentiary, Permanent Mission of Qatar in Geneva

Mr. Mohamed AL DUHAIMI  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Qatar in Geneva

Mr. Adel ALSAYED  
Director, Evaluation Institute, Doha
République arabe syrienne/Syrian Arab Republic/República Árabe Siria
H.E. Mr. Ali SA'AD
Minister of Education
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Sulaiman AL KATUB
Deputy Minister of Education, Ministry of Education

Mr. Mohamad MOHAMAD
Deputy Minister of Education, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Salha SANKAR
Professor of Educational Supervision, Faculty of Education, Damascus University, Ministry of Higher Education

Mrs. Sahar OMRAN
Ministry of Culture

Mr. Ghassan NSEIR
Permanent Delegation of Syria to UNESCO

Mr. Ghassan OBEID
Charge d'affaires a.i., Permanent Mission of the Syria in Geneva

Mrs. Souheila ABBAS
Third Secretary, Permanent Mission of Syria in Geneva

République de Corée/Republic of Korea/República de Corea
H.E. Mr. Young-shik KIM
Deputy Minister of Education and Human Resources Development
(Head of Delegation)

Ms. Young-soon KANG
Director, International Education Cooperation Division, Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development

Mr. Jeong-Hyun RYU
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Korea in Geneva

Ms. Eun-ok CHOI
First Secretary, Permanent Delegation of Korea to UNESCO

Ms. Bobae PARK
Deputy Director, International Education Cooperation Division, Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development

Ms. Soon-ho CHOI
Program Specialist, Education Team, Korean National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Pyeong-gook KIM
Researcher, Division of Curriculum Research and Development Korean Institute of Curriculum and Evaluation

République de Moldova/Republic of Moldova/República de Moldova
H.E. Mr. Valentin BENIUC
Minister of Education
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Nadejda VELISCO
Head of Department of Secondary Education, Ministry of Education

H.E. Mr. Dumitru CROITOR
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Moldova in Geneva

République démocratique populaire lao/Lao People’s Democratic Republic/República Democrática Popular Lao
S.E. M. Soutsakhone PATHAMMAVONG
Ambassadeur, R.D.P. lao en France, Délégation Permanente de la R.D.P. lao auprès de l’UNESCO
(Head of Delegation)

S.E. M. Khamliene NHOUYVANISVONG
Ambassadeur, Délegation Permanente de la R.D.P. lao auprès de l’UNESCO

République populaire démocratique de Corée/Democratic People’s Republic of Korea/República Democrática Popular de Corea
Mr. Se Pyong SO
Deputy, Permanent Mission of the D.P.R. Korea in Geneva
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Myong Nam CHOE
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of D.P.R. Korea in Geneva
Mr. Yong Ho KIM  
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of the  
D.P.R. Korea in Geneva

République tchèque/Czech Republic/República Checa  
H.E. Ms Petra BUZKOVÁ  
Minister of Education, Youth and Sports  
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Mr. Jaroslav MÜLLNER  
Deputy Minister for Regional Education, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports

H.E. Mr. Alexander SLABÝ  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Czech Republic in Geneva

Mr. Miloslav HUSEK  
Chief of Protocol, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports

Ms. Marie RICHTEROVÁ  
Assistant to the Minister, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports

Mr. Ludovít EMANUEL  
Director, J.A. Comenius Museum in Prague

Ms. Sabina HÝBLOVÁ  
Curator, J.A. Comenius Museum in Prague

Mr. Karel KOMÁREK  
Secretary General, Czech National Commission for UNESCO

Ms. Michaela ANDRESOVÁ  
Coordinator, UNESCO ASP network

Ms. Jaroslava TLÁSKALOVÁ  
Department of International Relations, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports

Hon. Haroun A. SULEIMAN  
Minister for Education, Culture and Sports,  
Zanzibar

H.E. Mr. Charles K. MUTALEMW A  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Tanzania in Geneva

Mr. Ricky A. MPAMA  
Chief Education Officer, Ministry of Education and Culture

Prof. Mohammed S. SHEYA  
Deputy Permanent Delegate, Permanent Delegation of Tanzania to UNESCO

Ms. Maryam Abdalla YUSSUF  
Commissioner for Education, Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports, Zanzibar

Dr. Nesta V. SEKWAO  
Assistant to the Commissioner for Education, Ministry of Education and Culture

Mr. Gordian J. MUKIZA  
Education Programme Officer, UNESCO National Commission of Tanzania

Mr. Muhwela A. KALINGA  
Private Secretary to the Minister, Ministry of Education and Culture

Mrs. Irene F. KASYANJU  
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Tanzania in Geneva

Roumanie/Romania/Rumania  
H.E. Mr. Radu Mircea DAMIAN  
Secretary of State, Ministry of Education and Research  
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Mr. Doru COSTEA  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Romania in Geneva

Ms. Veronica FUSELOVA  
Counsellor, Ministry of Education and Research

Ms. Florentina VOICU  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Romania in Geneva

République-Unie de Tanzanie/United Republic of Tanzania/República Unida de Tanzania  
Hon. Mr. Joseph J. MUNGAI  
Minister for Education and Culture  
(Head of Delegation)
Mr. Florian CIOLACU  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Romania in Geneva

Mrs. Lucretia BALUTA  
Education expert, National Commission of Romania for UNESCO

**Royaume-Uni de Grande Bretagne et d’Irlande du Nord/United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland/Reino-Unido**

Mrs. Eileen BARNES-VACHELL  
Children’s services Improvement Adviser, Department for Education and Skills  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. John ASLEN  
International Relations Division, Department for Education and Skills

Mrs. Christine WHATFORD  
Head of Education Committee, UK National Commission for UNESCO

**Rwanda**

S.E. Mme Jeanne d’Arc MUIJAWAMARIYA  
Secrétaire d’Etat chargée de l’Enseignement primaire et secondaire  
(Chef de Délegation)

M. Eliphaz BAHIZI  
Secrétaire Permanent, Commission Nationale du Rwanda pour l’UNESCO

S.E. Mme Valentine RUGWABIZA  
Ambassadeur, Mission Permanente du Rwanda à Genève

**Saint-Vincent-et-les-Grenadines/Saint Vincent and the Grenadines/San Vicente y las Granadinas**

H.E. Mr. Michael BROWNE  
Minister of Education, Youth and Sports

**Sao Tomé-et-Principe/Sao Tome and Principe/Sao Tomé y Príncipe**

S.E. M. Alvaro João SANTIAGO  
Ministre de l’Education et de la Culture

**Sénégal/Senegal**

S.E. M. Moustapha SOURANG  
Ministre de l’Education  
(Chef de Délegation)

S.E. M. Ousmane CAMARA  
Ambassadeur, Mission Permanente du Sénégal à Genève

M. Daouda Maligueye SENE  
Ministre conseiller, Mission Permanente du Sénégal à Genève

M. Leopold FAYE  
Directeur de l’Enseignement moyen et Secondaire Général, Ministère de l’Education

M. Momar GUEYE  
Conseiller, Mission Permanente du Sénégal à Genève

Mrs. Aminata NDIANOR  
Adjointe du point focal sida, secteur de l’Education

**Serbie-et-Monténégro/Serbia and Montenegro/Serbia y Montenegro**

H.E. Mrs. Ljiljana COLIC  
Minister of Education and Sport of the Republic of Serbia  
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Mr. Sobodan BACKOVIC  
Minister of Science and Education of the Republic of Montenegro

Ms. Jelena PEJOVIC  
Chief of the Cabinet of the Minister of Education and Sports of the Republic of Serbia

Ms. Marina IVANOVIC  
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of Serbia and Montenegro in Geneva

**Seychelles**

H.E. Mr. Danny FAURE  
Minister for Education and Youth

**Sierra Leone**

H.E. Mr. Alpha T. WURIE  
Minister of Education, Science and Technology  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Dickson Jusu Siaka ROGERS  
Director of the Inspectorate “Inspect schools in the Country”, Ministry of Education, Science and Technology
Mr. Godwin Bockari SAMBA  
Deputy Director, Technical and Vocational Education, Ministry of Education, Science and Technology

M. Edouard LUY  
Consul, Switzerland

Mr. Kálmán PERÖCZ  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Slovakia in Geneva

Mr. Ján SIPOS  
Director, Children and Youth Department, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Lubica ERDELSKA  
Deputy, Permanent Delegation of Slovakia to UNESCO

Ms. Viera KACVINSKÁ  
Counsellor, Bilateral and Multilateral Cooperation Department, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Nora SEPTÁKOVÁ  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Slovakia in Geneva

H.E. Mr. Martin FRONC  
Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Mr. Martin FRONC  
Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Slovackie/Slovakia/Eslovaquia

Mr. Kálmán PERÖCZ  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Slovakia in Geneva

Ms. Viera KACVINSKÁ  
Counsellor, Bilateral and Multilateral Cooperation Department, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Nora SEPTÁKOVÁ  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Slovakia in Geneva

H.E. Mr. Lucka LORBER  
State Secretary, Ministry of Education, Science and Sport  
(Head of Delegation)

Ms. Zofija KLEMEN-KREK  
Secretary General, Slovenian National Commission for UNESCO

Dr. Zoran PAVLOVIC  
Member, Slovenian National Commission for UNESCO

M. Andraz ZIDAR  
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of Slovenia in Geneva

Soudan/Sudan/Sudán

H.E. Mr. Ahmed Babikir NAHAR  
Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

H.E. Mr. Mohamed Elhassan Ahmed ELHAJ  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Sudan in Geneva

Mr. Ibrahim Suliman EL DASIS  
Director General for Educational Planning & National EFA Coordinator, Ministry of Education

Mr. Adil Ahmed Mohammed KARADAWI  
Secretary General, Sudanese National Commission for UNESCO

Mr. Abdulgadir ELKHALIL  
Permanent Mission of Sudan in Geneva

Mr. Christopher Leonardo JADA  
Second Secretary, Permanent Mission of Sudan in Geneva

Sri Lanka

Mrs. Tara Vinodanee DE MEL  
Secretary, Ministry of Education  
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Rathnasiri Sumathipala MEDAGAMA  
Advisor, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Charmaine Sherin WITESINGE  
Consultant, Ministry of Education

Suède/Sweden/Suecia

H.E. Mr. Carl LINDBERG  
Deputy State Secretary, Ministry of Education and Science  
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Annika BENGTSSON  
Senior Administrative Officer, Ministry of Education and Science

Mrs. Ulla-Stina RYKING  
Senior Administrative Officer, Ministry of Education and Science
Ms. Marie SÄLL
Chief Officer, Swedish Teachers' Union

Mrs. Merja STRÖMBERG
Senior Administrative Officer, Ministry of Education and Science

Ms. Sonja ÅSTRÖM
Vice Chairman, National Union of Teachers in Sweden

**Suisse/Switzerland/Suiza**

S.E. M. Charles BEER
Conseiller d'Etat et chef du Département de l'instruction publique de la République et canton de Genève

(Schéma de Déléguée)

S.E. M. Christian FAESSLER
Ambassadeur et Représentant permanent adjoint, Mission Permanente de la Suisse à Genève

S.E. M. Denis FELDMeyer
Ambassadeur, Délégation Permanente de la Suisse auprès de l'UNESCO

M. Bernard WICHT
Chef des Affaires Internationales, Conférence suisse des Directeurs cantonaux de l'instruction publique, Berne

M. Marino OSTINI
Adjoint Scientifique, Office fédéral de l'éducation et de la science, Berne

M. Roman KOLAKOVIC
Deuxième Secrétaire, Mission Permanente de la Suisse à Genève

Mme Fabienne LAGIER
Chargée de l’Education et du Développement social, Département fédéral des affaires étrangères

Mme Barbara JAKOVCHOC-RIEDER
Responsable des Projets Stratégiques, Office fédéral de la formation professionnelle et de la technologie, Berne

M. Pierre VARCHER
Président de la section Education et Société, Commission Nationale Suisse pour l'UNESCO

**Suriname**

H.E. Mr. Walter SANDRIMAN
Minister of Education (Head of Delegation)

Mr. Adiel Khan KALLAN
Permanent Secretary of Education, Ministry of Education

**Swaziland/Swazilandia**

H.E. Mrs. Constance SIMELANE
Minister of Education (Head of Delegation)

Mr. Jabulani G. KUNENE
Principal Secretary, Ministry of Education

Mr. Jabulane SHABALALA
Director, Educational Management Statistics, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Dorothy LITTLER
Secretary General, Swaziland National Commission for UNESCO

**Tchad/Chad**

S.E. M. Ahmat Mahamat BACHIR
Ministre de l'Education nationale (Chef de Délégation)

M. Abderamane KOKO
Secrétaire Exécutif du Comité national pour l’éducation, la formation en liaison avec l’emploi (CONEFE)

M. Issa KHAYAR
Secrétaire Général, Commission Nationale Tchadienne pour l’UNESCO

**Thaïlande/Thailand/Tailandia**

H.E. Mr. Adisai BODHARAMIK
Minister of Education (Head of Delegation)

Mr. Sunai CHULPONGSATORN
Advisor to the Minister, Ministry of Education

Dr. Tosaporn SERERAK
Secretary to the Minister, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Chomanad HIRUNMEKAVANICH
Advisor to the Minister, Ministry of Education
H.E. Mr. Chaityong SATIJPANON
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of
Thailand in Geneva

Dr. Khunying KASAMA VARAVARN
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education

Mrs. Pornnipha LIMPAPHAYOM
Secretary General, Office of Basic Education
Commission, Ministry of Education

Mr. Pavich TOANGROACH
Secretary General, Office of the Higher Education
Commission

Mr. Wisalaporn PAISAL
Chief, International information Technology Unit,
Ministry of Education

Ms. Duriya AMATAVIVAT
Chief, Multilateral Cooperation Unit, Ministry of
Education

Mr. Kittisuth SUTHIJITPAISARN
Officer attached to the Office of the Minister,
Ministry of Education

Police Lieutenant Pittaya KLAMEN
Police Escort to the Minister of Education

Mrs. Preeyanuch JARIYAVIDYANONT
Permanent Alternate Delegate, Permanent
Delegation of Thailand to UNESCO

Mr. Steve WILLIAMS
Guidance Supervisor, Student support services

Mrs. Sharon MANGROO
Director of Curriculum Development

Mr. Roland RAJKUMAR-MAHARAJ
Director of School Supervision

Ms. Reita G. TOUSSAINT
Deputy Permanent Representative, Permanent
Mission of Trinidad and Tobago in Geneva

Togo
S.E. M. Kondi Charles AGBA
Ministre de l'Enseignement Supérieur et de la
Recherche
(Chef de Délegation)

M. Adji Otèth AYASSOR
Secrétaire Général, Ministère des
Enseignements Primaire et Secondaire
togolaise pour l’UNESCO

Trinité-et-Tobago/Trinidad and Tobago/Trinidad
y Tobago
Mrs. Angella JACK
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education
(Head of Delegation)

Mr. Necat BIRINCI
Sous-Secrétaire d'Etat, Ministère de
l’Education Nationale
(Chef de Délegation)

S.E. M. Türkekul KURTTEKIN
Ambassadeur, Mission Permanente de la Turquie à
Genève

M. Hakan KIVANC
Conseiller, Mission Permanente de la Turquie à
Genève

M. Hüseyin ERGANI
Deuxième Secrétaire, Mission Permanente de la
Turquie à Genève

Ukraine/Ucrania
H.E. Mr. Victor OGNEWIUK
Deputy Minister of Education and Science
(Head of Delegation)
Mr. Mykola DMYTRYCHENKO  
Rector of National Transport University  

Mr. Galik ARTEMCHUK  
Rector of Kyiv National and Linguistic University  

Mrs. Tetyana SAIENKO  
First Secretary, National Commission of Ukraine for UNESCO  

Uruguay  
Sr. Guillermo VALLES GALMÉS  
Embajador, Delegación Permanente del Uruguay en Ginebra  
(Jefe de Delegación)  

S.E. Sr. Ricardo GONZALEZ ARENAS  
Ministro, Delegación Permanente del Uruguay en Ginebra  

Sra. María FRANCO  
Consejera, Delegación Permanente del Uruguay en Ginebra  

Sr. Alejandro ARREGUI MOYANO  
Agregado Cultural, Delegación Permanente del Uruguay en Ginebra  

Venezuela  
S.E. Sr. Aristobulo ISTURIZ ALMEIDA  
Ministro de Educación y Deportes  
(Jefe de Delegación)  

S.E. Sra. Blancanieve  
PORTOCARREROEmbajadora, Misión Permanente de Venezuela en Ginebra  

Sra. Marianela LEÓN GONZALEZ  
Directora General de Niveles y Modalidades, Ministerio de Educación y Deportes  

Sr. Albertino MOLINA SÁNCHEZ  
Secretario General Adjunto de la Comisión Nacional de Cooperación con la UNESCO  

S.E. Sra Raquel POITEVIEN  
Embajadora, Representante Alterna, Misión Permanente de Venezuela en Ginebra  

Sr. Rafael HANDS  
Consejero, Misión Permanente de Venezuela en Ginebra  

Sr. Fabio DI CERA  
Consejero, Misión Permanente de Venezuela en Ginebra  

Sr. Aldo PERFETTO  
Segundo Secretario, Misión Permanente de Venezuela en Ginebra  

Sr. Luis Antonio NAVAS COLINA  
Vice presidente del Instituto Nacional de Cooperación Educativa (INCE)  

Vietnam  
H.E. Mr. Duc Tam VU  
Ambassador, Permanent Delegation of Viet Nam to UNESCO  
(Head of Delegation)  

Mr. Manh Cuong NGUYEN  
Attaché, Permanent Delegation of Viet Nam to UNESCO  

Yémen/Yemen  
H.E. Mr. Abdulsalam Mohamed AL-JOUFI  
Minister of Education  
(Head of Delegation)  

Mr. Ibrahim Mohammed AL-HOUTHY  
Deputy of Education Research and Development Center  

Mr. Mohamed Hadi TAWAF  
Ministry of Education  

Mr. Mansour Ali MOQBEL  
Head of Technical Office, Ministry of Education  

Mr. Abdallah Ali Ismail AL-RAZHI  
General Director of Supervisor, Ministry of Education  

Mr. Mohamed Abdulbari AL-KADASI  
Secretary General, Yemeni National Commission for UNESCO  

Zambia/Zambie  
H.E. Mr. Love MTESA  
Ambassador, Permanent Mission of Zambia in Geneva  

Mrs. Isabel M. MATYOLA-LEMBA  
First Secretary, Permanent Mission of Zambia in Geneva  

Zimbabwe  
H.E. Mr. Herbert MURERWA  
Minister of Higher and Tertiary Education  
(Head of Delegation)
H.E. Mr. Aeneas Soko CHIGWEDERE
Minister of Education, Sport and Culture

Mr. Thomas MACHINGAIDZE
Provincial Education Director, Mashonaland West province, Ministry of Education, Sport and Culture

Mr. Forbes T. KANYOWA
Deputy Director, Teacher Education

Mr. Dawson MUNJERI
Deputy Permanent Delegate, Permanent Delegation of Zimbabwe to UNESCO

Mr. Samuel MHANGO
Deputy Permanent Representative, Zimbabwe Permanent Mission in Geneva

Mr. Richard CHUIBUWE
Counsellor, Zimbabwe Permanent Mission in Geneva

Etats Membres Associés / Associate Member States / Estado Miembros Asociados

Iles Caïmanes/Cayman Islands/Islas Caïmanes
Mr. Danny SCOTT
Chairman, Board of Governors
University College of the Cayman Islands

Iles Vierges Britannique/British Virgin Islands/Islas Virgenes Británicas
Mrs. Medita WHEATLEY
Secretary General, National Commission of the British Virgin Islands for UNESCO

Macao, Chine/Macau, China
Mr. Chio Fai SOU
Director of Education and Youth Affairs Bureau
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Silvia R. OSÓRIO HO
Deputy Director, Education and Youth Affairs Bureau

Mr. Chi Chau IEONG
Chief, Division of research and education reform, Education and Youth Affairs Bureau

Mr. Cheong CHOI
Senior Officer, Education and Youth Affairs Bureau

ETATS NON-MEMBRES/NON-MEMBER STATES/ESTADOS NO MIEMBROS

Saint-Siège/Holy See/Santa Sede
H.E. Mr. Silvano TOMASI
Nonce Apostolique, Observateur permanent, Mission Permanente du Saint-Siège à Genève
(Chef de Délégation)

H.E. Mr. Francesco FOLLO
Observateur Permanent, Délégation Permanente du Saint-Siège auprès de l’UNESCO

M. Massimo DE GREGORI
Mission Permanente du Saint-Siège à Genève

Mme Stéphanie DUPUY
Représentante, Mission Permanente du Saint-Siège à Genève
PALESTINE (OBSERVATEUR/OBSERVERS/OBSERVADORES)

Prof. Gabi BARAMKI
Special Adviser, Ministry of Education and Higher Education
(Head of Delegation)

Mrs. Reema KHADER
Director General of Planning, Ministry of Education and Higher Education

Mr. Mohammad YAKOUB
Senior Education Officer, Palestinian Permanent Delegation to UNESCO

HÔTE D’HONNEUR / GUEST OF HONOUR / HUESPED DE HONOR

Son Altesse la Princesse Mozah Bint Nasser AL-MISNAD,
Première Dame de Qatar,
Envoyée spéciale de l’UNESCO
pour l’éducation de base et l’enseignement supérieur

Délégation/Delegation/Delegación
M. Dr. Abdulla AL-KUBAISSI
Directeur du Cabinet de Son Altesse

Mme Aldana AL-KULAIFI
Secrétaire du Cabinet de Son Altesse

Mme Dr. Shaika AL-MISNAD
Directrice de l’Université de Qatar

Mme Maryam AL-HAJRI
Protocole

M. Mohd AL-HUMAIDI
Directeur de l’information

M. Saddine OUDASSE
Relations publiques

Mme Loulwa ALI-KHATER
Département de presse

M. Mohamad AL-SULAITI
Sécurité

M. Talal AL-SULAITI
Protocole
INVITÉS/INVITES/CONVIDADOS

Lauréats Comenius
Mme Mary Hatwood FUTRELL
Etats-Unis d’Amérique

M. Jean Elie LARRIEUX
Haïti

Mme Meilè LUKŠIENĖ
Lituanie (excusée)

M. Munther Wasef MASRI
Jordanie

Mme Munawar S. MIRZA
Pakistan

M. Amédée Joseph Alexis ODUNLAMI
Bénin

M. Ernesto SCHIEFELBEIN
Chili

Mme Annick COUTISSE

Le «Cellule Tutorat » de l’Université Libre de Bruxelles (Belgique)
M. Ahmed MEDHOUNE

Mr. Charles OBIERO
Kenya

Mme Edith FAVEY
Association Lire et écrire

Mme Mariette GAIARDELLI
Membre Association Lire et Ecrire

Mme Brigitte PYTHOUD
Association Lire et écrire

Mme R. CELIA VASCONCELOS ESTUVES
ALFA SOL

M. Fabio FERREIRA DE SIQUEIRA
ALFA SOL

Mr. Daniel FURST GONCALVES
ALFA SOL

Journée internationale de l’alphabétisation

Mme Edith FAVEY
Association Lire et écrire

Mme R. CELIA VASCONCELOS ESTUVES
ALFA SOL

Mme Mariette GAIARDELLI
Membre Association Lire et Ecrire

M. Fabio FERREIRA DE SIQUEIRA
ALFA SOL

Mme Brigitte PYTHOUD
Association Lire et écrire

Mr. Daniel FURST GONCALVES
ALFA SOL

Experts

M. Fernando José ALMEIDA
Brésil

M. Aaron BENAVOT
Université de Jérusalem

Mrs. Salome ANYOTI
FAWE Tanzanie

Mme Maria-Elizabeth BIANCONCINI DE Brésil

M. François AUDIGIER
FPSE Genève

Mr Norberto BOTTANI
Directeur du SRED - Genève

M. Matthis BEHRENS
IRDP Neuchâtel (Suisse)

Mr. Mark BRAY
WCCES

Mme Ana BENAVENTE
Vice-Présidente du Conseil BIE

M. Alain CARRY
France
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M. Olivier DE MARCELLUS
SRED Genève

M. Grégoire EVEQUOZ
DIP-Genève

Mr. Ferran FERRER
Espagne

M. Nico HIRTIT
Belgique

Ms. Jana HUTTOVA
Program Director, Education Support Program
Open Society

Prof. Masandi Pierre KITA
Congo

Prof. Charles MAGNIN
FPSE Genève

Mr. Bruno MASIER
President
WTPF

Mrs. Golnar MEHRAN
Expert Iran

Mr. Chokri MEMNI
CREDIF-Tunis

Mr. Juan Manuel MORENO
Worldbank

Mme Martha MOSCOSO
Colombie

Mlle Renata PEGORARO
SRED-Genève

Mr. Graham PHILLIPS
Royaume-Uni

M. Daniel Maximo PINKASZ
Argentine

Mr. Francisco RAMIREZ
Université de Stanford

M. Urs SCHEIDEGGER
DDC-Suisse

Mr. Berhane TEWOLDE-MEDHIN
Educator

Sr. Marcelo TRICARICO
Coordinator

Sra. Gladys ZAMORA
Avocate

Mme Josephine ABALO
Accompagnatrice FAWE Ouganda

Sr. Haroldo J.C. ALMEIDA
Accompagnateur Brésil

Mr. Luis Carlos BATISTA SILVA
Brésil

Mr. Josuel Araujo DAS NEVES
Brésil

Ms. Juliana Nascimento DE ALMEIDA
Brésil

Ms. Luciane DE FREITAS SANTANA
Brésil

Mr. Jair Ribeiro DE VASCONCELLOS
Brésil

Mlle Seynabou DIAGNE
FAWE Sénégal

Mlle Ndeye Khar DIOUF
FAWE Sénégal

Mr. Pierre FAYE
Accompagnateur FAWE Sénégal

Mr. Edson FELIX JUNIOR
Brésil

Ms. Liliane FERREIRA DE JESÚS
Brésil

Mme Donatha GIHANA
Accompagnatrice FAWE Rwanda

Mlle Winfred INGABIRE
FAWE Rwanda

Mlle Tukamushaba JACKLINE
FAWE Ouganda

Ms. Michelle Graciela MORAIS
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Mlle K. Reynaud
Mlle M. Roe
Mme E. Romero
Mme C. Roulet
M. M. Samarine
Mrs. M. Sfreddo
Mme M.C. Stefani-Gari
Mlle M. Voronine
M. B. Willaume
Mrs. Y. Zhou

Traduction

– Arabe
  M. I. Sabet

– Chinois
  M. Z. Wan

– Espagnol
  M. E. Garcia Gómez

– Russe
  M. Y. Reznikov

Dactylographie

M. A.R. Fahham
Mlle A. Glazova
X. Service de sécurité ONU

Capitaine O. Bruyère
Lieutenant C. Gaillard
Sergent G. Pichon
ASS D. Gelin
ASS W. Thomas
AS M. Juving
AS Mc S. Donough
AS P. Quostali
AS A. Engrand
AS G. Perrier
ASS A. Burgio
AS S. Madelin
AS I. Moluh Issa
AS D. Fortis
AS S. Sabara
AS P. Chapuis
AS R. Vuillat